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ICTeCollective introduction  
 
ICTeCollective (Harnessing ICT enabled collective social behaviour) aims to develop 
systematic means of exploring, understanding and modelling2 systems where ICT is 
entangled with social structures. In particular, we will focus on behavioural patterns, 
dynamics and driving mechanisms of social structures whose interactions are ICT-
mediated, from the level of individuals to the level of groups and large-scale social 
systems. Our unique approach is based on combined expertise in complex systems and 
the social sciences. By contrast with the majority of complexity studies that start from 
extremely simplified assumptions concerning social dynamics and concentrate on 
diagnosing structural features of social systems, we emphasize that ICT networks are 
dynamic systems of interacting humans and groups, and fully utilize the theories and 
methods of the social sciences are to be in ICTeCollective. 
 
We will study and relate high quality datasets on ICT mediated social interactions and 
groups that have already been acquired, and also create new sets of data by conducting 
experiments with human subjects to examine the properties of social interactions 
mediated by technological means. The first source of data, electronic records of 
interactions, is a by-product of how ICT mediated communities operate. In particular, 
we will use some of the most extensive ICT datasets available at present, such as time-
stamped data sets on mobile telephone communications between millions of users, the 
editing history of Wikipedia documents, and the popularity of Facebook applications. 
Secondly, entirely new data will be generated and released into the public domain by 
conducting laboratory experiments on ICT-mediated human interactions. 
 
This project addresses the goals of the FP7 FET-OPEN call by trying to build an 
integrated picture of ICT-mediated social systems focussing on some aspects that are  

i)  critical to social interaction,  
ii)  can be easily tracked in large datasets and confirmed in experiments, and  
iii)  have a considerable 

chance of improving our understanding and usage of ICT, with the possibility of leading 
to new and exciting technologies that can shape the future of ICT. The particular aspects 
that we focus on are activity patterns, social influence, and group dynamics. This choice 
helps us to address a large number of practical issues such as the driving mechanisms of 
social interactions mediated by ICT, and how these mechanisms then shape groups and 
society. All of these are critical to the goals of ICTeCollective. 
 
We define the above terms as follows: Activity patterns are temporal sequences of social 
interaction and communication events, measurable in electronic communication records 
and representing the “atoms” of social interaction processes. Social influence refers to all 
processes where individuals affect each others’ beliefs, behaviour, activities, and 
representations of reality. Group dynamics comprises processes such as emergence, 
growth, merging, and splitting of groups, and associated behavioural patterns of 
individuals.  
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Executive Summary  
 
This deliverable summarizes research activities concerning community structure in our 
datasets, specifically the data on mobile phone communications (DS1). The contributions 
are both of theoretical and of empirical nature.  The goals of the task were essentially 
two: 1) pointing out the variety of communities based on the different communication 
channels, specifying properties both at the level of the groups and at the level of the 
individual nodes and edges; 2) analysing the community structure of DS1, and 3) 
deepening our understanding of the community structure from the perspective of 
individuals and their communication patterns; this was achieved using the longitudinal 
data set DS2 that combines call records with survey results.. 
The first goal was addressed mostly by the work of Zhao, Karsai and Bianconi [1]. In it, 
the authors manage to find an important difference in the patterns of mobile phone 
communications as opposed to face-to-face interactions, as revealed by the different 
distributions of contact durations in the two cases. Also, they use a fairly recent entropy 
measure to estimate the information content of networks of mobile communications and 
to estimate the predictability of future interactions. The analysis shows that the 
predictability depends on the circadian rythms.  
As for the second goal, the consortium has produced three papers. The paper by Tibély 
[2], mostly theoretical, presents a new definition of community, that accounts for the two 
main features that one would expect to be common of most clusters in real systems: 
separation and cohesion. The main point of the paper is that most methods proposed so 
far are based on the concept of separation, without considering the fact that clusters are 
supposed to be cohesive as well. This leads to a method that tries to find an ideal 
tradeoff between separation and cohesion, which could lead to a class of better-
performing methods.  
In the paper by Tibély et al. [3], one moves from the analysis of partitions found by 
methods in artificial benchmark graphs to results in real systems, which ultimately are 
the systems one wishes to explore. The authors consider three popular methods of 
community detection [Louvain, Infomap and Clique Percolation (CP)], they apply it to 
DS1 and compare the properties of the detected clusters. The main finding is that, while 
the Louvain method and Infomap tend to find clusters, which may not be very cohesive, 
especially when they are small, the internal link density of the clusters found by CP is 
larger, seemingly more consistent with social communities. The CP, in turn, may also 
find structures that do not match the intuitive properties that real clusters should have. 
Nevertheless, by comparing the partitions obtained by different methods, it turns out 
that the clusters detected by one method can be tiled by those found by the other 
methods, which typically are subsets or supersets of the former.  So, the take home 
message of the work is that one could get meaningful results by using any method, but 
that adopting several techniques for the same system give a more insightful perspective 
and more information on the community structure of the network.  
In the paper by Pan et al. [4], the authors have used DS1, along with a network of 
scientific collaborations, to check whether a recent percolation model proposed by 
Achlioptas et al., called explosive percolation and mostly studied at the theoretical level, 
has any relationship with real systems. The model consists in a progressive addition of 
links to the system, such to slow down the growth of the clusters of nodes joined by the 
links, until there is a sudden coalescence of many of them to form a giant percolation 
cluster, with a transition that is continuous, despite early allegations, but very special as 
for its scaling behaviour. The authors check what happens when the links of the social 
networks analysed are added according to the similar rules as in the Achlioptas process. 
They find that there is a close relationship between the explosive percolation transition 
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and the networks’ community structure, and that the transition helps to distinguish 
quantitatively the two different types of social interactions underlying the two datasets. 
 
Finally, for a more detailed view on the networks of individuals and the structure of 
their social ties, we have studied the data set DS2 on 30 students who are in transition 
from school to university and are thus experiencing a period of flux in their networks. 
We have found from call and text message records augmented with survey results that 
although the time allocation patterns of communication show similar features, such as 
an unexpectedly large fraction of communication going to a few top-ranked alters, there 
is still individual variation; however, the patterns of individuals remain surprisingly 
persistent and similar in time, although the networks themselves change in composition. 
 
 
1. Entropy of dynamical social networks 
 
This section is based on Kun Zhao, Márton Karsai and Ginestra Bianconi. Entropy of 
dynamical social networks (submitted). 
 
1.1 Introduction 
 
Human dynamical social networks encode information and are highly adaptive. To 
characterize the information encoded in the fast dynamics of social interactions, we 
introduce the entropy of dynamical social networks. By analysing a large dataset of 
phone-call interactions we show evidence that the dynamical social network has an 
entropy that depends on the time of the day in a typical weekday [1]. Moreover we 
show evidence for adaptability of human social behavior showing data on duration of 
phone-call interactions that significantly deviates from the statistics of duration of face-
to-face interactions. This adaptability of behavior corresponds to a different information 
content of the dynamics of social human interactions. We quantify this information by 
the use of the entropy of dynamical networks on realistic models of social interactions. 
 
Social networks are characterized by complex organizational structures revealed by 
network community and degree correlations. These structures are sometimes correlated 
with annotated features of the nodes or of the links such as age, gender, and other 
annotated features of the links such as shared interests, family ties or common work 
locations. In a recent work it has been shown by studying social, technological and 
biological networks that the network entropy measures can assess how significant are 
the annotated features for the network structure. Moreover social networks evolve on 
many different time-scales and relevant information is encoded in their dynamics. In 
fact social networks are highly adaptive. Indeed social ties can appear or disappear 
depending on the dynamical process occurring on the networks such as epidemic 
spreading or opinion dynamics. Several models for adaptive social evolution have been 
proposed showing phase transitions in different universality classes. Social ties have in 
addition to that a microscopic structure constituted by fast social interactions of the 
duration of a phone call or of a face-to-face interaction. Dynamical social networks 
characterize the social interaction at this fast time scale.  
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Fig. 1. The dynamical social networks are composed by di!erent dynamically
changing groups of interacting agents. In panel (A) we allow only for groups of size
one or two as it typically happens in mobile phone communication. In panel (B) we
allow for groups of any size as in face-to-face interactions.

interested in the dynamics of contacts we assume to have a
quenched social network G of friendships, collaborations or
acquaintances formed by N agents and we allow a dynamics
of social interactions on this network. If two agents i, j are
linked in the network they can meet and interact at each given
time giving rise to the dynamical social network under study
in this paper. If a set of agents of size N is connected through
the social network G the agents i1, i2, . . . in can interact in a
group of size n. Therefore at any given time the static net-
work G will be partitioned in connected components or groups
of interacting agents as shown in Fig . In order to indicate
that a social interaction is occurring at time t in the group
of agents i1, i2, . . . , in and that these agents are not interact-
ing with other agents, we write gi1,i2,...,in(t) = 1 otherwise
we put gi1,i2,...,in(t) = 0. Therefore each agent is interacting
with one group of size n > 1 or non interacting (interacting
with a group of size n = 1). Therefore at any given time

X

G=(i,i2,...,in)|i!G

gi,i2,...,in(t) = 1. [1]

where we indicate with G an arbitrary connected subgraph
of G. The history St of the dynamical social network is
given by St = {gi1,i2,...,in(t") !t" < t}. If we indicated by
p(gi,i2,...,in(t) = 1|St) the probability that gi,i2,...,in(t) = 1
given the story St, the likelihood that at time t the dynamical
networks has a group configuration gi1,i2,...,in(t) is given by

L =
Y

G

p(gi,i2,...,in(t) = 1|St)
gi1,i2,...,in (t) [2]
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Fig. 2. Mean-field evaluation of the entropy of the dynamical social networks of
phone calls communication in a typical week-day. In the nights the social dynamical
network is more predictable.
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Fig. 3. (A) Probability distribution of duration of phone-calls between two given
persons connected by a link of weight w. The data depend on the typical scale !!(w)
of duration of the phone-call. (B) Probability distribution of duration of phone calls
for people of di!erent age. (C) Probability distribution of duration of phone-calls for
people of di!erent gender. The distributions shown in the panel (B) and (C) do not
significantly depend on the attributes of the nodes.

The entropy S characterizes the logarithm of the typical
number of di!erent group configurations that can be expected
in the dynamical network model at time t and is given by
S = "#logL$|St

that we can explicitly express as

S = "
X

G

p(gi,i2,...,in(t) = 1|St) log p(gi,i2,...,in(t) = 1|St).

[3]
According to the information theory results [46], if the en-
tropy is vanishing, i.e. S = 0 the network dynamics is regular
and perfectly predictable, if the entropy is larger the number
of future possible configurations is growing and the system is
less predictable. If we model face-to-face interactions we have
to allow the possible formation of groups of any size, on the
contrary, if we model the mobile phone communication, we
need to allow only for pairwise interactions. Therefore, if we
define the adjacency matrix of the network G as the matrix
aij , the log likelihood takes the very simple expression given
by

L =
Y

i

p(gi(t) = 1|St)
gi(t)

Y

ij|aij=1

p(gij(t) = 1|St)
gij(t) [4]

with
gi(t) +

X

j

aijgij(t) = 1, [5]

for every time t. The entropy is then given by

S = "
X

i

p(gi(t) = 1|St) log p(gi(t) = 1|St)

"
X

ij

aijp(gij(t) = 1|St) log p(gij(t) = 1|St). [6]

Social dynamics and entropy of phone call interactions.We
have analyzed the call sequence of subscribers of a major eu-
roepan mobile service provider. We considered calls between
users who at least once called each other during the exam-
ined 6 months period in order to examine calls only reflecting
trusted social interactions. The resulted event list consists

2 www.pnas.org/cgi/doi/10.1073/pnas.0709640104 Footline Author

 
 
Thanks to the availability of new extensive data of dynamical social networks, it has 
been recently recognized that many human activities are bursty and not Poissonian [5]. 
New data on social dynamical networks start to be collected with new technologies such 
as of Radio frequency Identification Devices and Bluetooth. These technologies are able 
to record the duration of social interactions and report evidence for a bursty nature of 
social interaction characterized by a fat tail distribution of the duration of face-to-face 
interactions. This bursty behavior of social networks is coexisting with modulations 
coming from periodic daily (circadian rhythms) or weakly patterns. Thus these newly 
available data let us to take the question:  How much can humans intentionally change 
the statistics of social interactions and the level of information encoded in the dynamics 
of their social networks, when they are interfacing with a new technology? In this work 
we tried to find an answer by defining the entropy for dynamical networks, which is a 
sensible measure to study differences between communication channels. 
 
1.2 Entropy of dynamical social networks 
 
In order to define entropy for dynamical social networks we assume to have a quenched 
social network G of friendships, collaborations or acquaintances formed by N agents and 
we allow a dynamics of social interactions on this network. If two agents i, j are linked in 
the network they can meet and interact at each given time giving rise to the dynamical 
social network under study in this paper. If a set of agents of size N is connected 
through the social network G the agents i1, i2, . . . in can interact in a group of size n. 
Therefore at any given time the static network G will be partitioned in connected 
components or groups of interacting agents as shown in Fig 1.  
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Fig. 1. The dynamical social networks are composed by di!erent dynamically
changing groups of interacting agents. In panel (A) we allow only for groups of size
one or two as it typically happens in mobile phone communication. In panel (B) we
allow for groups of any size as in face-to-face interactions.

interested in the dynamics of contacts we assume to have a
quenched social network G of friendships, collaborations or
acquaintances formed by N agents and we allow a dynamics
of social interactions on this network. If two agents i, j are
linked in the network they can meet and interact at each given
time giving rise to the dynamical social network under study
in this paper. If a set of agents of size N is connected through
the social network G the agents i1, i2, . . . in can interact in a
group of size n. Therefore at any given time the static net-
work G will be partitioned in connected components or groups
of interacting agents as shown in Fig . In order to indicate
that a social interaction is occurring at time t in the group
of agents i1, i2, . . . , in and that these agents are not interact-
ing with other agents, we write gi1,i2,...,in(t) = 1 otherwise
we put gi1,i2,...,in(t) = 0. Therefore each agent is interacting
with one group of size n > 1 or non interacting (interacting
with a group of size n = 1). Therefore at any given time

X

G=(i,i2,...,in)|i!G

gi,i2,...,in(t) = 1. [1]

where we indicate with G an arbitrary connected subgraph
of G. The history St of the dynamical social network is
given by St = {gi1,i2,...,in(t") !t" < t}. If we indicated by
p(gi,i2,...,in(t) = 1|St) the probability that gi,i2,...,in(t) = 1
given the story St, the likelihood that at time t the dynamical
networks has a group configuration gi1,i2,...,in(t) is given by

L =
Y

G

p(gi,i2,...,in(t) = 1|St)
gi1,i2,...,in (t) [2]
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network is more predictable.
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The entropy S characterizes the logarithm of the typical
number of di!erent group configurations that can be expected
in the dynamical network model at time t and is given by
S = "#logL$|St

that we can explicitly express as

S = "
X

G

p(gi,i2,...,in(t) = 1|St) log p(gi,i2,...,in(t) = 1|St).

[3]
According to the information theory results [46], if the en-
tropy is vanishing, i.e. S = 0 the network dynamics is regular
and perfectly predictable, if the entropy is larger the number
of future possible configurations is growing and the system is
less predictable. If we model face-to-face interactions we have
to allow the possible formation of groups of any size, on the
contrary, if we model the mobile phone communication, we
need to allow only for pairwise interactions. Therefore, if we
define the adjacency matrix of the network G as the matrix
aij , the log likelihood takes the very simple expression given
by

L =
Y

i

p(gi(t) = 1|St)
gi(t)

Y

ij|aij=1

p(gij(t) = 1|St)
gij(t) [4]

with
gi(t) +

X

j

aijgij(t) = 1, [5]

for every time t. The entropy is then given by

S = "
X

i

p(gi(t) = 1|St) log p(gi(t) = 1|St)

"
X

ij

aijp(gij(t) = 1|St) log p(gij(t) = 1|St). [6]

Social dynamics and entropy of phone call interactions.We
have analyzed the call sequence of subscribers of a major eu-
roepan mobile service provider. We considered calls between
users who at least once called each other during the exam-
ined 6 months period in order to examine calls only reflecting
trusted social interactions. The resulted event list consists
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In order to indicate that a social interaction is occurring at time t in the group of agents 
i1, i2, . . . in and that these agents are not interacting with other agents, we write gi1, i2, . . . 

in(t)=1 otherwise we put gi1, i2, . . . in(t)=0. Therefore each agent is interacting with one group 
of size n > 1 or non-interacting (interacting with a group of size n = 1). The entropy S 
characterizes the logarithm of the typical number of different group configurations that 
can be expected in the dynamical network model at time t. According to the information 
theory results, if the entropy is vanishing, i.e. S = 0 the network dynamics is regular and 
perfectly predictable, if the entropy is larger the number of future possible 
configurations is growing and the system is less predictable. If we model face-to-face 
interactions we have to allow the possible formation of groups of any size, on the 
contrary, if we model the mobile phone communication, we need to allow only for 
pairwise interactions. Therefore, if we define the adjacency matrix of the network G as 
the matrix aij, the entropy can be written as:  
 

Fig. 1. The dynamical social networks are composed by di!erent dynamically
changing groups of interacting agents. In panel (A) we allow only for groups of size
one or two as it typically happens in mobile phone communication. In panel (B) we
allow for groups of any size as in face-to-face interactions.

interested in the dynamics of contacts we assume to have a
quenched social network G of friendships, collaborations or
acquaintances formed by N agents and we allow a dynamics
of social interactions on this network. If two agents i, j are
linked in the network they can meet and interact at each given
time giving rise to the dynamical social network under study
in this paper. If a set of agents of size N is connected through
the social network G the agents i1, i2, . . . in can interact in a
group of size n. Therefore at any given time the static net-
work G will be partitioned in connected components or groups
of interacting agents as shown in Fig . In order to indicate
that a social interaction is occurring at time t in the group
of agents i1, i2, . . . , in and that these agents are not interact-
ing with other agents, we write gi1,i2,...,in(t) = 1 otherwise
we put gi1,i2,...,in(t) = 0. Therefore each agent is interacting
with one group of size n > 1 or non interacting (interacting
with a group of size n = 1). Therefore at any given time

X

G=(i,i2,...,in)|i!G

gi,i2,...,in(t) = 1. [1]

where we indicate with G an arbitrary connected subgraph
of G. The history St of the dynamical social network is
given by St = {gi1,i2,...,in(t") !t" < t}. If we indicated by
p(gi,i2,...,in(t) = 1|St) the probability that gi,i2,...,in(t) = 1
given the story St, the likelihood that at time t the dynamical
networks has a group configuration gi1,i2,...,in(t) is given by

L =
Y

G

p(gi,i2,...,in(t) = 1|St)
gi1,i2,...,in (t) [2]
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The entropy S characterizes the logarithm of the typical
number of di!erent group configurations that can be expected
in the dynamical network model at time t and is given by
S = "#logL$|St

that we can explicitly express as

S = "
X

G

p(gi,i2,...,in(t) = 1|St) log p(gi,i2,...,in(t) = 1|St).

[3]
According to the information theory results [46], if the en-
tropy is vanishing, i.e. S = 0 the network dynamics is regular
and perfectly predictable, if the entropy is larger the number
of future possible configurations is growing and the system is
less predictable. If we model face-to-face interactions we have
to allow the possible formation of groups of any size, on the
contrary, if we model the mobile phone communication, we
need to allow only for pairwise interactions. Therefore, if we
define the adjacency matrix of the network G as the matrix
aij , the log likelihood takes the very simple expression given
by

L =
Y

i

p(gi(t) = 1|St)
gi(t)

Y

ij|aij=1

p(gij(t) = 1|St)
gij(t) [4]

with
gi(t) +

X

j

aijgij(t) = 1, [5]

for every time t. The entropy is then given by

S = "
X

i

p(gi(t) = 1|St) log p(gi(t) = 1|St)

"
X

ij

aijp(gij(t) = 1|St) log p(gij(t) = 1|St). [6]

Social dynamics and entropy of phone call interactions.We
have analyzed the call sequence of subscribers of a major eu-
roepan mobile service provider. We considered calls between
users who at least once called each other during the exam-
ined 6 months period in order to examine calls only reflecting
trusted social interactions. The resulted event list consists
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Fig. 1. The dynamical social networks are composed by di!erent dynamically
changing groups of interacting agents. In panel (A) we allow only for groups of size
one or two as it typically happens in mobile phone communication. In panel (B) we
allow for groups of any size as in face-to-face interactions.

interested in the dynamics of contacts we assume to have a
quenched social network G of friendships, collaborations or
acquaintances formed by N agents and we allow a dynamics
of social interactions on this network. If two agents i, j are
linked in the network they can meet and interact at each given
time giving rise to the dynamical social network under study
in this paper. If a set of agents of size N is connected through
the social network G the agents i1, i2, . . . in can interact in a
group of size n. Therefore at any given time the static net-
work G will be partitioned in connected components or groups
of interacting agents as shown in Fig . In order to indicate
that a social interaction is occurring at time t in the group
of agents i1, i2, . . . , in and that these agents are not interact-
ing with other agents, we write gi1,i2,...,in(t) = 1 otherwise
we put gi1,i2,...,in(t) = 0. Therefore each agent is interacting
with one group of size n > 1 or non interacting (interacting
with a group of size n = 1). Therefore at any given time

X

G=(i,i2,...,in)|i!G

gi,i2,...,in(t) = 1. [1]

where we indicate with G an arbitrary connected subgraph
of G. The history St of the dynamical social network is
given by St = {gi1,i2,...,in(t") !t" < t}. If we indicated by
p(gi,i2,...,in(t) = 1|St) the probability that gi,i2,...,in(t) = 1
given the story St, the likelihood that at time t the dynamical
networks has a group configuration gi1,i2,...,in(t) is given by

L =
Y

G

p(gi,i2,...,in(t) = 1|St)
gi1,i2,...,in (t) [2]
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The entropy S characterizes the logarithm of the typical
number of di!erent group configurations that can be expected
in the dynamical network model at time t and is given by
S = "#logL$|St

that we can explicitly express as

S = "
X

G

p(gi,i2,...,in(t) = 1|St) log p(gi,i2,...,in(t) = 1|St).

[3]
According to the information theory results [46], if the en-
tropy is vanishing, i.e. S = 0 the network dynamics is regular
and perfectly predictable, if the entropy is larger the number
of future possible configurations is growing and the system is
less predictable. If we model face-to-face interactions we have
to allow the possible formation of groups of any size, on the
contrary, if we model the mobile phone communication, we
need to allow only for pairwise interactions. Therefore, if we
define the adjacency matrix of the network G as the matrix
aij , the log likelihood takes the very simple expression given
by

L =
Y

i

p(gi(t) = 1|St)
gi(t)

Y

ij|aij=1

p(gij(t) = 1|St)
gij(t) [4]

with
gi(t) +

X

j

aijgij(t) = 1, [5]

for every time t. The entropy is then given by

S = "
X

i

p(gi(t) = 1|St) log p(gi(t) = 1|St)

"
X

ij

aijp(gij(t) = 1|St) log p(gij(t) = 1|St). [6]

Social dynamics and entropy of phone call interactions.We
have analyzed the call sequence of subscribers of a major eu-
roepan mobile service provider. We considered calls between
users who at least once called each other during the exam-
ined 6 months period in order to examine calls only reflecting
trusted social interactions. The resulted event list consists
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1.3 Social dynamics and entropy of phone call interactions 
 
We have analyzed the call sequence of subscribers of a major European mobile service 
provider. We considered calls between users who at least once called each other during 
the examined 6 months period in order to examine calls only reflecting trusted social 
interactions. The resulted event list consists of 633,986,311 calls between 6, 243, 322 
users. For the entropy calculation we selected 562,337 users who executed at least one 
call per a day during a week period. First of all we have studied how the entropy of this 
dynamical network is affected by circadian rhythms. We assign to each agent i=1,2 a 
number ni=1,2 indicating the size of the group where he/she belongs. If an agent i has 
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coordination number ni=1 he/she is isolated, and if ni=2 he/she is interacting with a 
group of n=2 agents. We also assign to each agent i the variable ti indicating the last time 
at which the coordination number ni has changed. If we neglect the feature of the nodes, 
the most simple transition probabilities that includes for some memory effects present in 
the data, is given by a probability pn=pn( ,t) for an agent in state n at time t to change 
his/her state given that he has been in his/her current state for a duration  = t − ti. 
 

Fig. 1. The dynamical social networks are composed by di!erent dynamically
changing groups of interacting agents. In panel (A) we allow only for groups of size
one or two as it typically happens in mobile phone communication. In panel (B) we
allow for groups of any size as in face-to-face interactions.

interested in the dynamics of contacts we assume to have a
quenched social network G of friendships, collaborations or
acquaintances formed by N agents and we allow a dynamics
of social interactions on this network. If two agents i, j are
linked in the network they can meet and interact at each given
time giving rise to the dynamical social network under study
in this paper. If a set of agents of size N is connected through
the social network G the agents i1, i2, . . . in can interact in a
group of size n. Therefore at any given time the static net-
work G will be partitioned in connected components or groups
of interacting agents as shown in Fig . In order to indicate
that a social interaction is occurring at time t in the group
of agents i1, i2, . . . , in and that these agents are not interact-
ing with other agents, we write gi1,i2,...,in(t) = 1 otherwise
we put gi1,i2,...,in(t) = 0. Therefore each agent is interacting
with one group of size n > 1 or non interacting (interacting
with a group of size n = 1). Therefore at any given time

X

G=(i,i2,...,in)|i!G

gi,i2,...,in(t) = 1. [1]

where we indicate with G an arbitrary connected subgraph
of G. The history St of the dynamical social network is
given by St = {gi1,i2,...,in(t") !t" < t}. If we indicated by
p(gi,i2,...,in(t) = 1|St) the probability that gi,i2,...,in(t) = 1
given the story St, the likelihood that at time t the dynamical
networks has a group configuration gi1,i2,...,in(t) is given by

L =
Y

G

p(gi,i2,...,in(t) = 1|St)
gi1,i2,...,in (t) [2]
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network is more predictable.
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Fig. 3. (A) Probability distribution of duration of phone-calls between two given
persons connected by a link of weight w. The data depend on the typical scale !!(w)
of duration of the phone-call. (B) Probability distribution of duration of phone calls
for people of di!erent age. (C) Probability distribution of duration of phone-calls for
people of di!erent gender. The distributions shown in the panel (B) and (C) do not
significantly depend on the attributes of the nodes.

The entropy S characterizes the logarithm of the typical
number of di!erent group configurations that can be expected
in the dynamical network model at time t and is given by
S = "#logL$|St

that we can explicitly express as

S = "
X

G

p(gi,i2,...,in(t) = 1|St) log p(gi,i2,...,in(t) = 1|St).

[3]
According to the information theory results [46], if the en-
tropy is vanishing, i.e. S = 0 the network dynamics is regular
and perfectly predictable, if the entropy is larger the number
of future possible configurations is growing and the system is
less predictable. If we model face-to-face interactions we have
to allow the possible formation of groups of any size, on the
contrary, if we model the mobile phone communication, we
need to allow only for pairwise interactions. Therefore, if we
define the adjacency matrix of the network G as the matrix
aij , the log likelihood takes the very simple expression given
by

L =
Y

i

p(gi(t) = 1|St)
gi(t)

Y

ij|aij=1

p(gij(t) = 1|St)
gij(t) [4]

with
gi(t) +

X

j

aijgij(t) = 1, [5]

for every time t. The entropy is then given by

S = "
X

i

p(gi(t) = 1|St) log p(gi(t) = 1|St)

"
X

ij

aijp(gij(t) = 1|St) log p(gij(t) = 1|St). [6]

Social dynamics and entropy of phone call interactions.We
have analyzed the call sequence of subscribers of a major eu-
roepan mobile service provider. We considered calls between
users who at least once called each other during the exam-
ined 6 months period in order to examine calls only reflecting
trusted social interactions. The resulted event list consists
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We have estimated the probability pn( ,t) in a typical week-day. Using the data on the 
probabilities pn( , t) we have calculated the entropy, estimated by a mean-field 
evaluation of the dynamical network as a function of time in a typical week-day. The 
entropy of the dynamical social network is reported in Fig.2. It significantly changes 
during the day describing the fact that the predictability of the phone-call networks 
change as a function of time. In fact, as if the entropy of the dynamical network is 
smaller the network is in a more predictable state. 
 
1.4 Adaptive dynamics face-to face interactions and phone call durations 
 
In this section we report evidence of adaptive human behavior by showing that the 
duration of phone calls, a binary social interactions mediated by technology, show 
different statistical features respect to face-to-face interactions. The distributions of the 
times describing human activities are typically broad and are closer to power- laws, 
which lack a characteristic time scale, than to exponentials. In particular in [6] data on 
Radio Frequency Identification devices were reported, with temporal resolution of 20s, 
showing that both distribution duration of face-to-face contacts and inter-contact 
periods is fat tailed during conference venues. 
 
Here we analysed the above defined mobile-call event sequence performing the 
measurements on all the users for the entire 6 months time period. The distribution of 
phone-call durations strongly deviates from a fat-tail distribution. In Fig 3 we report this 
distributions and show that these distributions depend on the strength w of the 
interactions (total duration of contacts in the observed period) but do not depend on the 
age, gender or type of contract in a significant way.  
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of 633, 986, 311 calls between 6, 243, 322 users. For the en-
tropy calculation we selected 562, 337 users who executed at
least one call per a day during a week period. First of all
we have studied how the entropy of this dynamical network
is a!ected by circadian rhythms. We assign to each agent
i = 1, 2 a number ni = 1, 2 indicating the size of the group
where he/she belongs. If an agent i has coordination number
ni = 1 he/she is isolated, and if ni = 2 he/she is interacting
with a group of n = 2 agents. We also assign to each agent i
the variable ti indicating the last time at which the coordina-
tion number ni has changed. If we neglect the feature of the
nodes, the most simple transition probabilities that includes
for some memory e!ects present in the data, is given by a
probability pn = pn(!, t) for an agent in state n at time t to
change his/her state given that he has been in his/her current
state for a duration ! = t ! ti.

We have estimated the probability pn(!, t) in a typical
week-day. Using the data on the probabilities pn(!, t) we have
calculated the entropy, estimated by a mean-field evaluation
(Check Supporting Information for details) of the dynamical
network as a function of time in a typical week-day. The
entropy of the dynamical social network is reported in Fig.
. It significantly changes during the day describing the fact
that the predictability of the phone-call networks change as a
function of time. In fact, as if the entropy of the dynamical
network is smaller and the network is an a more predictable
state.

Adaptive dynamics face-to face interactions and phone call
durations. In this section we report evidence of adaptive hu-
man behavior by showing that the duration of phone calls, a
binary social interactions mediated by technology, show dif-
ferent statistical features respect to face-to-face interactions.
The distributions of the times describing human activities are
typically broad [29, 25, 38, 31, 37, 27], and are closer to power-
laws, which lack a characteristic time scale, than to exponen-
tials. In particular in [37] there is reported data on Radio
Frequency Identification devices, with temporal resolution of
20s, showing that both distribution duration of face-to-face
contacts and inter-contact periods is fat tailed during confer-
ence venues.

Here we analysed the above defined mobile-call event se-
quence performing the measurements on all the users for the
entire 6 months time period. The distribution of phone-call
durations strongly deviates from a fat-tail distribution. In Fig.
we report this distributions and show that these distributions
depend on the strength w of the interactions (total duration
of contacts in the observed period) but do not depend on the
age, gender or type of contract in a significant way. The dis-
tribution P w("tin) of duration of contacts within agents with
strenght w is well fitted by a Weibull distribution

!!(w)P w("tin) = W!

„
x =

"t
!"(w)

«
=

1
x!

e"
1

1!! x1!!

. [7]

with " = 0.47... The typical times !!(w) used for the data
collapse of Figure 3 are listed in Table 1. The origin of this
significant change in behavior of humans interactions could
be due to the consideration of the cost of the interactions (al-
though we are not in the position to draw these conclusions
(See Fig. 11 in which we compare distribution of duration
of calls for people with di!erent type of contract) or might
depend on the di!erent nature of the communication. The
duration of a phone call is quite short and is not a!ected sig-
nificantly by the circadian rhythms of the population. On the
contrary the duration of no-interaction periods is strongly af-
fected by periodic daily of weekly rhythms. The distribution
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Fig. 4. Probability distribution of duration of phone-calls for people with di!erent
types of contract. No significant change is observed that modifies the functional form
of the distribution.

of no-interaction periods can be fitted by a double power-law
but also a single Weibull distribution can give a first approxi-
mation to describe P ("tno). In Fig. 5 we report the distribu-
tion of duration of no-interaction periods in the day periods
between 7AM and 2AM next day. The typical times !!(k)
used in Figure 5 are listed in Table 2.

Discussion
The entropy of a realistic model of cell-phone interactions.
The data on face-to-face and mobile-phone interactions show
that a reinforcement dynamics is taking place during the hu-
man social interaction. Disregarding for the moment the ef-
fects of circadian rhythms and weakly patterns, a possible
explanation of such results is given by mechanisms in which
the decisions of the agents to form or leave a group are driven
by memory e!ects dictated by reinforcement dynamics, that
can be summarized in the following statements: i) the longer
an agent is interacting in a group the smaller is the probabil-
ity that he/she will leave the group; ii) the longer an agent is
isolated the smaller is the probability that he/she will form a
new group. In particular, such reinforcement principle implies
that the probabilities pn(!, t) that an agent with coordination
number n changes his/her state depends on the time elapsed
since his/her last change of state, i.e., pn(!, t) = fn(! ). To
ensure the reinforcement dynamics any function fn(! ) which
is a decreasing function of its argument can be taken. In two
recent papers[40, 41] the face-to-face interactions have been
realistically modelled with the use of the reinforcement dy-
namics, by choosing

fn(! ) =
bn

(! + 1)
. [8]

with good agreement with the data when we took bn = b2 for
n " 2 and b1 > 0, b2 > 0.

In order to model the phone-call data studied in this pa-
per we can always adopt the reinforcement dynamics but we
need to modify the probability fn(! ) by a parametrization
with an additional parameter " # 1. In order to be specific
in our model of mobile-phone communication, we consider a
system that consists of N agents. Corresponding to the mech-
anism of daily cellphone communication, the agents can call
each other to form a binary interaction if they are neighbor in
the social network. The social network is characterized by a
given degree distribution p(k) and a given weight distribution
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The distribution Pw(∆tin) of duration of contacts within agents with strenght w is well 
fitted by a Weibull distribution. The origin of this significant change in behavior of 
humans interactions could be due to the consideration of the cost of the interactions 
(although we are not in the position to draw these conclusions (See Fig. 4 in which we 
compare distribution of duration of calls for people with different type of contract) or 
might depend on the different nature of the communication. 
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Fig. 5. Distribution of non-interaction times in the phone-call data. The distribution strongly depends on circadian rhythms. The distribution of rescaled time depends
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p(w). Each agent i is characterized by the size ni = 1, 2 of
the group he/she belongs to and the last time ti he/she has
changed his/her state. Starting from random initial condi-
tions, at each timestep !t = 1/N we take a random agent.
If the agent is isolated he/she will change his/her state with
probability

f"
1 (" ) =

b1

(" + 1)"
[9]

with " = t ! ti and b1 > 0. If he/she change his/her state
he/she will call one of his/her neighbor in the social net-
work which is still not engaged in a telephone call. A non-
interacting neighbor agent will pick up the phone with prob-
ability f"

1 (" !) where " ! is the time he/she has not been inter-
acting.

If, on the contrary the agent i is interacting, he/she will
change his/her state with probability f"

2 (" |w) depending on
the weight of the link and on the duration of the phone call.
We will take in particular

f"
2 (" |w) =

b2g(w)
(" + 1)"

[10]

where b2 > 0 and g(w) is a decreasing function of the weight
w of the link. The distributions f"

1 (" ) and f"
2 (" |w) are

parametrized by the parameter # " 1. As # increases, the
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Fig. 6. Entropy S of social dynamical network model of pairwise communication
normalized with the entropy SR of a null model in which the expected average du-
ration of phone-calls is the same but the distribution of duration of phone-calls and
non-interaction time are Poisson distributed. The network size is N = 2000 the
degree distribution of the network is exponential with average !k" = 6, the weight
distribution is p(w) = Cw"2 and g(w) is taken to be g(w) = b2/w with
b2 = 0.05. The value of S/SR is depending on the two parameters ", b1. For
every value of b1 the normalized entropy is smaller for " # 1.

distribution of duration of contacts and duration of intercon-
tact time become broader. These probabilities give rise to ei-
ther Weibull distribution of duration of interactions (if # < 1)
or power-law distribution of duration of interaction # = 1.
Indeed for # < 1, the probability P w

2 (" ) that a conversation
between two nodes with link weight w ends after a duration
" is given by the Weibull distribution (See Supporting Infor-
mation for the details of the derivation)

"#(w)P w
2 (" ) # W"((" + 1)/"!(w)) [11]

with "!(w) = [2b2g(w)]"1/(1""). This distribution well cap-
ture the distribution observed in mobile phone data and re-
ported in Fig. (for a discussion of the validity of the annealed
approximation for predictions on a quenched network see the
Supporting Information.)

If, instead of having # < 1 we have # = 1 the probability
distribution for duration of contacts is given by a power-law

P w
2 (" ) # (" + 1)"[2b2g(w)+1]. [12]

This distribution is comparable with the distribution observed
in face-to-face interaction during conference venues [40, 41].
The adaptability of human behavior, evident when comparing
the distribution of duration of phone-calls with the duration
of face-to-face interactions, can be understood as a possibil-
ity to change the exponent # regulating the duration of social
interactions.

Changes in the parameter # correspond to a di!erent en-
tropy of the dynamical social network. Solving analytically
this model we are able to evaluate the dynamical entropy as
a function of # and b1. In Fig. 13 we report the entropy S of
the dynamical social network a function of # and b1 in the an-
nealed approximation and the large network limit. In particu-
lar we have taken a network of size N = 2000 with exponential
degree distribution of average degree $k% = 6, weight distribu-
tion P (w) = Cw"2 and function g(w) = 1/w and b2 = 0.05.
Our aim in Fig. 13 is to show only the e!ects on the entropy
due to the di!erent distributions of duration of contacts and
non-interaction periods. Therefore we have normalized the
entropy S with the entropy SR of a null model of social inter-
actions in which the duration of groups are Poisson distributed
but the average time of interaction and non interaction time
are the same as in the model of cell-phone communication.
From Fig. 13 we observe that if we keep b1 constant, the ratio
S/SR is a decreasing function of the parameter # indicating
that the broader are the distribution of probability of dura-
tion of contacts the higher is the information encoded in the
dynamics of the networks. Therefore the heterogeneity in the

4 www.pnas.org/cgi/doi/10.1073/pnas.0709640104 Footline Author

 
 
The duration of a phone call is quite short and is not affected significantly by the 
circadian rhythms of the population. On the contrary the duration of no-interaction 
periods is strongly affected by periodic daily of weekly rhythms. The distribution of no-
interaction periods can be fitted by a double power-law but also a single Weibull 
distribution can give a first approximation to describe P(∆tno). In Fig. 5 we report the 
distribution of duration of no-interaction periods in the day periods between 7AM and 
2AM next day.  
 
1.5 Conclusions 
 
In the last ten years it has been recognized that the vast majority of complex systems can 
be described as networks of interacting units. Network theory has made tremendous 
progresses in this period and we have gained important insight into the microscopic 
properties of complex networks. Key statistical properties have been found to occur 
universally in the networks, such as the small world properties and broad degree 
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distributions. Moreover the local structure of networks has been characterized by degree 
correlations, clustering coefficient, loop structure, cliques, motifs and communities. The 
level of information present in these characteristics of the network can be now studied 
with the tools of information theory. An additional fundamental aspect of social 
networks is their dynamics. This dynamics encode for information and can be 
modulated by adaptive human behavior. In this work [1] we have introduced the 
entropy of social dynamical networks and we have evaluated the information present in 
dynamical data of phone-call communication. By analysing the phone-call interaction 
networks we have shown that the entropy of the network depends on the circadian 
rhythms. Moreover we have shown that social networks are extremely adaptive and are 
modified by the use of technologies. The statistics of duration of phone-call indeed is 
described by a Weibull distribution that strongly differ from the distribution of face-to-
face inter- actions in a conference 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
2. Mesoscopic structures in large networks 
 
This section is based on G. Tibély, Criterions for locally dense subgraphs, in press (Physica 
A, 2011). 
 
We have continued our studies of intermediate, mesoscopic structures in large, ICT 
related networks. The identification of such structures is one of the big challenges of this 
field. The question raises: Are the viewpoints applied so far sufficient for a proper 
definition of communities? According to our suggestion the answer to this question is 
no. We introduced the new concept of cohesion of communities, which characterizes the 
homogeneity of the modules. A method, which includes this concept, has lead to 
encouraging results on medium size networks [2] 
The fact that the number of methods is of the order of hundred already indicates the 
difficulties. One of the questions is: How to select from this overwhelming supply of 
methods? The effort of constructing helpful benchmarks has lead to remarkable results 
[7, 8], however, for huge complex networks, as we meet them in the ICT related context, 
there is need for direct comparison on real data. We carried out such a study on a large 
mobile call graph using three most popular community detection methods [3]. 
The mesoscopic structure has significant effect on several properties of the networks. We 
studied the recently introduced model of explosive percolation [9] on real networks, 
including ICT ones. We showed that using this method an interesting analysis of the 
network structure can be performed [4]. 
 
2.1. Separation and cohesion 
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So far most methods of community detection have concentrated on the ratio of the 
within community to outgoing links. In other words, the focus was on how well the 
module is separated from the rest of the network.  
We have pointed out that for a precise definition of the communities, we should add the 
viewpoint of homogeneity of the community. A module cannot be considered as a 
proper one, if it is easy to split it, in spite of the fact that it is well separated from the rest. 
We have introduced the concept of coherence to capture this aspect. Fig. 6 shows two 
equally well separated subgraphs which cohesion differs radically. 

  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Figure 6. Two subgraphs where the number of corresponding in and out links are equal (same 
separation). The left figure has much lower coherence than the right one.  
 
As for the mathematical formulation of coherence we suggested the second larges 
eigenvalue of the Laplacian matrix as constructed from the adjacency matrix. 
Using the two criterions (separation and coherence), we managed to build a new 
community detection method, which takes into account both of them. For measuring the 
separation of a subgraph, the ratio of inside edges and all edges is appropriate, while for 
measuring the cohesion, the second eigenvalue of the Laplacian matrix of the subgraph 
can be utilized. Then, a fitness function containing both measures can be defined; the 
local optima of which correspond to the communities. Although the current realization 
of the method is quite slow, it is able to produce good results even in the presence of 
densely overlapping and hierarchically embedded clusters. For an illustration, the 
communities in a word association network around the word "bright" are shown on Fig. 
7. 
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Figure 7. Communities of the word "bright" (at the center, red) in a word association network. 
Coloring indicates the communities. Gray nodes and edges are overlaps between different 
communities. Black edges are outside of communities. 
 
2.2. Communities and beyond: mesoscopic analysis of a large social network with 
complementary methods 
 
This section is based on G. Tibély, L. Kovanen, M. Karsai, K. Kaski, J. Kertész, J. 
Saramäki:  Communities and beyond: mesoscopic analysis of a large social network with 
complementary methods, Phys. Rev. E 83, 056125 (2011). 
 
Although several community detection methods have appeared recently, applications to 
large empirical networks are very scarce. Here, we compare three community detection 
methods - Infomap (IM) [10], Louvain (LV) [11] and Clique Percolation (CP) [12] on a 
network of phone calls from a single mobile phone provider, containing 4.9 million of 
anonimous users, aggregated over calls of 126 days. The edges of the networks are 
placed between users who mutually called each other. Using data of 126 days allows 
assigning weights to the edges. Therefore, we analyzed also the weighted version of 
each method (denoted by wIM, wLV, wCP, correspondingly). 
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All distributions are broad, as suggested by previous results on empirical community 
structures [12, 13, 14]. The tail of the size distributions appears power-law-like (Fig.8), 
with exponents around 3 for the unweighted and 5.7 for the weighted case (except CP, 

where there was no significant difference). The distributions are all monotonically 
decreasing, except a single case (IM). 
 
Graph density is normally defined as the proportion of edges out of all possible edges. 
However, since communities are necessarily connected it is more illustrative to study 
density relative to the sparsest possible community, a tree. So, density of community c is 
defined as Dc =Lc/(S-1), where S is the size of c, and Lc is the number of its edges. 
Figure 9 shows the distributions and average values of Dc as function of community size. 
As expected, CP yields dense communities. On the other hand, IM and LV produces 
several small treelike communities. The plots for weighted communities in Fig. 9 suggest 
that weights make the communities more similar across methods. Both wIM and wLV 
communities are more treelike. 
Treelike communities do not fit well either with the idea of social groups, or that of 
communities in general being dense groups of nodes. The abundance of treelike parts 
may just be a sampling artifact, as our network does not cover the whole population. 
One could argue that in treelike regions the network is so sparse that there isn't enough 
information about community structure. This makes CP's requirement---that nodes must 
participate in at least one clique to be assigned a community---appear meaningful. On 
the other hand, CP may yield communities where cliques are arranged as chains or 
starlike patterns, which again does not coincide well with the idea of social groups. Fig. 
9 indicates that in CP and wCP there are indeed some communities with densities close 
to the lower bound. Whatever the interpretation, the detected tree-like structures do 
provide information about the mesoscopic structure of the network. 
 

 
Figure 8: Community size distributions for IM, LV and CP and their weighted versions. The 
parameter alpha denotes the exponent when the tails are fitted a  power-law distribution. 
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Figure 9. The distributions of relative density for communities from each method. The solid line 
denotes the average value. The dashed straight line corresponds to the maximal values. For CP, 
the smallest possible density differs from 1, and is indicated by the curved dashed line. 
 
An important characteristic of communities is the ratio of outside and inside edges. 
Good communities should have many edges inside and only a few outside. Figure 10 
shows the distribution of this ratio for the found communities of all methods. Especially 
IM can find good communities in this sense. The values for small communities are 
particularly low, confirming the earlier observation that small IM communities are on 
the "edges'' of the network. Interestingly, including edge weights increases the average 
ratio.  
From earlier studies of mobile phone call networks we know that there is a correlation 
between edge weight and neighbourhood overlap [15]. As nodes inside communities 
have overlapping neighbourhoods, we expect the links between communities to be on 
average weaker than those within communities. Table 1 shows that with all methods 
this is indeed the case. 
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Figure 10. The distributions of the ratio of outside and inside edges as function of community size 
for each method. Black lines denote the averages.  
 

 <win>/<w> <wout>/<w> 
IM 1.14 0.69 
LV 1.20 0.78 
CP 1.20 0.57 

wIM 1.65 0.18 
wLV 1.92 0.25 
wCP 2.57 0.43 

Table 1: Edge weights inside and between communities. <w> denotes the average edge weight in 
the whole network, <win> the average weight for edges inside communities and <wout> between 
communities. 
 
We have found that all three methods have found the same basic set of communities, but 
some methods agglomerated them into larger clusters, while others keep them small. By 
properly defining a measure, tiling imperfection, it is possible to check that assumption. 
Tiling imperfection measures how well can the resulting communities of one method be 
tiled by communities of another one. The results show that the tiling imperfection is 
surprisingly low when tiling IM communities by both LV and CP ones, especially for 
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small communities. This suggests that the different methods tend to find clusters, which 
are in a subset-superset relation. 
In large sparse networks partitioning methods inevitably identify some questionable 
regions as communities. The trees, star-like formations and stars detected by IM and LV 
do, however, bear mesoscopic structural meaning: they too are building blocks of the 
network. The same topological structure may be considered a community for one 
purpose but not for some other—a star is hardly a social community but may reasonably 
be considered as one in for example biochemical networks. 
 
Our conclusion is twofold: First we emphasize the necessity of the use of 
complementary community detection methods and a comparison of the identified 
structural features. Second, we draw the attention to take into consideration the 
existence of different types of mesoscopic structures, as opposed to fixating on a 
predefined idea of dense communities. 
 
2.3. Using explosive percolation in the analysis of real-world networks 
 
This section is based on R. K. Pan, M. Kivelä, J. Saramäki, K. Kaski, and J. Kertész, Using 
explosive percolation in analysis of real-world networks, Phys. Rev. E 83, 046112 (2011). 
 
Ordinary bond percolation can be considered as a process on an initially empty graph, 
where edges are selected one by one randomly and set in into the graph leading at some 
point to a percolation transition, the occurrence of a giant component. In the recently 
discovered “explosive percolation” [9] m edges are selected from which the one is added 
to the graph, which minimizes the product or sum of the sizes of the two components 
that would be merged. This model has attracted considerable interest because the nature 
of the transition changes.  
 
While the activity on this field had been confined to theoretical studies, we applied the 
ideas to real world networks and discovered that the transition is closely related to the 
community structure of the graph. We analyzed the mobile phone call network and the 
ArXiv co-authorship network. Figure 11 shows different properties as a function of the 
fraction of already inserted links.  
 
The modularity increases until the threshold indicating that right before it the explosive 
percolation clusters provide a reasonable community structure. In accord with this, the 
average overlap on the links drops. Interestingly, the weights behave differently on the 
two different datasets, indicating the differences in the organizing principles of the 
corresponding social systems. The mobile call network serves as a proxy of the network 
of interactions in the society thus the Granovetter picture holds here for the communities 
(strongly wired modules connected by weak links). In the case of the co-authorship 
network within the communities the principal investigators are weakly connected to the 
student and postdoc collaborators, while cooperation between different groups runs 
through links between professors. 
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Figure 11. Overlap, weight and modularity as a function of the fraction of links. Top: overlap; 
middle: average weight; bottom: modularity. Left: mobile call network; right: co-authorship 
network, MC-10 means m=10, MC-inf means m=infinity. 
 
Figure 12 makes the relation between explosive percolation and community structure 
clear. In this model networks cliques (obvious communities) are weakly connected to 
each other.  
 
 

 
Figure 12. Explosive percolation on a model network (MC-10 rule). Red links are occupied, blue 
ones unoccupied.  
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A very important by-product of these studies is that we have shown how finite size 
scaling on the huge social network of mobile phone calls can be carried out. This is a 
non-trivial question as we have only one empirical sample, which is extremely 
inhomogeneous. As we have access to the prescribers’ ZIP-codes too, we could study the 
properties of the network for different sizes of cities. It turned out that this approach 
leads to a surprisingly good finite size scaling (Fig. 13).  
 

 
 
Figure 13. Finite size scaling of the parameter ! indicating the phase transition. The straightness 
of the lines in a log-log plot indicates that different size cities can be well used for this purpose. 
 
In conclusion: The study of the explosive percolation model on real world networks has 
turned out to be very useful. We have uncovered close relationship between the 
explosive percolation transition and the community structure; we pointed out how the 
differences in the organizational principle of different social networks are reflected in 
the properties of the model near to the threshold; we showed that finite scaling can be 
carried out on mobile call networks by using different size cities as samples. 
 
3. Groups from an egocentric point of view – social 
signatures and their persistence 
 
This section is based on J. Saramäki, E.A. Leicht, E. Lopez, S. Roberts, F. Reed-Tsochas, 
R.I.M. Dunbar, The persistence of social signatures in human communication networks 
(manuscript to be submitted, 2011). Work has also been initiated towards a second paper 
highlighting the differences between communication via text messages and calls. 
 
In order to have a detailed view on the fundamental building blocks of social group 
structure and the role of mobile communications in maintaining such structure, we have 
performed a longitudinal study on the data set DS2, where all outgoing phone calls and 
text messages of 30 students were tracked during their period of transition from high 
school to university; these record were augmented with self-reported questionnaires on 
the students’ social networks. This work has been conducted as a joint effort between the 
Aalto and Oxford research groups. 
 
Our main findings can be summarized as follows: 
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Emotionally close alters are frequently called or texted; thus for large-scale data sets, tie 
strength is a good proxy of the emotional intensity of a tie and the most important 
strong ties are well captured by call records. This is in line with the earlier observations 
of the Social Diary of WP4 (D4.3), where text messages and mobile phone calls, they 
accounted for 75% of all contacts listed by the participants. Interestingly, when plotting 
the probability of an alter being called, texted, or called or texted as a function of the 
emotional closeness to the alter, we see a difference between kin and non-kin alters (Fig 
10). For kin alters, text messages seem to play a less important role; this is possibly 
related to the “generational gap”, as text message usage anticorrelates with age. 
Furthermore, for non-kin alters, it appears that alters with lower emotional intensity are 
texted more frequently than called; thus the choice of the communication channel is 
related to the nature of the social tie.  
  
 

 
 
 
Figure 14: Probability of calling, texting, or calling or texting an alter within the first 6 months 
of the study period as a function of the self-reported emotional closeness to the alter. Left: kin 
alters, right: non-kin alters. 
 
When the time allocation patterns of individuals are studied by plotting the fraction of 
calls/texts going to an alter as a function of the rank of that alter (where the rank is 
based on the number of calls/texts), we see that the patterns are typically characterized 
by a broad distribution. This means that a very large number of calls/texts is targeted to 
a few alters of high emotional closeness, and there is an increasing number of ties 
associated with fewer calls. However, within this general picture there is still a lot of 
individual variation; e.g. the fraction of calls/texts going to top alters is far higher than 
the average for some subjects (see Figure 11). 
 
This observation is broadly in line with the layered network view of the social brain 
hypothesis, where cognitive constraints are seen to be a limiting factor for the number of 
high-intensity-high-closeness ties, whereas there are more ties of lower intensity, 
requiring less maintenance and cognitive efforts. 
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Figure 15. The fraction of calls to an alter as a function of the alter, for two study participants 
(top and bottom rows) and for three 6-month windows (columns). Symbols denote when alters 
have first appeared in the networks; from the central and rightmost columns it is evident that the 
networks undergo major changes. The dashed line indicates average over all participants. 
 
As our data set has been recorded during a period of time where the networks of the 
participants are undergoing major changes (moving to a different city, first university 
year, or leaving school and going for a gap year), we detect a large turnover in terms of 
alters. Despite this large turnover, the time allocation patterns of individuals (measured 
with calls) are surprisingly persistent during the observation period. That is, if an 
individual allocates more time to the top-ranking alters than individuals do on average, 
this time allocation pattern persists even if those alters are replaced by newcomers, i.e. 
“new best friends”. Likewise, if an individual’s time allocation pattern is broader and 
calls are more evenly distributed among alters, this is likely to remain so, even if the 
composition of the network changes a lot. 
 
For further details, please see the attached draft manuscript, to be submitted for 
publication in the near future. 
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Human dynamical social networks encode information and are highly
adaptive. To characterize the information encoded in the fast dy-
namics of social interactions, here we introduce the entropy of dy-
namical social networks. By analysing a large dataset of phone-call
interactions we show evidence that the dynamical social network has
an entropy that depends on the time of the day in a typical week-
day. Moreover we show evidence for adaptability of human social
behavior showing data on duration of phone-call interactions that
significantly deviates from the statistics of duration of face-to-face
interactions. This adaptability of behavior corresponds to a di!erent
information content of the dynamics of social human interactions.
We quantify this information by the use of the entropy of dynamical
networks on realistic models of social interactions.

entropy | information | social networks | dynamical networks

Networks [1, 2, 3, 4, 5] encode information in the topology
of their interactions. This is the main reason why net-

works are ubiquitous in complexity theory and constitute the
underlying structures of social, technological and biological
systems. The information encoded in social networks [6, 7] is
essential to build strong collaborations [8] that enhance the
performance of a society, to build reputation trust and to
navigate [9] e!ciently the networks. For these reasons social
networks are small world [10] with short average distance be-
tween the nodes but large clustering coe!cient. Therefore to
understand how social network evolve, adapt and respond to
external stimuli, we need to develop a new information theory
of complex social networks.

Recently, attention has been addressed to entropy mea-
sures applied to email correspondence [14], static networks
[12, 13] and mobility patterns [11]. New network entropy mea-
sures quantify the information encoded in heterogenous static
networks [12, 13]. Information theory tools set the limit of
predictability of human mobility[11]. Still we lack methods to
assess the information encoded in the dynamical social inter-
action networks.

Social networks are characterized by complex organiza-
tional structures revealed by network community and degree
correlations [15]. These structures are sometimes correlated
with annotated features of the nodes or of the links such as
age, gender, and other annotated features of the links such as
shared interests, family ties or common work locations [16, 17].
In a recent work [18] it has been shown by studying social,
technological and biological networks that the network en-
tropy measures can assess how significant are the annotated
features for the network structure.

Moreover social networks evolve on many di"erent time-
scales and relevant information is encoded in their dynamics.
In fact social networks are highly adaptive. Indeed social ties
can appear or disappear depending on the dynamical pro-
cess occurring on the networks such as epidemic spreading or
opinion dynamics. Several models for adaptive social evolu-
tion have been proposed showing phase transitions in di"erent
universality classes [19, 20, 21, 22]. Social ties have in addi-
tion to that a microscopic structure constituted by fast social
interactions of the duration of a phone call or of a face-to-face
interaction. Dynamical social networks characterize the social
interaction at this fast time scale. For these dynamical net-
works new network measures are starting to be defined [23]

and recent works focus on the implication that the network
dynamics has on percolation, epidemic spreading and opinion
dynamics [24, 25, 26, 27, 28].

Thanks to the availability of new extensive data on a wide
variety of human dynamics [29, 30, 31, 33, 32], human mobil-
ity [34, 35, 11] and dynamical social networks [36], it has been
recently recognized that many human activities [25] are bursty
and not Poissonian. New data on social dynamical networks
start to be collected with new technologies such as of Radio
frequency Identification Devices [37, 27] and Bluetooth [30].
These technologies are able to record the duration of social
interactions and report evidence for a bursty nature of social
interaction characterized by a fat tail distribution of the du-
ration of face-to face interactions. This bursty behavior of
social networks [38, 39, 37, 27, 40, 41] is coexisting with mod-
ulations coming from periodic daily (circadian rhythms) or
weakly patterns [42]. The fact that this bursty behavior is
observed also in social interaction of simple animals (leeches)
[43], in the motion of rodents [44], or in the use of words [45],
suggests that the underlying origin of this behavior is dic-
tated by the biological and neurological processes underlying
the dynamics of the social interaction. To our opinion this
problem remains open: How much can humans intentionally
change the statistics of social interactions and the level of in-
formation encoded in the dynamics of their social networks,
when they are interfacing with a new technology?

In this paper we try to address this question by studying
the dynamics of interactions through phone calls and com-
paring it with face-to-face interactions. We show that the
entropy of dynamical networks is able to quantify the informa-
tion encoded in the dynamics of phone-call interactions during
a typical week-day. Moreover we show evidence that human
social behavior is highly adaptive and that the duration of
face-to-face interaction in a conference follows a di"erent dis-
tribution than duration of phone-calls. We therefore have
evidence of an intentional capability of humans to change sta-
tistically their behavior when interfacing with the technology
of mobile phone communication. Finally we develop a model
in order to quantify how much the entropy of dynamical net-
works changes if we allow modifications in the distribution of
duration of the interactions.

Results
Entropy of dynamical social networks. In this section we in-
troduce the entropy of dynamical social networks as a mea-
sure of information encoded in their dynamics. Since we are
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Fig. 1. The dynamical social networks are composed by di!erent dynamically
changing groups of interacting agents. In panel (A) we allow only for groups of size
one or two as it typically happens in mobile phone communication. In panel (B) we
allow for groups of any size as in face-to-face interactions.

interested in the dynamics of contacts we assume to have a
quenched social network G of friendships, collaborations or
acquaintances formed by N agents and we allow a dynamics
of social interactions on this network. If two agents i, j are
linked in the network they can meet and interact at each given
time giving rise to the dynamical social network under study
in this paper. If a set of agents of size N is connected through
the social network G the agents i1, i2, . . . in can interact in a
group of size n. Therefore at any given time the static net-
work G will be partitioned in connected components or groups
of interacting agents as shown in Fig . In order to indicate
that a social interaction is occurring at time t in the group
of agents i1, i2, . . . , in and that these agents are not interact-
ing with other agents, we write gi1,i2,...,in(t) = 1 otherwise
we put gi1,i2,...,in(t) = 0. Therefore each agent is interacting
with one group of size n > 1 or non interacting (interacting
with a group of size n = 1). Therefore at any given time

!

G=(i,i2,...,in)|i!G

gi,i2,...,in(t) = 1. [1]

where we indicate with G an arbitrary connected subgraph
of G. The history St of the dynamical social network is
given by St = {gi1,i2,...,in(t") !t" < t}. If we indicated by
p(gi,i2,...,in(t) = 1|St) the probability that gi,i2,...,in(t) = 1
given the story St, the likelihood that at time t the dynamical
networks has a group configuration gi1,i2,...,in(t) is given by

L =
"

G

p(gi,i2,...,in(t) = 1|St)
gi1,i2,...,in (t) [2]
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Fig. 2. Mean-field evaluation of the entropy of the dynamical social networks of
phone calls communication in a typical week-day. In the nights the social dynamical
network is more predictable.
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Fig. 3. (A) Probability distribution of duration of phone-calls between two given
persons connected by a link of weightw. The data depend on the typical scale !!(w)
of duration of the phone-call. (B) Probability distribution of duration of phone calls
for people of di!erent age. (C) Probability distribution of duration of phone-calls for
people of di!erent gender. The distributions shown in the panel (B) and (C) do not
significantly depend on the attributes of the nodes.

The entropy S characterizes the logarithm of the typical
number of di!erent group configurations that can be expected
in the dynamical network model at time t and is given by
S = "#logL$|St

that we can explicitly express as

S = "
!

G

p(gi,i2,...,in(t) = 1|St) log p(gi,i2,...,in(t) = 1|St).

[3]
According to the information theory results [46], if the en-
tropy is vanishing, i.e. S = 0 the network dynamics is regular
and perfectly predictable, if the entropy is larger the number
of future possible configurations is growing and the system is
less predictable. If we model face-to-face interactions we have
to allow the possible formation of groups of any size, on the
contrary, if we model the mobile phone communication, we
need to allow only for pairwise interactions. Therefore, if we
define the adjacency matrix of the network G as the matrix
aij , the log likelihood takes the very simple expression given
by

L =
"

i

p(gi(t) = 1|St)
gi(t)

"

ij|aij=1

p(gij(t) = 1|St)
gij(t) [4]

with
gi(t) +

!

j

aijgij(t) = 1, [5]

for every time t. The entropy is then given by

S = "
!

i

p(gi(t) = 1|St) log p(gi(t) = 1|St)

"
!

ij

aijp(gij(t) = 1|St) log p(gij(t) = 1|St). [6]

Social dynamics and entropy of phone call interactions.We
have analyzed the call sequence of subscribers of a major eu-
roepan mobile service provider. In the dataset the users were
anonymized and impossible to track. We considered calls be-
tween users who at least once called each other during the
examined 6 months period in order to examine calls only re-
flecting trusted social interactions. The resulted event list
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consists of 633, 986, 311 calls between 6, 243, 322 users. For
the entropy calculation we selected 562, 337 users who exe-
cuted at least one call per a day during a week period. First
of all we have studied how the entropy of this dynamical net-
work is a!ected by circadian rhythms. We assign to each
agent i = 1, 2 a number ni = 1, 2 indicating the size of the
group where he/she belongs. If an agent i has coordination
number ni = 1 he/she is isolated, and if ni = 2 he/she is
interacting with a group of n = 2 agents. We also assign to
each agent i the variable ti indicating the last time at which
the coordination number ni has changed. If we neglect the
feature of the nodes, the most simple transition probabilities
that includes for some memory e!ects present in the data, is
given by a probability pn = pn(!, t) for an agent in state n
at time t to change his/her state given that he has been in
his/her current state for a duration ! = t! ti.

We have estimated the probability pn(!, t) in a typical
week-day. Using the data on the probabilities pn(!, t) we have
calculated the entropy, estimated by a mean-field evaluation
(Check Supporting Information for details) of the dynamical
network as a function of time in a typical week-day. The
entropy of the dynamical social network is reported in Fig.
. It significantly changes during the day describing the fact
that the predictability of the phone-call networks change as a
function of time. In fact, as if the entropy of the dynamical
network is smaller and the network is an a more predictable
state.

Adaptive dynamics face-to face interactions and phone call
durations. In this section we report evidence of adaptive hu-
man behavior by showing that the duration of phone calls, a
binary social interactions mediated by technology, show dif-
ferent statistical features respect to face-to-face interactions.
The distributions of the times describing human activities are
typically broad [29, 25, 38, 31, 37, 27], and are closer to power-
laws, which lack a characteristic time scale, than to exponen-
tials. In particular in [37] there is reported data on Radio
Frequency Identification devices, with temporal resolution of
20s, showing that both distribution duration of face-to-face
contacts and inter-contact periods is fat tailed during confer-
ence venues.

Here we analysed the above defined mobile-call event se-
quence performing the measurements on all the users for the
entire 6 months time period. The distribution of phone-call
durations strongly deviates from a fat-tail distribution. In Fig.
we report this distributions and show that these distributions
depend on the strength w of the interactions (total duration
of contacts in the observed period) but do not depend on the
age, gender or type of contract in a significant way. The dis-
tribution Pw("tin) of duration of contacts within agents with
strenght w is well fitted by a Weibull distribution

!!(w)Pw("tin) = W!

!
x =

"t
!"(w)

"
=

1
x!

e"
1

1!! x1!!

. [7]

with " = 0.47... The typical times !!(w) used for the data
collapse of Figure 3 are listed in Table 1. The origin of this
significant change in behavior of humans interactions could
be due to the consideration of the cost of the interactions (al-
though we are not in the position to draw these conclusions
(See Fig. 11 in which we compare distribution of duration
of calls for people with di!erent type of contract) or might
depend on the di!erent nature of the communication. The
duration of a phone call is quite short and is not a!ected sig-
nificantly by the circadian rhythms of the population. On the
contrary the duration of no-interaction periods is strongly af-
fected by periodic daily of weekly rhythms. The distribution
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Fig. 4. Probability distribution of duration of phone-calls for people with di!erent
types of contract. No significant change is observed that modifies the functional form
of the distribution.

of no-interaction periods can be fitted by a double power-law
but also a single Weibull distribution can give a first approxi-
mation to describe P ("tno). In Fig. 5 we report the distribu-
tion of duration of no-interaction periods in the day periods
between 7AM and 2AM next day. The typical times !!(k)
used in Figure 5 are listed in Table 2.

Discussion
The entropy of a realistic model of cell-phone interactions.
The data on face-to-face and mobile-phone interactions show
that a reinforcement dynamics is taking place during the hu-
man social interaction. Disregarding for the moment the ef-
fects of circadian rhythms and weakly patterns, a possible
explanation of such results is given by mechanisms in which
the decisions of the agents to form or leave a group are driven
by memory e!ects dictated by reinforcement dynamics, that
can be summarized in the following statements: i) the longer
an agent is interacting in a group the smaller is the probabil-
ity that he/she will leave the group; ii) the longer an agent is
isolated the smaller is the probability that he/she will form a
new group. In particular, such reinforcement principle implies
that the probabilities pn(!, t) that an agent with coordination
number n changes his/her state depends on the time elapsed
since his/her last change of state, i.e., pn(!, t) = fn(! ). To
ensure the reinforcement dynamics any function fn(! ) which
is a decreasing function of its argument can be taken. In two
recent papers[40, 41] the face-to-face interactions have been
realistically modelled with the use of the reinforcement dy-
namics, by choosing

fn(! ) =
bn

(! + 1)
. [8]

with good agreement with the data when we took bn = b2 for
n " 2 and b1 > 0, b2 > 0.

In order to model the phone-call data studied in this pa-
per we can always adopt the reinforcement dynamics but we
need to modify the probability fn(! ) by a parametrization
with an additional parameter " # 1. In order to be specific
in our model of mobile-phone communication, we consider a
system that consists of N agents. Corresponding to the mech-
anism of daily cellphone communication, the agents can call
each other to form a binary interaction if they are neighbor in
the social network. The social network is characterized by a
given degree distribution p(k) and a given weight distribution
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p(w). Each agent i is characterized by the size ni = 1, 2 of
the group he/she belongs to and the last time ti he/she has
changed his/her state. Starting from random initial condi-
tions, at each timestep !t = 1/N we take a random agent.
If the agent is isolated he/she will change his/her state with
probability

f"
1 (" ) =

b1
(" + 1)"

[9]

with " = t ! ti and b1 > 0. If he/she change his/her state
he/she will call one of his/her neighbor in the social net-
work which is still not engaged in a telephone call. A non-
interacting neighbor agent will pick up the phone with prob-
ability f"

1 ("
!) where " ! is the time he/she has not been inter-

acting.
If, on the contrary the agent i is interacting, he/she will

change his/her state with probability f"
2 (" |w) depending on

the weight of the link and on the duration of the phone call.
We will take in particular

f"
2 (" |w) =

b2g(w)
(" + 1)"

[10]

where b2 > 0 and g(w) is a decreasing function of the weight
w of the link. The distributions f"

1 (" ) and f"
2 (" |w) are

parametrized by the parameter # " 1. As # increases, the
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Fig. 6. Entropy S of social dynamical network model of pairwise communication
normalized with the entropy SR of a null model in which the expected average du-
ration of phone-calls is the same but the distribution of duration of phone-calls and
non-interaction time are Poisson distributed. The network size is N = 2000 the
degree distribution of the network is exponential with average !k" = 6, the weight
distribution is p(w) = Cw"2 and g(w) is taken to be g(w) = b2/w with
b2 = 0.05. The value of S/SR is depending on the two parameters ", b1. For
every value of b1 the normalized entropy is smaller for " # 1.

distribution of duration of contacts and duration of intercon-
tact time become broader. These probabilities give rise to ei-
ther Weibull distribution of duration of interactions (if # < 1)
or power-law distribution of duration of interaction # = 1.
Indeed for # < 1, the probability Pw

2 (" ) that a conversation
between two nodes with link weight w ends after a duration
" is given by the Weibull distribution (See Supporting Infor-
mation for the details of the derivation)

"#(w)Pw
2 (" ) # W"((" + 1)/"!(w)) [11]

with "!(w) = [2b2g(w)]"1/(1""). This distribution well cap-
ture the distribution observed in mobile phone data and re-
ported in Fig. (for a discussion of the validity of the annealed
approximation for predictions on a quenched network see the
Supporting Information.)

If, instead of having # < 1 we have # = 1 the probability
distribution for duration of contacts is given by a power-law

Pw
2 (" ) # (" + 1)"[2b2g(w)+1]. [12]

This distribution is comparable with the distribution observed
in face-to-face interaction during conference venues [40, 41].
The adaptability of human behavior, evident when comparing
the distribution of duration of phone-calls with the duration
of face-to-face interactions, can be understood as a possibil-
ity to change the exponent # regulating the duration of social
interactions.

Changes in the parameter # correspond to a di!erent en-
tropy of the dynamical social network. Solving analytically
this model we are able to evaluate the dynamical entropy as
a function of # and b1. In Fig. 13 we report the entropy S of
the dynamical social network a function of # and b1 in the an-
nealed approximation and the large network limit. In particu-
lar we have taken a network of size N = 2000 with exponential
degree distribution of average degree $k% = 6, weight distribu-
tion P (w) = Cw"2 and function g(w) = 1/w and b2 = 0.05.
Our aim in Fig. 13 is to show only the e!ects on the entropy
due to the di!erent distributions of duration of contacts and
non-interaction periods. Therefore we have normalized the
entropy S with the entropy SR of a null model of social inter-
actions in which the duration of groups are Poisson distributed
but the average time of interaction and non interaction time
are the same as in the model of cell-phone communication.
From Fig. 13 we observe that if we keep b1 constant, the ratio
S/SR is a decreasing function of the parameter # indicating
that the broader are the distribution of probability of dura-
tion of contacts the higher is the information encoded in the
dynamics of the networks. Therefore the heterogeneity in the
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distribution of duration of contacts and no-interaction peri-
ods implies higher level of information in the social network.
The human adaptive behavior by changing the exponent !
in face-to-face interactions and mobile phone communication
e!ectively change the entropy of the dynamical network.

Conclusions
In the last ten years it has been recognized that the vast ma-
jority of complex systems can be described by networks of
interacting units. Network theory has made tremendous pro-
gresses in this period and we have gained important insight
into the microscopic properties of complex networks. Key sta-
tistical properties have been found to occur universally in the
networks, such as the small world properties and broad de-
gree distributions. Moreover the local structure of networks
has been characterized by degree correlations, clustering coef-
ficient, loop structure, cliques, motifs and communities. The
level of information present in these characteristic of the net-
work can be now studied with the tools of information the-
ory. An additional fundamental aspect of social networks is
their dynamics. This dynamics encode for information and
can be modulated by adaptive human behavior. In this paper
we have introduced the entropy of social dynamical networks
and we have evaluated the information present in dynamical
data of phone-call communication. By analysing the phone-
call interaction networks we have shown that the entropy of
the network depends on the circadian rhythms. Moreover we
have shown that social networks are extremely adaptive and
are modified by the use of technologies. The statistics of dura-
tion of phone-call indeed is described by aWeibull distribution
that strongly di!er from the distribution of face-to-face inter-
actions in a conference. Finally we have evaluated how the in-
formation encoded in social dynamical networks change if we
allow a parametrization of the duration of contacts mimicking
the adaptability of human behavior. Therefore the entropy of
social dynamical networks is able to quantify how the social
networks dynamically change during the day and how they
dynamically adapt to di!erent technologies.

Material and Methods
In order to describe the model of mobile phone communica-
tion, we consider a system consisting of N agents representing
the mobile phone users. The agents are interacting in a social
network G representing social ties such as friendships, collab-
orations or acquaintances. The network G is weighted with
the weights indicating the strength of the social ties between
agents. We use Nk

1 (t0, t)dt0 to denote the number of agents
with degree k that at time t are not interacting and have not
interacted with another agent since time t! ! (t0, t0 + 1/N).

Similarly we denote by Nk,k!,w
2 (t0, t)dt0 the number of con-

nected agents (with degree respectively k and k! and weight

of the link w) that at time t are interacting in phone call
started at time t! ! (t0, t0 + 1/N). The mean-field equation
for this model read,

"Nk
1 (t0, t)
"t

= "(1 + ck)Nk
1 (t0, t)f1(t0, t) +N#k

21(t)$tt0

"Nk,k!,w
2 (t0, t)

"t
= "2Nk,k!,w

2 (t0, t)f2(t0, t|w) +N#k,k!,w
12 (t)$tt0[13]

where the constant c is given by

c =

!
k!
" t

0
dt0N

k!
1 (t0, t)f1(t0, t)

!
k! k!

" t

0
dt0Nk!

1 (t0, t)f1(t0, t)
. [14]

In Eqs. (13) the rates #pq(t) indicate the average number of
agents changing from state p = 1, 2 to state q = 1, 2 at time
t. These rates can be also expressed in a self-consistent way
and the full system solved for any given choice of f1(t0, t) and
f2(t0, t|w) (See Supporting Information for details).

The definition of the entropy of dynamical social networks
of a pairwise communication model, is given by Eq. (6). To
evaluate the entropy of dynamical social network explicitly,
we have to carry out the summations in Eq. (6). These sums,
will in general depend on the particular history of the dy-
namical social network, but in the framework of the model we
study, in the large network limit will be dominated by their
average value. In the following therefore we perform these
sum in the large network limit. The first summation in Eq.
(6) denotes the average loglikelihood of finding at time t a
non-interacting agent given a history St. We can distinguish
between two eventual situations occurring at time t: (i) the
agent has been non-interacting since a time t" % , and at time
t remains non-interacting; (ii) the agent has been interacting
with another agent since time t" % , and at time t the conver-
sation is terminated by one of the two interacting agents.The
second term in the right hand side of Eq. (6), denotes the av-
erage loglikelihood of finding two agents in a connected pair
at time t given a history St. There are two possible situations
that might occur for two interacting agents at time t: (iii)
these two agents have been non-interacting, and to time t one
of them decides to form a connection with the other one; (iv)
the two agents have been interacting with each other since
a time t " % , and they remain interacting at time t. Taking
into account all these possibilities we have been able to use
the transition probability form di!erent state and the number
of agents in each state to evaluate the entropy of dynamical
networks in the large network limit (For further details on the
calculation see the Supporting Information).
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Table 1. Typical times !!(w) used in the data collapse of Fig. .

Weight of the link Typical time !!(w) in seconds (s)
(0-2%) wmax 111.6
(2-4%) wmax 237.8
(4-8%) wmax 334.4
(8-16%) wmax 492.0
(16-32%) wmax 718.8

Table 2. Typical times !!(k) used in the data collapse of Fig. 5.

Connectivity Typical time !!(k) in seconds (s)
k=1 158,594
k=2 118,047
k=4 69,741
k=8 39,082
k=16 22,824
k=32 13,451
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Abstract

Community detection is one of the most investigated problems in the
field of complex networks. Although several methods were proposed, there
is still no precise definition of communities. As a step towards a definition,
I highlight two necessary properties of communities, separation and inter-
nal cohesion, the latter being a new concept. I propose a local method of
community detection based on two-dimensional local optimization, which
I tested on common benchmarks and on the word association database.

1 Introduction

In the last decade interdisciplinary research on complex networks resulted in
spectacular development [1]-[6]. It has become clear that networks constructed
from diverse complex systems show remarkably similar features. Several aspects
were investigated, like clustering [7], the degree distribution[8], diameter [9], [10],
spreading processes [11], diffusion [12], synchronization [13], critical phenomena
[14] and game theoretical models on complex networks [15].

One of the most actively researched questions about complex networks is the
one of community detection [16]. Community detection aims at finding dense
groups in graphs, like circles of friends in social networks, web pages about the
same topic, or substances appearing in the same pathway in metabolic reaction
networks. Perhaps the strongest motivation behind the research is that dense
groups in the topology are expected to correspond to functions performed by the
network, such that one can infer from pure topology to function. While the con-
cept of communities seems intuitively plausible, attempts for an algorithmically
useful definition have not been successful yet. The global characterization by
modularity [17] or by random walks [19, 18], the local “weak“ and “strong“ def-
initions [20], the clique percolation approach [21], or the multiresolution methods
[22, 23, 24] have all increased out understanding of this complex problem but
the proliferation of methods of community detection just indicates the difficulty
of this issue [16].

Unfortunately, any precise definition of communities is still lacking, giving
rise to innumerable methods using different definitions. Lack of a definition also
makes problematic the testing of methods; although there is progress in this
issue [25], [26]. Difficulty of the problem is increased by more subtle factors: very
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often communities occur on a broad scale, they can be ordered in a hierarchical
manner, and they may overlap, which make their identification even harder.

After being the subject of active research for several years, it is getting clear
that the following stages appear during community detection:

1 defining the term “community”;

2 finding the objects corresponding to the definition;

3 determining the significance of the found communities.

Although from the theoretical perspective stage 1 is clearly a key issue, it is
far from being settled. Several different propositions exists, which are evaluated
mostly according to their results on a few benchmarks. This is the stage to
be improved in the first place in this paper. Stage 2 is a technical issue, often
consisting of some combinatorial optimization method. Its choice is usually a
result of a trade-off between speed and quality. Stage 3 should give informa-
tion about how surprising is the existence of a found community in the actual
graph, given some characteristics of the graph like edge density or degree dis-
tribution. Although this issue also got some attention [27]-[33], it just began to
get widespread application [34].

The rest of the paper will focus on the question of definition, so a few re-
marks about stage 3 are made here. Most community detection methods give no
information about the significance of their output, thus forcing the investigator
to assume that all results are (equally) significant. This way, the community
detection stages 2 and 3 are combined into a single decision whether a par-
ticular subgraph is a good enough community or not – effectively pruning the
significance test in practice. The other end of the spectrum, represented by [34],
builds the definition of communities on statistical significance, which is clearly
an improvement. However, it should be noted that the fitness and statistical
significance of a subgraph as a community are not synonyms. Statistical signif-
icance tells us how surprising a subgraph is, while fitness talks about how close
is it to the ideal community. Therefore, the two quantities are complementary
and both belong to the description of a community.

2 Local criteria for communities

A fundamental problem of community detection is to define the term “commu-
nity”. There are different approaches to this question. One is the algorithmic
approach, giving a computational procedure for finding clusters. This naturally
incorporates a mathematically precise definition, although different algorithms
usually result in diverse definitions, and there is no theoretical framework cur-
rently to help their differentiation. Another possibility is to present a general
concept, on which a precise definition can be based. In this paper, the latter
approach is taken, although an algorithmic realization is also presented.

No definition of communities which is both precise and generally accepted
has appeared yet. Currently the description of communities exhausts in the
phrase “nodes having more edges among themselves than to the rest of the
graph” (or equivalent forms). It can be translated roughly to “statistically sig-
nificant locally dense subgraphs“. Statistical significance is a quite precise ex-
pression, the main problem is with the term “locally dense“. For an intuitive
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picture, it is quite good, but much less than directly transformable to algorithms.
Although there is an implicit agreement on that clearly counterintuitive results
are not permitted, even a formal list of required properties is missing. How-
ever, there are some properties which fit human intuition about locally dense
subgraphs12:

Separation: a good community is well-separated from the rest of the graph;

Cohesion: a good community is homogeneously well connected inside, i.e. it is
hard to separate into two communities.3

The separation criterion is quite clear, although there is an important re-
mark: separation should be defined locally, involving only the community under
investigation and its immediate neighborhood. Global methods, in which dis-
tant regions of the graph can modify a community in order to improve a global
fitness value, can produce results violating the human perception about clusters.
A famous example is the resolution limit of modularity [35, 36].

Although separation is a very intuitive criterion, and famous methods rely
on it (see the Appendix), it is not enough in itself. Figs. 1a-1b illustrate that the
distribution of links inside the separated region (the “shape“ of the subgraph)
also matters heavily. Application of current community detection methods to
real-world networks confirms that this is a real problem, e.g. tree-like commu-
nities can occur, even when the whole network is not tree-like [37], [38].

Both separation and cohesion are required properties of communities. If one
neglects cohesion, the result may contain clusters like the one on Fig. 1a. On the
other hand, if separation is not taken into account, one may end up chopping
a separated subgraph until very cohesive pieces (cliques in the extreme) are
obtained, like the triangles on Fig. 1b.

Given the subgraphs on Figs 1a and 1b as proposed communities, most
community detection methods’ fitness values, to be reviewed in the next section,
can not tell the difference between them. This is due to that most methods
simply count the internal and/or external edges, which do not tell about the
distribution of those edges. The reason why several methods do not fail to assign
proper clusters for Fig 1a is that they look for optimal clusters, consequently
they compare configurations like Fig 1a in one cluster and in two clusters, and
splitting the two cliques into two clusters may improve the partition. But the
situation is even worse. In the next Section, we will see that a number of fitness
functions are more optimal for a counterintuitive clustering than for the intuitive
one (e.g. joining the two cliques on Fig 1a, like modularity for a large enough
graph). It should be noted that in such a case, the proper communities might
be recovered if the heuristic gets stuck in the proper local optimum, even when
that is not the global optimum.

1
For brevity, the words “community”, “group” and “cluster” will be used from this point as

synonyms for “locally dense subgraph”, omitting the statistical significance from the meaning.
2
It should be noted that the meaning of the term “community” can depend on the context;

consequently a single definition may not be enough. Here the aim is to describe a particularly

intuitive one.
3
The term “cohesion” also appeared in [22], although there it denotes a quantity with an

unrelated concept.
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(a) (b)

Figure 1: Illustration of the importance of subgraph shape. The two subgraphs

have the same number of nodes and the same degrees, i.e. they differ only in

the distribution of links. The figure on the left is much less cohesive than the

figure on the right, although just a reorganization was applied to the links.

3 Overview of the existing methods

Here, existing community detection methods will be reviewed from the point of

view of the previous section, i.e. do they conform the criterions of separation

and cohesion. As mini-benchmarks, the examples on Fig. 1 or their simple vari-

ations will be used (see the Appendix for details on individual methods). The

desired output for 1a is two communities consisting of the two cliques, while 1b

should be kept in one piece. In both cases, no nodes from the rest of the graph

should be included. For methods optimizing a fitness function, the globally opti-

mal solution will be considered, for other methods, the possible solutions. These

solutions will be compared to the desired ones, independently for Fig. 1a and

1b. If a method separates the two cliques of Fig. 1a, then it gets a “+”, if it

puts all nodes of Fig. 1b into one cluster, then it gets another “+”. If there

are multiple equally valid solutions (like for label propagation), all solutions are

required to conform the preferred result.

For methods optimizing a function, the heuristic realizing the optimization may

deviate from the global optimum, presenting worse or even better results (in

terms of conformity to separation and cohesion). This will not be investigated,

here the focus is on the definition of the communities (following from the choice

of the fitness function), not on the practical aspects. Results for methods which

can produce a single partition or cover are displayed in Table 1. The large num-

ber of published methods makes assembling a complete list nearly impossible.

Instead, the emphasis is put on the diversity of the reviewed approaches.

There is a bunch of multiresolution methods, which possess a parameter

allowing to tune the cluster sizes from 1 (isolated nodes) to O(N): the multires-

olution modularity of Reichardt and Bornholdt (RB) [22], of Arenas, Fernández

and Gómez (AFG) [23], the local fitness method of Lancichinetti, Fortunato

and Kertész (LFK) [39], the Potts model of Ronhovde and Nussinov (RN) [43],

the Markov autocovariance stability of Delvenne, Yaliraki and Barahona (MAS)

[19], the hierarchical likelihood method of Clauset, Moore and Newman (CNM)

[56], and the Markov Cluster Algorithm of van Dongen (MCL) [57]. Naturally,

these methods are expected to find the proper community assignments both to
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method cohesion test separation test

(like Fig. 1a) (like Fig. 1b)

Lancichinetti et al. [39] - +

Labelpropagation [40] - -

Infomap [18] - +

Clique Percolation [21] - -

Estrada & Hatano [41] - -

Modularity optimization [17] - +

Donetti & Muñoz [42] - +

Ronhovde & Nussinov [43] - -

Nepusz et al. [44] + -

Hofman & Wiggins [45] - -

Hastings [46] - -

Newman & Leicht [47] + -

Wang & Lai [48] + -

Bickel & Chen [49] + -

Karrer & Newman [50] + -

Infomod [51] - +

Radicchi et al. [20] + -

Chauhan et al. [52] + -

Evans & Lambiotte [53] - +

Ahn et al. [54] - -

ModuLand [55] - -

Table 1: Cohesion & separation criterion test results. Tests were done on Fig.

1a and 1b or similar graphs (which are described in the Appendix). + and - are

assigned according to whether the fitness function of a method is more optimal

for the preferred solution or not. For methods which do not optimize a fitness

function, simply the possible solution(s) was (were) analyzed. See the Appendix

for details on specific methods.

Fig. 1a and 1b at some parameter values. However, there is no guarantee that

these values are also the proper ones for the rest of the graph. Consequently, it

is not clear how a resolution parameter should be set: the natural idea is to find

the longest interval of the resolution parameter value in which the community

structure does not change, but when the optimal parameter value is different for

different regions in the graph, the longest stable interval not necessarily reflects

the optimal communities.

Furthermore, the fitness values do not help us to tell good clusters from bad

ones, like Fig. 1a from Fig. 1b. For most multiresolution methods (RB, AFG,

LFK, RN), it is very easy to see that the fitnesses of two clusters are the same

given that all nodes has the same in- and outdegrees, independently of the shape

of the clusters. Note that it is also true for most single resolution methods. For

MAS it is not trivial. Therefore, empirical tests were conducted to check it.

According to them, Fig. 1a was found empirically to be at least as good as
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1b4. Finally, regarding MCL and CNM, they have no fitness function5, the only
accessible quantity about the community structure is the parameter interval in
which it is stable.

Finally, there are hierarchical methods, which look for series of smaller and
smaller (or larger and larger) clusters hierarchically embedded into the previ-
ous ones. Similarly to multiresolution methods, they are expected to contain
good clusters in the outputted hierarchy. However, when looking at a graph
having a simple one-level community structure, the question how to select the
proper levels of the outputted hierarchy arises. The easiest way is to use the
lowest level communities. Unfortunately, it is not a reliable procedure, as the
lowest-level clusters may be just parts of the communities of the optimal par-
tition or cover (see the Appendix for details). A second idea can be to assign
significance scores to the communities on different levels, in the spirit of [29].
Although this approach might reliably qualify the found communities, a new
version of statistical significance taking into account the internal cohesion is
required. Furthermore, one should be very careful not to impose unnecessary
constraints, like prohibiting overlaps, when constructing a hierarchical method.

A further question is whether a method provides information about the
shape of the found communities or not. Recent analysis of real-world networks
highlights the relevance of this issue [37], [38]. Several methods are based on
simply counting the internal and/or external edges, or degrees at most: LFK,
Labelpropagation, Infomap, modularity optimization (and equivalents), Hofman
& Wiggins, Hastings, Ronhovde & Nussinov, Newman & Leicht, Wang & Lai,
Bickel & Chen, Karrer & Newman, Infomod, Ahn et al., OSLOM. Consequently,
they do not see any difference in the distribution of the links, e.g. Fig 1a and
1b get the same fitness values. Only Clique Percolation and Radicchi et al.’s6

method have some very limited requirement about cohesion built in the defini-
tion of communities.

The conclusion is that none of the reviewed methods is able to successfully
apply both the separation and the cohesion criterions. They susceptible either to
glue together well-separated subgraphs or to overpartition a cohesive subgraph.
Future network designs should consider cohesion as well as separation.

4 Community detection in a two dimensional
parameter space

In this Section, a new method for community detection is introduced. Its main
goal is to present a method which takes into account both criterions defined in
Sec. 2. First, the LFK method will be reviewed, which will serve as a starting
point for the new method. Then, a composite fitness will be constructed which
takes into account the separation and cohesion criterions. Finally, a heuristic
optimization procedure for the composite fitness will be described, which finds

4In this case, only 1 link to the rest of the graph was used. Rest of the graph, represented by
a single node having self-loops, was assigned 118 edges inside, resulting in a total of L = 150
edges. Stability values were calculated from 0.01 to 100, the step size being 0.01 below 1.0
and 1 above.

5CNM does have a fitness function, but it corresponds to a full hierarchical dendrogram,
not to any partitions obtained by cutting the dendrogram at some point

6If the stopping criterion of their heuristic is considered as part of the definition.
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locally dense subgraphs on all scales, and also able to recover hierarchical struc-
tures.

4.1 The LFK method

The LFK method [39] optimizes the local fitness function

fC =
KC

in

(KC
in +KC

out)
α

(1)

where C denotes a subgraph, KC
in and KC

out are the total number of inside and
outside degrees in C, respectively, and α is a tunable exponent for setting the
size scale of the communities to be found. Running the method with large α
values result in small clusters, small values in large clusters. The recommended
range for α is 0.5-2.

The practical implementation of the optimization works as follows. The com-
munities are found one-by-one, independently of each other. First, a seed node
is selected from which the new community will be grown. Then, the node which
can best improve the fitness of the cluster is added. This addition is repeated
until the fitness reaches a local optimum. After each addition, removal of nodes
takes place, if the fitness can be enhanced that way. When the fitness cannot
be further increased, the actual subgraph is declared a community. The growth
process is repeated for all nodes as seeds, or alternatively, until the found com-
munities cover all nodes in the graph.

Although the resolution parameter α can be tuned continuously, [39] sug-
gested that the relevant community structures should be identified by robust-
ness to changes in α, i.e. which have the longest interval for α values without
change. Changes in the community structure were detected by monitoring the
mean fitness of the communities, evaluated at a reference value α = 1.

4.2 Implementing the criterions

For the separation criterion, the following function will be applied

fC
S =

KC
in

KC
in +KC

out

(2)

where C is a subgraph, Kin and Kout are the sums of in-community and out-
community degrees, respectively. This is the fitness of LFK [39], with the mul-
tiresolution parameter being set to one. For detecting hierarchical structures, a
different solution will be described. Eq. 2 clearly focuses on the external sepa-
ration of the clusters, therefore it is suitable as an implementation of the first
criterion of the communities.

For the internal cohesion criterion, a possible solution is to consider the sec-
ond eigenvalue of the Laplacian matrix of the community. The Laplacian of a
graph is the matrix L = A−D, where A is the adjacency (or weight) matrix, and
D = diag(ki) is a diagonal matrix containing the degrees (strengths). Its largest
eigenvalue is always 0 (corresponding to the trivial eigenvector (1, 1, . . . , 1)).
The multiplicity of the largest eigenvalue equals to the number of connected
components in the graph. This gives the hint that if two distinct graphs are got
connected by a single (weak) link, the Laplacian gets only a slight perturbation
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(compared to the case of two connected components), which splits the double
degeneracy of the first eigenvalue, such that a new eigenvalue close to zero ap-
pears7. In fact, it is known that the second eigenvalue of the Laplacian measures
“how difficult is to split the graph into two large pieces” [58].

For some important special cases the second eigenvalue can be calculated:

- for full graphs of n nodes (clique), λ2 = −n

- for a star-graph, λ2 = −1, independently of n

- for a linear chain, λ2 = −2 + 2 cos(π/n) → 0 as n → ∞

- for two n-sized cliques attached by a single link (having weight �) (like on
Fig. 1a), λ2 ≈ − 2�

n+2� , which also goes to 0 as n → ∞.

- for a disconnected graph, λ2 = 0. This may seem trivial, but most methods
give a finite score for disconnected communities; it is not without precedent
that such objects can be produced in reality [38]. Although this problem
can be avoided by a properly designed heuristic of a method, disconnected
communities should be punished by definition.

Calculation for the two cliques is in the Appendix, other results can be found
in [59]. These cases confirm that the second eigenvalue is useful for quantifying
the cohesion criterion of the definition of communities. For an illustration, on
Fig. 2 a few example graphs with their second Laplacian eigenvalues are shown.

(a) (b)

(c) (d)

Figure 2: Graphs with different second Laplacian eigenvalues. λ(a)
2 = 6, λ(b)

2 = 2,

λ(c)
2 = 1, λ(d)

2 = 0.268. The maximal value of λ2 is 6 in all cases.

The separation fitness term fS ranges from zero to one. In order to compose
it together with the cohesion fitness, the latter should also be in the interval
[0, 1]. Therefore, λ2 needs some transformations before application as fitness.
As can be seen from the above examples, for the worst cases |λ2| is of the order
of 1/n, therefore the lowest point of the |λ2|-scale will be set to 1/n. The highest
point is trivially given by n. It is reasonable to assume that most subgraphs have
|λ2| = o(|C|). Furthermore, several subgraphs can have worse internal cohesion

7The diffusion matrix was also considered, but it prefers star-like graphs too much.
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than the star graph, thus having |λ2| ∈ [0, 1]. To take into account these effect,
log |λ2| will be more useful than λ2. So, in order to obtain a quantity between
0 and 1, the minimum will be subtracted and divided by the maximum,

fC
C =

log |λ2|− log 1/|C|
log |C|− log 1/|C| =

1

2
+

1

2

log |λ2|
log |C| , if |C| > 1

=0 if |C| = 1

(3)

where |C| is the number of nodes in the community. The above measure happens
to be 0.5 if λ2 is 1, e.g. for the star-graph. I wish to emphasize that eq. 3 is only
one possible proposition for taking into account the internal cohesion, although
a promising one – better measures may exist. The same is true for the choice of
fS .

The cohesion fitness fC
C opens the way for constructing tests assessing the

performance of community detection methods regarding the cohesion of the
found communities. One may generate a graph with built-in communities which
separation is controlled, like in the LFR benchmark [25], then randomly select
pairs of clusters and increase the interconnection between the two members of
each pairs to some predefined value, finally calculating fC

C of the pairs. Running
the detection method and measuring the ratio of pairs not split as a function of
fC
C may indicate how strongly focuses the method on cohesion.

The next question is how to combine fC
separation and fC

cohesion. Thinking in

a two dimensional space of fC
S and fC

C , a natural approach is to get as far from
the point (0, 0) as possible. This implies

fC =
�
(fC

S )2 + (fC
C )2 (4)

so the fitness is the euclidean distance from (0, 0). Again, this is just one possi-
bility, better combinations may exist. E.g. the relative weight of fS and fC may
be adjusted in a more well-grounded way. However, eq. 4 is able to pass the test
raised by Fig. 1: for Fig. 1a, λ2cliques

2 = 0.258, f2cliques
C = 0.228, f2cliques = 0.995

while for a single clique λ1clique
2 = 6, f1clique

C = 1, f1clique = 1.371. For Fig. 1b,
λ12nodes
2 = 3.268, f12nodes

C = 0.738, f12nodes = 1.218, and for the best subgraph,

a triangle, λtriangle
2 = 3, f triangle

C = 1, f triangle = 1.077.
Beyond enabling one to decide whether a given subgraph is a community

or not (by requiring local optimality), the above definition makes it possible to
assess how good community it is. This is also possible with another definitions,
e.g. by using the modularity function, but here, communities are placed on a
2-dimensional space instead of 1 dimension. This gives rise to an interesting
possibility for characterizing the communities, like “very cohesive but densely
connected outwards” or “well-separated but poorly interconnected”. Consider-
ing Fig. 1a, one may think that the latter is not really a community. But for
large subgraphs, it may make sense to consider a well-separated subgraph as a
community, as common sense says that large communities should be looser than
small ones.

4.3 Community detection in reality

In this section, the details of practical implementation of the new method are dis-
cussed. Most importantly, in order to actually find the communities, a heuristic
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carrying out the optimization of eq. 4 is needed. Furthermore, there is a sec-

ond problem of detecting communities hierarchically embedded into each other.

These two questions will be answered by a common solution.

The heuristic is based on the one of the LFK method [39]. Among its details,

the LFK heuristic contains a tunable parameter (denoted as α), which is claimed

to be able to recover communities at different hierarchical levels. Lowering this

parameter α results in increased community sizes. Hierarchical levels are sup-

posed to be stable against the variation of α, so there should be long intervals

for α for which the communities do not change. However, large graphs may lack

long stable intervals, as some changes occur around any parameter value (data

not shown). Therefore, a new method for investigating hierarchical structure

is needed. I dropped the idea of using threshold values of α, corresponding to

community structures at different scales, which should be simultaneously valid

for all communities, and I will treat each community separately.

Similarly to [39], each community is grown from a seed node. It is important

to note that each seed node can result in a series of (successively larger) com-

munities. Growth consists of successively including the neighboring node which

increases most the fitness defined by eq. 4. When there is no neighboring node

which inclusion can improve the fitness, the stage of node removal begins. Here,

the fitness of the cluster is tried to be improved by excluding nodes from it

(with the exception of the seed node, which is not permitted to be excluded). It

finishes when no further removal can improve the fitness. Then, growth begins

again, if possible. The grow-shrink cycle is iterated, as long as the fitness can

be improved. When no improvement is possible (there is a local optimum of

the fitness), the actual list of nodes is registered as a valid community. After

that, the algorithm tries to find a larger community, which contains the current

one. This way, hierarchical structures can be revealed. In order to do it, first

the growing cluster should escape from the basin of attraction of the current

local optimum. Therefore, the cluster is forced to grow, by successively including

the neighboring nodes which decrease the fitness the least. After some steps of

forced growth, when increasing the fitness becomes again possible, the algorithm

turns back to the normal grow-shrink procedure, until a new local optimum is

found, signing a new community. The cluster keeps hopping from local opti-

mum to another local optimum until it grows so large that it contains the whole

graph. Then a new growth process starts from a new seed node. At the end

of its growth process, it includes the whole graph again, unless it encounters a

local optimum which has been already found, i.e. the corresponding community

has already been registered. In this case, the growth process is stopped. Then,

another growth process starts from a not-yet-used seed node. In contrast to [39],

all nodes in the graph are used as seed nodes, in order not to miss good com-

munities. When the growth process beginning from the last seed node finishes,

the algorithm ends, and the registered communities are written to the output.

There are a few additional tricks. First, if escaping from a local optimum seems

to be hard, i.e. after changing from forced growth to the normal grow-shrink

stage we still end up in the previous local optimum, the cluster is restored to

the state where it had its maximal size (the beginning of one of the removal ses-

sions), then 2 steps of forced growth is applied before the normal grow-shrink

cycle begins. A second trick is that when judging the identity of two commu-

nities, they are considered identical if at least 80% of the larger community is
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a subset of the smaller one8. In case of identity, the community which has the
higher fitness is kept in the registry.
The algorithm, although based on the one of [39], differs in several points: from
one seed, several communities can be reached instead of only the smallest one;
node removal occurs when node addition is not possible instead of after each
addition (this trick also speeds up the algorithm); seed node is not permitted to
be removed; all nodes are used as seeds instead of the not-yet-covered nodes. An
algorithm similar in spirit was described in [60]. The results in the next section
are obtained using this method, unless stated otherwise explicitly. The software
realizing the algorithm is available at
http://www.phy.bme.hu/~tibelyg/.

5 Test results

Probably the most frequently used test is Zachary’s karate club friendship
network[61]. Due to a dispute between two prominent persons (node 1 and 34),
the club split into two during sociological observation, and the memberships
in the new clubs are known. As the split occurred more or less along a border
of two visible communities, new community detection algorithms are usually
claimed to pass the test if they reproduce the split. However, the aim is the
detection of topological modules, not functional ones, so the result of the socio-
logical study is not a strict criterion for judging the output of any community
detection method. E.g., node 10 has 1 − 1 links to each of the new clubs, so
“misplacing” it (compared to the split) may not be considered as a fault. Or
node 12, which attaches only to node 1, is hard to be considered as part of a
“densely interconnected” cluster.
The algorithm finds 33 groups, containing several non-relevant ones, like pairs
of nodes. Therefore, a filtering procedure is required. The statistical significance
of the resulting communities [29, 34] is utilized for this purpose. The statisti-
cal significance can be sensitive for missing nodes [29], therefore each cluster
is allowed to be completed with the neighboring node which optimizes the sta-
tistical significance. Then the clusters are ordered according to their statistical
significance. The first 3 clusters provide a single-level community structure, cor-
responding to 3 known communities, with 2 overlapping and 1 homeless nodes
(Fig. 3, left panel). Taking a look at the subsequent clusters provides informa-
tion about the multi-scale structures in the graph. The next few clusters reveal
cluster cores and hierarchical decomposition of the network (Fig. 3, right panel).
The statistical significance score is quite capable of distinguishing meaningful
structures; there is a gap between 0.42 and 0.81, so setting a threshold to 0.5
selects the multi-scale clusters which would be approved by a human investiga-
tor. There is only one exception, the almost-full-clique of nodes {1, 2, 3, 4, 8,
14} has significance 0.81, which is probably the consequence of neglecting the
internal cohesion by the current form of statistical significance.

The currently most advanced class of benchmarks was introduced by [25]. In
these so-called LFR benchmarks, the network size and edge density are freely
adjustable, and more importantly, the node degrees and the community sizes
are distributed according to power-law distributions, with tunable exponents.

8If the criterion were based on some percent of the smaller group, subset-superset pairs
would be considered identical.
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Figure 3: (Color online) The 3 (left) and 10 (right) best found communities of

the Zachary karate club. On the right, thicknesses of lines indicate the ordering

of the statistical significance values (running from 0.002 to 0.42, plus 0.81 for

the dashed line-bordered community). Note that node 12 is contained only by

large communities.

Figure 4: (Color online) Positions of the Zachary communities on the fS-fC
plane. Small groups tend to cluster at North, and large groups at East.
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Communities are defined through a prescribed ratio of inter-community links

for each node (mixing ratio, µ), similarly to the preceding GN benchmark class

[17]. Generalizations for weighted and directed networks, and for overlapping

communities also exist [26].

A wide-scale comparison of different community detection methods using the

LFR benchmark was done by [62]. For the ease of comparison, the parameter

values of [62] are applied here: the networks consist of 1000 nodes, the average

degree is 20, the maximal degree is 50, the exponent of the degree distribution

is -2 and the exponent of the community size distribution is -1. There are two

types of networks, for the S type the community sizes are between 10 and 50

(“small”) and for the B type they are between 20 and 100 (“big”). In [62],

networks of 5000 nodes were also investigated. Due to the large computational

time, they are omitted here
9
. Also for computational time considerations, the

detecting algorithm stopped growing the communities over a predefined size,

120 for the S case and 220 for the B case. All measurement values are obtained

from runs on 10 different networks.

Similarity of the built-in and the obtained community structures are quantified

by a variant of the normalized mutual information (NMI), which is able to

handle overlapping communities [39]. This is the similarity measure applied by

[62]
10
.

Selecting the most relevant communities from the abundant output was done

similarly to the previous case. The clusters were completed by 1 neighboring

node, if that improved the statistical significance, and sorted with respect to

the statistical significance scores. The clusters containing at least 1 uncovered

node were accepted one by one until all nodes were covered.

To see the potential of the new method, and check the effect of the output-

filtering, the communities corresponding best to the built-in original ones were

also selected from the algorithm’s output. The results are plotted on Fig. 5 (a).

The filtered results are similar to the ones of the lower performing algorithms

in [62], while optimal selection provides much better scores, although still not

as good as the best methods. The large difference between the optimal and the

statistical significance-based results is quite surprising, especially in the light of

the fact that statistical significance in itself is able to provide excellent results

on the LFR benchmark [34].

The algorithm was also tested on networks with overlapping communities. In

this case, clusters having significance score below 0.1 were accepted, similarly

to [34]. Fig. 5 (b) shows that the effect of the imperfect output-filtering is again

very large, an ideal selection scheme would allow very good results. This is not

surprising, as other algorithms based on the one of [39] also give excellent results

on overlapping communities [63].

Finally, the new method was applied to a word association graph built from

the University of South Florida Free Association Norms [64]. Here, nodes are

words and edges show that some people associated the corresponding two words.

9it does not mean that a single 5000-sized graph is too large, however, a few hundred of
them are

10Both the LFR benchmark and the generalized normalized mu-
tual information are freely available from the authors’ web-
sites, http://sites.google.com/site/santofortunato/inthepress2 and
http://sites.google.com/site/andrealancichinetti/software
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(a) (b)

Figure 5: (Color online) Results on the LFR benchmark. Panel (a) corresponds

to unweighted, undirected and non-overlapping tests, while panel (b) corre-

sponds to overlapping tests. Overlapping tests were done at two different values

of the mixing parameter, at µ = 0.1, 0.3. For both panels: full symbols and lines

correspond to the applied filtering, empty symbols with dotted lines correspond

to perfect output filtering.

The network has 5018 nodes with mean degree �k� = 22.0. It is a frequently used

example of overlapping community structure [34], [21]. Although edge weights

are accessible, the algorithm was applied to the unweighted version of the net-

work. As an illustration, low-level communities around the word bright are plot-
ted on Fig. 6. An interesting effect is the appearance of overlapping edges, due
to the heavy overlap in the network.

In conclusion, although selecting the relevant communities from the output

is not an already solved task, the algorithm gives good results on the Zachary

karate club, and performs reasonably on the LFR benchmarks. It should be

noted however, that due to the internal cohesion criterion, this algorithm’s out-

put is not intended to perfectly match benchmarks like GN and LFR, which

define communities solely on the basis of external separation. An additional

observation is reported here: on GN benchmark graphs11 with nodes having

exactly the prescribed in- and out-degrees, at large mixing ratios communities

deviating from the built-in ones but having better-than-designed mixing ratios

were found. Note that the new method does not optimize just for external sepa-

ration, so even better “spontaneous” communities may exist. This phenomenon,

although not being a huge surprise, raises the question how to judge precisely

a community detection method’s output at large mixing ratios, as the known

community structure may not be trusted to 100%.

6 Discussion & Conclusions

An important aspect of all community detection methods is the running time. In
the case of the new method described above, the time requirement is as follows.

Starting a new community from each node contributes a factor of N to the CPU

11results are omitted, as the presented LFR benchmark is a generalization of the GN.
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Figure 6: (Color online) Communities around bright, on the first hierarchical
level. Color denotes communities. Gray shows overlapping nodes and edges.
Black edges are between different communities.

time. Evaluating the eigenvalues of a community C plus one extra node takes
2/3 (|C|+ 1)3. Assuming that C has const · �k� · |C| neighboring nodes (i.e., on
average, each node has a constant fraction of its neighbors outside C), running
time can be estimated as

T ≈ N ·

|C|max�

|C|=1

const · �k� · |C| · (|C|+ 1)3 ≈ N · const’ · �k� · |C|
5
max (5)

A naive estimate for |C|max would be N . However, as more and more commu-
nity growing processes finish, the newly started communities are expected to
terminate in a previously discovered community earlier and earlier, on average.
Of course, some communities will reach |C| = N . Therefore,

T ∝ N5+δ, δ ∈ [0, 1] (6)

which is huge and clearly denies the analysis of even medium-sized graphs
(O(104) nodes) without further improvements. Note that graphs of thousands of
nodes may be manageable, like the word association graph shown above, which
took 56 hours on a single CPU. One possibility is to choose the initial seed more
intelligently, starting communities from promising seeds. [63] achieved good re-
sults in this aspect. An intelligent seed selection is also important if the number
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of communities in a cover is larger than N , or if some communities have only
overlapping nodes – in this case, it may happen that all growth processes miss
a certain community.
Other important question is the applicability of an advanced eigenvalue solver.
Arpack++ [65] and SLEPc [66] were tried. The experience was that – despite
their good asymptotic performance in the large matrix limit – for the occurring
several small subgraphs the overhead of these complicated machineries was so
large that made the final running time much higher than those obtained with
the QR-decomposition algorithm.
Doing optimization in a multi-parameter space is a nontrivial task, because dif-
ferent parameters can lie in different ranges. Therefore, an important direction
for future research is to investigate the best combination of the parameters in
the fitness function, based on the evaluation of empirical data.
Finally, filtering the relevant communities from the found ones is also a challeng-
ing task. The natural approach is to apply statistical significance, which should
be applied even if filtering was not needed. However, deciding the threshold
significance value is not necessarily trivial in all cases. Furthermore, the current
form of statistical significance accounts only for the separation of the commu-
nity, not for its internal cohesion. This manifests itself e.g. in the low score of the
almost-full-clique subgraph in the Zachary karate club (the dark purple group
on Fig. 3). As the main advantage of the fitness function of eq. 4 is the inclusion
of cohesion, it would be important to develop a statistical significance taking it
into account.

Conclusions. The community detection problem currently suffers from two
fundamental deficiencies. First, there is no definition of community which is
precise enough to allow constructing community finding methods. Second, thor-
ough testing a proposed algorithm is problematic, not independently from the
previous difficulty. I attempted to improve both issues.

In this paper, I proposed a formal list of required properties for locally dense
subgraphs, taking a step towards an applicable definition of the term “commu-
nity”. Two properties, external separation and internal cohesion (“shape”) were
named. External separation has already been applied by some of the community
detection methods, and also by benchmarks. Internal cohesion was not consid-
ered explicitly earlier. No current method was found which satisfactorily applies
both criterions. I demonstrated on simple examples that both properties are
necessary; discarding either of them leads to counterintuitive results. Beyond
allowing to construct new methods, these two criterions can also be used as a
basis for testing existing ones. They also allow the characterization of a com-
munity by two independent quantities, instead of a single scalar.

I proposed a new composite fitness function which takes the two criterions
into account. For the quantification of the internal cohesion, the second eigen-
value of the Laplacian matrix is applied, which provides appropriate results
on characteristic graphs like cliques or chains. I also proposed a heuristic, by
redesigning the LFK heuristic [39], which can find overlapping locally dense sub-
graphs of all scales, producing much less output than multiresolution methods
but with less restrictions than imposed by assuming a hierarchical structure.
Runs on the Zachary network and LFR benchmarks showed that the method is
able to provide the expected results. Overlapping communities can be detected
especially efficiently, similarly to other LFK-based heuristics [63]. However, sig-
nificant improvements are yet to be implemented; e.g. reducing the running
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time, finding a more effective filtering procedure for the output, or fine-tuning
the relative weight of the separation and the cohesion terms in the fitness func-
tion.
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Appendix

A Second eigenvalue of two weakly connected
cliques

Assume two cliques of n nodes, edge weights are 1. The two cliques are attached
by a single edge having weight �. Then the eigenvalue equations for the Laplacian
matrix are

�

j<n
j �=i

xj + xn − (n− 1 + λ)xi = 0 ∀i < n (7)

�

k>n
k �=i

xk + xn+1 − (n− 1 + λ)xi = 0 ∀i > n+ 1 (8)

�

j<n

xj + � · xn+1 − (n− 1 + �+ λ)xi = 0 i = n (9)

�

k>n+1

xk + � · xn − (n− 1 + �+ λ)xi = 0 i = n+ 1 (10)

Adding the last two equations gives

�

j

xj−xn−xn+1+�xn+�xn+1−(n−1+�+λ)xn−(n−1+�+λ)xn+1 = 0 (11)

The eigenvector corresponding to the first eigenvalue (which is zero) is the con-
stant vector, therefore for all other eigenvectors the sum of components should
be zero in order to be orthogonal to the first one. Consequently

�
j xj = 0.

Applying this and a minimal algebra results

xn(λ+ n) + xn+1(λ+ n) = 0 (12)

xn = −xn−1 if λ �= −n (13)

If λ = −n then eqs. 7-8 reduce to
�

j≤n xj = 0 and
�

k≥n+1 xk = 0. Now con-
sider the eigenspace corresponding to λ = −n, and look for eigenvectors such
that xn = xn+1 = c,

�
j<n xj = −c,

�
j>n+1 xj = −c. In this eigenspace

the number of free parameters are 1 + 2 · (n − 2), corresponding to c and
x1 . . . xn−1, xn+2 . . . x2n with two constraints. Altogether the dimension of the
eigenspace (the multiplicity of λ = −n) is 2n − 3. Adding the λ = 0 case, we
are left with at most two unknown eigenvalues.

For λ �= −n, we look for the solutions in the form (a, . . . , a, b,−b,−a,N. . . ,−a)T .
Then the eigenvalue equations are

(n− 2)a+ b− (n− 1 + λ)a = 0 (14)

(n− 1)a− � · b− (n− 1 + �+ λ)b = 0 (15)

After simplifications,

−(1 + λ)a+ b = 0 (16)

(n− 1)a− (n− 1 + 2�+ λ)b = 0 (17)
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Expressing λ from these equations reads

λ =
b

a
− 1 (18)

λ = −(n− 1 + 2�) + (n− 1)
a

b
(19)

Writing λ = λ results

− n+ 1− 2�+ (n− 1)
a

b
=

b

a
− 1 (20)

(−n+ 1− 2�)
b

a
+ (n− 1) =

�
b

a

�2

− b

a
(21)

Introducing x = b/a gives

− x2 + (−n+ 2− 2�)x+ (n− 1) = 0 (22)

x1,2 =
n− 2 + 2�±

�
(n− 2 + 2�)2 + 4(n− 1)

−2
(23)

The term under the radical symbol can be approximated using the first two
terms of the Taylor series

√
1− x ≈ 1− x/2

√
. . . =

�

(n+ 2�)2
�
1− 8�

(n+ 2�)2

�
≈ (24)

≈ (n+ 2�)

�
1− 4�

(n+ 2�)2

�
(25)

which gives

x1 ≈ 1− 2�

n+ 2�
(26)

x2 ≈ 1− (n+ 2�) +
2�

n+ 2�
(27)

which, using eq. 18, leads to

λ1 ≈ − 2�

n+ 2�
(28)

λ2 ≈ −(n+ 2�) +
2�

n+ 2�
(29)

meaning that the last two eigenvalues of the Laplacian are found.
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B Review of current methods

Here, a one-by-one review of methods follows, from the point of view of the

separation & cohesion criterions.

Separation-targeted methods

Method of Lancichinetti et al. (LFK) [39] – although being a multiresolu-

tion method, it is informative to take a look at it with the resolution parameter

(see eq. 1) fixed at α = 1. Then the fitness function of a community, which is

to be optimized, is simply the sum of in-degrees divided by the sum of degrees

of the community members. Thus, this method is a clear implementation of the

separation criterion. Consequently, it is not sensitive to the internal distribution

of edges (Fig. 1a and 1b get the same fitness). The cohesion criterion is absent,

so one clique on Fig. 1a has lower fitness than the union of the two cliques.

Labelpropagation [40] – the communities are defined as sets of nodes such

that every node should belong to the community to which the majority of their

neighbors do. Labelpropagation does not qualify the communities, just finds

partitions obeying the majority rule. Consequently Fig. 1a can be judged as

a proper single community, and Fig. 1b can be split by collecting each second

node to the same cluster.

Infomap [18] – Infomap aims to minimize the length of the description of a ran-

dom walk, using clusters. The best description length corresponds to the best

trade-off between small cluster sizes (understood in in-degrees) and few links

between clusters. It is straightforward to calculate that for the configuration

on Fig. 1a, Infomap will properly separate the two cliques unless the number of

inter-community links is larger than 6.9·107. Although this resolution limit looks

practically unimportant, shows that Infomap has some conceptual problems. If

3 edges are placed instead of 1 between the 2 cliques on Fig. 1a, Infomap will

merge the two cliques if the number of inter-community edges in the rest of the

network is larger than 149, which is more than 5 orders of magnitude smaller

than the previous threshold. Two consequences should be drawn: Infomap is

quite sensitive to the number of inter-community edges, and, as a consequence,

it can produce counterintuitive communities in realistic graphs.

Clique Percolation Method (CPM) [21] – communities are defined as max-

imal sets of adjacent k-cliques, k being a parameter. Adjacency holds if k − 1

nodes are shared by two cliques. Although CPM enforces a very strong cohesion

locally, it applies only to O(1)-sized subgraphs of communities. Consequently,

there are no cohesion requirements on the scale of the whole community. E.g.,

the cliques of a cluster might form a chain and the method gives no information

about the shape of the cluster. Considering Fig. 1a, it is trivial to modify it such

that CPM merges the two large cliques into a single cluster, e.g. using 3-cliques.

Furthermore, the absence of a single percolating series of neighboring cliques

means that a subgraph will not appear as a single community, regardless of its

other parameters (see e.g. Fig. 1b applying 4-cliques). Finally, CPM uses the

same clique size for the whole network, regardless of local variations in edge

density.

Method of Radicchi et al. [20] – there are two possible criterions for commu-

nities to choose from: either all community members or only the whole commu-

nity should have more links inside than outside. Proper communities are found
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by iteratively bisecting the network, until no bisection can be carried out with-

out violating the criterion used. So, the effective definition is that a community

is a subgraph obeying one of the criterions mentioned above such that no bisec-
tion of it can result proper communities. Fig. 1b with a minor tweak would be

split even using the strong definition, assigning every second node to the same

community. The tweak is to place the 2 outside links on the kin = 6 nodes.

Method of Estrada and Hatano [41] – as it relies on the eigenvalues and

eigenvectors of the whole graph, it is a global method. Therefore whether a set

of nodes is judged to be a cluster or not depends also on the rest of the graph.

Unfortunately, the behavior of the eigenvalues and eigenvectors of the adjacency

matrix of a graph are not well understood. Consequently, empirical tests were

conducted. If the method is run on only the 12 nodes of Fig. 1, configuration

a) is cut into the two proper sets, but configuration b) is cut into several small

(overlapping) clusters, such that all triangles form one. When the 12 nodes are

attached to a 100-node ring, in which first and second neighbors on both sides

of a node are attached to the node (degrees are 4), then for configuration a) the

two clusters expand to the first neighboring nodes in the ring, and configura-

tion b) has the same clusters as in the fully separated case. So, if the rest of

the graph is not denser than the set of nodes under investigation, it seems that

internal cohesion does matter, however external separation not. If the 100-node

ring is two degrees denser (first 3 neighbors are attached, degrees are 6), the 12

nodes coalesce into 1 cluster both for configurations a) and b), incorporating a

few nearby nodes from the large ring (8 for a) and 6 for b)). For even denser

100-node rings, the 12 nodes become part of a large cluster containing many

nodes from the large ring. So, in conclusion, the global character of the method

makes it indefinite concerning its behavior to the configurations on Fig. 1a and

1b.

Stochastic blockmodels and spin-based methods

Modularity optimization [17] – for each community, modularity counts the

inside links and their expected values, based on the degrees of the nodes. Due to

the well-known resolution limit problem [35, 36], the optimal modularity merge

the two cliques on Fig. 1a for sufficiently large graphs.

Laplacian spectral algorithm by Donetti and Muñoz [42] – although the

method produces candidate partitions using the spectrum of the Laplacian ma-

trix, the partitions are evaluated using modularity. Consequently, it is equivalent

to modularity optimization using a special heuristic, implying all the drawbacks

of modularity.

Link partitioning method of Evans and Lambiotte [53] – partitioning is

done on the so-called line graph, which nodes correspond to the edges of the

original graph, and links are drawn between edges sharing a node in the orig-

inal graph. Variants of the modularity function are proposed as goal function

for the partition. Different variants use different weighting schemes of the edges

including the addition of self-loops. As these goal functions are still based on

counting intra-community edges and subtracting some expected value, the res-

olution limit problem should appear for large enough graphs.

Method of Ronhovde and Nussinov (RN) [43] – it proposes a Hamiltonian

H({σ}) = −1/2
�

i �=j(aijAij − γbij(1 − Aij))δ(σi,σj), A being the adjacency

matrix, aij and bij being edge weights. The configuration corresponding to the
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minimal Hamiltonian is used as the solution.
The Hamiltonian optimizes simply for the edge densities inside clusters (dis-
torted by the γ resolution parameter), which tends to be the largest for cliques.
Consequently Fig. 1b worth to be split into 4 if γ > 19/35. Similarly, for
γ < 1/35, the two cliques of 1a are merged. The fact that the proper value
of γ may vary from cluster to cluster can render the global optimization process
locally unsuccessful.
Method of Nepusz et al. [44] – the main goal of the work is to provide
community detection framework using fuzzy (soft) memberships, in order to
handle overlaps. The proposed realization of the framework, when restricted to
conventional hard memberships (and unweighted networks), is equivalent to the
previous method with γ = 1, and with a different heuristic.
Stochastic blockmodel of Hofman and Wiggins [45] – based on the as-
sumption that the community structure can be fitted by a blockmodel in which
intra- and inter-cluster nodes are connected with probabilities ϑc and ϑd respec-
tively, [45] aims to minimize the Hamiltonian

H = −
�

i<j

(JLAij − JG)δσi,σj −
�

µ

nµ ln
nµ

n
(30)

where σi is the cluster of node i, nµ is the size of cluster µ, JG = ln(1−ϑd)/(1−
ϑc), JL = lnϑc/ϑd+JG. The number and sizes of clusters, the cluster members,
and the probabilities ϑc and ϑd are determined by minimization. In other words,
a community structure should be found which maximizes the edge densities in-
side the communities (the JLAij − JG term), with the restrictions that 1) each
node belongs to exactly one community; 2) the expected intra- and inter-cluster
edge densities are both constants. The method of Hastings [46] is a special case of
this method, needing JG and JL as input, and discarding the last term in equa-
tion 30. The method of Ronhovde and Nussinov [43] is also a special case with
the same restrictions, i.e. being equivalent to the Hastings method. One can see
immediately that equation 30 defines a global method, which is realized by the
global JG and JL coupling constants. Since the discovery of the resolution limit
of modularity it is known that globality leads to counterintuitive local trade-offs.
The situation is not different here, a simple calculation for Fig. 1a shows that
the two cliques will be merged if (1− ϑc)/(1− ϑd) > 2−12/35(ϑd/ϑc)1/35, which
can be approximated by 1−ϑc > 0.79(1−ϑd), assuming that (ϑd/ϑc)(1/35) ≈ 1.
As ϑc corresponds to the intra-cluster edge probability, it is a reasonable crite-
rion. Furthermore, it is similarly simple to show that for Fig. 1b, splitting into
four is profitable if (1− ϑd)/(1− ϑc) > 412/35(ϑc/ϑd)19/35.
Mixture model of Newman and Leicht [47] – based on some probabilistic
modeling, [47] proposed the following log-likelihood to be maximized:

L =
�

i,r

qir



lnπr +
�

j

Aij lnΘrj



 (31)

where qir is the probability that node i belongs to cluster r, πr is the frac-
tion of nodes in cluster r, and Θrj is the probability that a randomly chosen
link originating in cluster r points to node j. Equation 31 is reminiscent of
the Hamiltonian of Hofman and Wiggins, although there are important differ-
ences. Nodes can have memberships in many clusters simultaneously (with the
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constraint that the sum of memberships is 1 for any node). Inter-cluster edges
are counted for, while missing edges are never. The coupling strength between
neighboring nodes is fine-tuned for each node-cluster pair. Considering Fig. 1b
and assuming hard node memberships (i.e. qir is 0 or 1 for all nodes), it is easy
to show that splitting into 4 is favored over putting all nodes into one cluster.
Mixture model of Wang and Lai [48] – Wang and Lai improved the mixture
model of Newman and Leicht, arriving to the log-probability

L =
�

i,r

qi,r



lnπr +
�

j

Aij ln ρrj +
�

j

(1−Aij) ln(1− ρrj)



 (32)

where ρrj is the probability that a node in cluster r has a link to node j. Now
L counts also the missing edges. For a hard clustering (qir = 0 or 1) it is easy
to calculate that Fig. 1b is preferred in 4 pieces over 1.
Likelihood modularity of Bickel and Chen [49] – the proposition is to
maximize

QLM =
1

2

�

c,d

ncd

�
Ocd

ncd
log

Ocd

ncd
+

�
1− Ocd

ncd

�
log

�
1− Ocd

ncd

��
(33)

where ncd = ncnd if c �= d, ncc = nc(nc−1), nc is the size of cluster c, and Ocd =�
i∈c,j∈d Aij . The expression is maximal if the clusters are cliques (Occ/ncc = 1)

which are totally separated (Ocd/ncd = 0). As QLM is symmetric with respect to
Ocd/ncd and 1−Ocd/ncd, bipartite structures can also get high scores, but here
the analysis is restricted to the cluster-based optimum. First, it should be noted
that QLM penalizes clusters in which the edge density deviates significantly
from its maximal value. Then, it is easy to calculate that it worth to cut Fig.
1b into 4 clusters.
Stochastic blockmodel of Karrer and Newman [50] – it is similar to the
previous case. The main difference in the function to be maximized (compared
to equation 33) is the absence of the second logarithmic term representing the
missing links, and the application of sums of degrees instead of cluster sizes.
Similarly, a simple calculation shows that Fig. 1b gets higher score when split
into four.

Other single-scale methods

Infomod [51] – the aim is to compress the description of the graph, while
retaining as much information as possible. The description length is given by

L = n log2 m+
m(m+ 1)

2
log2 l + log2

m�

i=1

�
ni(ni − 1)/2

lii

��

i<j

�
ninj

lij

�
(34)

where n is the number of nodes, l is the number of edges, m is the number
of clusters. As can be seen, it is global method, where trade-offs for a global
improvement may spoil local structures. And indeed, a straightforward calcu-
lation shows that for all but very small graphs Fig. 1a is preferred as a single
community (e.g. l ≥ 128 and m ≥ 7).
Method of Chauhan et al. [52] – the idea is interesting, i. e. to maximize
the sum of logarithms of the largest eigenvalues of the adjacency matrices of the
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individual communities. However, the behavior of the largest eigenvalue of the

adjacency matrix is poorly understood. As a counterexample, given a clique of

size n, its largest eigenvalue is n−1, while when it is cut into two, the product of

the first eigenvalues of the two n/2−1-sized cliques is (n/2−1)
2
, which is larger

than n if n ≥ 8 – so it worth to cut a clique into pieces. This is the consequence

of using a concave function (log) in the summation, so it can be easily fixed.

However, for Fig. 1b, the largest eigenvalue is 5.2, while the largest eigenvalue

of a 3-clique is 2. Summing the largest eigenvalues for the two cases (instead of

summing their logarithms) results in 5.2 < 8, so it worth to split Fig. 1b into 4.

Link partitioning method of Ahn et al. [54] – although the described

method applies a hierarchical clustering, using an objective function (edge den-

sity of clusters) results in a single set of communities. The objective function

averages the densities of all clusters, consequently it is a global quantity; its

maximum does not guarantee that each cluster is optimal, just the average –

nothing prevents the over- or underpartitioning of individual clusters at the

global optimum.

Community landscape method of Kovács et al. (ModuLand) [55] – see

also at the hierarchical methods. The interesting idea is to give a scalar value to

the edges indicating how strongly an edge belongs to communities, then identi-

fying the local maxima & their surroundings (“hills“) as the communities. The

scalar value for the edges is obtained as the number of appearances of the edges

in some auxiliary clusters. From each node (or edge), an auxiliary cluster is

grown until its fitness value cannot be increased. Fitness is chosen as simply

the average in-degree of the nodes in the growing cluster. After all auxiliary

communities are determined this way, each edge is assigned a value equaling the

number of times it occurred in the found communities. Edges with the locally

highest score are defined as community cores. Membership values are assigned

to remaining edges, based on how strongly are they related to the nearby cores.

The method, actually a framework for several possible methods, depends heav-

ily on the applied fitness function of the auxiliary clusters. Here the NodeLand

auxiliary clustering will be investigated. It is quite easy to engineer graphs in

the spirit of Fig. 1 which are misclustered. E.g instead of Fig. 1a, took two

7-cliques, delete 1 link from each, and connect one node with 3 nodes from the

other clique, as on Fig 7a. The fitness of one almost-clique is 40/7, is just below
the contribution of the node in the other clique (6/1), so the 3 links between

the cliques will be included in the community. To be precise, starting a cluster

from each node, one almost-clique + the connector node will appear as a cluster

7 + 1/3 times, and the other almost-clique 6 + 2/3 times. Fractions correspond

to different possibilities when starting from the connector node. In practice, this

means that with probability 2/3, all links will have uniform scalar values (per-

fectly flat landscape, i.e. a single hilltop), and with probability 1/3, a step-like

landscape (still identified as a single cluster by the method). Symmetrization

to 6 + 1/3 + 2/3 and 6 + 2/3 + 1/3 is straightforward, by creating a second

bridge node also with 3 links. Similarly, Fig. 1b can be substituted by Fig. 7b.

It consists of two 5-cliques with connections such that each node has 2 links to

the other clique. ModuLand-NodeLand will tend to separate the two cliques,

although their union is much more well-separated from the rest of the graph.
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(a) (b)

Figure 7: Subgraphs on which ModuLand-NodeLand gives counterintuitive re-

sults. Dashed lines show the desired communities.

Hierarchical methods

Here, some hierarchical methods will be investigated. The question is whether

the lowest level can be reliably used as an optimal partition (or cover). As a

benchmark graph, Fig. 8 will be utilized. The desired output is a single commu-

nity of 12 nodes, due to their extreme separation from the rest of the graph.

Method of Ruan and Zhang [68] – the proposition is to iteratively run

Figure 8: Test case for the lowest level of the hierarchical methods.

modularity optimization in the found clusters, until the best modularity in-

side a cluster is not larger significantly than those of a corresponding random

graph. Numerical calculations show that at the lowest level, Fig. 8 is divided

into parts
12
.

Method of Sales-Pardo et al. [69] – it uses the co-occurrence of nodes in

different local optima of modularity to construct a new similarity matrix, which

is fitted by a block diagonal form. Communities are defined by the blocks. The

method is iteratively re-applied to each community until structure deviating

from a corresponding random graph is found. Again, running the method on

Fig. 8 results in overpartitioning (z-score of the split Fig. 8 is 3.9, the threshold

12z-score is 5.3, Qmax = 0.36. Z-score is defined as the difference of the modularity of the
actual graph and the modularity of a 0-model graph, divided by the variance of the modularity
of the 0-model graph, z-score = (Q − Q0-model)/σ0-model. Criterion of [68] is z-score ≥ 2,
Qmax ≥ 0.3. Modularities were optimized using the Radatools software [67].
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used by [69] is 2.3).
Hierarchical Infomap [70] – this is an extension of the Infomap method [18].
It is easy to calculate that, similarly to the previous cases, splitting Fig. 8 on a
lower hierarchical level improves the partition.
ModuLand [55] – ModuLand can also produce hierarchical structures, by it-
eratively re-running the clustering procedure on the network of clusters (links
between clusters are defined by node overlaps). Accordingly, the lowest level
clusters are the ones obtained by a simple ModuLand run, which is susceptible
to mispartitioning, as described some paragraphs above.
OSLOM [34] – the method applies statistical significance as fitness. Although
its output depends to a certain degree on the whole graph, running it on Fig.
8 (as the whole graph) results in a bisection. As the method tries to find the
so-called minimal significant clusters, by trying to split already found significant
subgraphs while the rest of the graph is neglected, it will divide Fig. 8 indepen-
dently of the rest of the graph.
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Community detection methods have so far been tested mostly on small empirical networks and on synthetic
benchmarks. Much less is known about their performance on large real-world networks, which nonetheless are
a significant target for application. We analyze the performance of three state-of-the-art community detection
methods by using them to identify communities in a large social network constructed from mobile phone call
records. We find that all methods detect communities that are meaningful in some respects but fall short in
others, and that there often is a hierarchical relationship between communities detected by different methods.
Our results suggest that community detection methods could be useful in studying the general mesoscale structure
of networks, as opposed to only trying to identify dense structures.

DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevE.83.056125 PACS number(s): 89.75.Fb, 89.75.Hc, 89.65.!s

I. INTRODUCTION

Large complex networks have different levels of organi-
zation. On the microscopic level networks are composed of
pairwise interactions, but it is the macroscopic level that has
received most attention in recent years. We now know that
diverse networks exhibit similarities, for example, in degree
distribution, average path length, and clustering coefficient.
While the structure is interesting in its own, it also has a
significant influence on the dynamic processes taking place on
the network, such as spreading, diffusion, and synchronization
[1–3].

The intermediate mesoscopic scale has turned out be more
elusive to describe. It is this scale where we can identify, for
example, motifs [4,5] and dense clusters of nodes commonly
known as communities. Although communities are relevant for
understanding the structure of and the dynamics on networks,
even their exact definition is still a controversial issue. Thus
it comes as no surprise that the art of community detection
has grown into a swarming field of diverse methods [6]. Many
features of real-world networks add to the complexity of the
task. Real networks are often hierarchical, and hence small
communities may reside inside larger ones, communities may
overlap if nodes participate in several communities, and even
more complications arise if we take into account link weights
that represent interaction intensity.

Until recently the performance of community detection
methods has mainly been tested on small empirical networks
with typically no more than 100 nodes, which allows the
evaluation of quality by visual inspection. However, several
networks of considerable interest are much larger, often with
106 nodes or more: data on the World Wide Web, mobile
phone call records, electronic footprints of instant messaging
users, and networks of social webs such as Facebook, etc.
Only a few methods are efficient enough to handle such
networks [7–10]—to be successful, a community detection
method must be computationally efficient in addition to being
accurate.

*jari.saramaki@tkk.fi

More systematic comparisons have been recently carried
out using synthetic benchmark networks with built-in commu-
nity structure [11,12]. Although benchmarks are useful in eval-
uating performance, even their authors acknowledge that they
represent only the first step. No benchmark fully incorporates
the spectrum of properties commonly observed in real-world
networks. Some recent benchmarks do allow heterogeneous
distributions for degrees and community sizes, but many other
properties are still missing, such as high clustering, existence
of cliques [13], overlapping communities [14], assortativity
[15], and the prevalence of motifs [16]. This distorts the
evaluation of algorithms that depend on (or benefit from) the
existence of these features. For example, clique percolation has
been successfully used on real-world networks [13,17–19] but
does not perform well on synthetic benchmarks—mainly due
to its strict requirement for communities to consist of adjacent
cliques [12].

In this paper we take three widely applied methods, each
based on a different underlying philosophy, and compare their
performance on a large real-world social network constructed
from mobile phone call records. Unlike with benchmark
networks, we do not know the “correct” community structure
of the network. Therefore, we introduce new measures that
allow us to investigate the differences and similarities of the
detected community structures.

The paper is organized as follows. Section II describes
the choice of community detection methods, and Sec. III
introduces the data set. Section IV presents the results of our
analysis where we first analyze the properties and statistics of
individual community structures and then turn to a pairwise
comparison to quantify the differences between communities.
Finally in Sec. V we present conclusions.

II. CHOICE OF METHODS

Because we intend to study a large network, the first
selection criterion is only practical: Methods with running time
O(N2) or slower cannot be included. We use three methods that
not only fill this requirement but in addition have performed
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well in previous comparisons or in practice: the Louvain
method [9], the Infomap [20], and the clique percolation [13].

We consider an undirected network G = (V,E), where V
is the set of N nodes and E the set of L edges. The degree
ki is the number of neighbors node i has, ki = |{j |(i,j ) !
E}|. For mathematical purposes a community c is simply
a set of nodes, c " V , and we denote community size by
S = |c|. The communities detected by one method constitute
a community structure C = {c1, . . . ,cnc

}. A partition P is
a special community structure where each node belongs
to exactly one community, i.e., ci # cj = $ if i %= j and!nc

i=1 ci = V .
All three methods can be extended to handle weighted

networks where each edge has a numerical weight wij . In this
paper we consider only positive weights; wij = 0 is equivalent
to (i,j ) /! E. The weighted counterpart of degree is node
strength: si =

"
(i,j )!E wij .

The Louvain method (LV) [9] was the best of the modularity
optimization methods tested in Ref. [8]. Modularity is the
expected value of the difference of the number of edges inside
communities in the actual network and in a random network
with the same degree sequence [21]:

Q =
#

c!P

$
Lc

L
&

%
dc

2L

&2'
, (1)

where Lc is the number of edges inside community c and dc ="
i!c ki its total degree. In the weighted version all quantities

are replaced by their weighted counterparts: Lc by the total
sum of weights inside a community, dc by the sum of node
strengths, and L by the sum of edge weights in the whole
network.

Because modularity optimization is an NP-complete prob-
lem [22], LV uses a greedy heuristic to find a local optimum.
Each node is initially a separate community, i.e., ci = {i}.
Neighboring communities1 are merged in random order so
that modularity increases maximally at each step until a local
maximum is reached. Resulting communities are then shrunk
into “supernodes,” and the optimization is repeated on the
new “renormalized” network. The two steps—optimization
and renormalization—are repeated recursively until no further
improvement of modularity is possible.

The local heuristic of LV seems to avoid some of the
resolution issues of modularity. In addition, the renormalized
networks can be understood as different levels of a hierarchical
community structure.

The Infomap method (IM) [20] came out on top in a recent
state-of-the-art benchmark comparison [8]. The idea is to
describe a random walker with a two-level coding scheme:
The higher level has a single codebook for communities, and
on the lower level each community has its own codebook
with a special exit code for moving out of the current
community. The optimal partition corresponds to the codebook
with the minimum description length: Too small communities
increase the description length due to higher frequency of
community crossings, while communities containing too many

1Two communities are neighbors if there is at least one link between
them.

nodes require longer description. In weighted networks the
random walks are biased toward edges with higher weight.
Since an exhaustive search for the optimal partition is not
feasible, IM employs a heuristic similar to the one used
in LV.

Clique percolation (CP) [13] has been successfully applied
to large empirical graphs, e.g., to study the dynamics of social
groups [17]. A k-clique is a fully connected subgraph of
k nodes, and two k-cliques are considered adjacent if they
share k & 1 nodes. As the name suggests, clique percolation
defines communities as connected k-clique components: A
CP community is a maximal set of k-cliques such that there
is a path of adjacent k-cliques between them. Different values
of k yield different community structures, and communities
obtained with a larger value of k reside inside those obtained
with a smaller value. To select the best value of k we follow
Ref. [13] and use the smallest value for which there is no giant
percolating community.

There are significant differences between CP and the other
two methods. Both LV and IM use a stochastic optimization
scheme while CP is entirely deterministic. In addition, LV and
IM yield a partition, but CP does not. With CP the nodes that
do not belong to any k-clique are left outside communities,
and if a node belongs to several k-cliques it may belong to
more than one overlapping community. The fact that CP does
not provide a partition is not necessarily a bad thing: Sparse
regions of the network do not appear as communities, and,
e.g., in social networks individuals often do belong to multiple
groups, such as family, friends, and colleagues.

To define the weighted clique percolation (wCP) [23] we
need the concept of clique intensity, defined as the geometric
mean of edge weights. In wCP we use a value of k that
would give a giant community in the unweighted case but
include only those k-cliques that have intensity larger than
some predefined threshold I>. Analogously to the unweighted
case, I> is set to the largest value for which there is no giant
community.

Notes on applying the methods are given in Appendix A.

III. THE DATA

Our empirical test network is a mobile phone call network
constructed from billing records of seven million customers of
a single mobile phone operator whose customer base covers
about 20% of the population in its country. The records cover
a period of 126 days. To ensure anonymity of customers,
phone numbers have been replaced by surrogate keys. Data
from the same operator have been previously studied in
Refs. [17,24,25].

For this study we use only voice calls, and only those that
take place between customers of the operator in question. In
addition we exclude edges where only one person has made
calls to the other during the whole period. We study only the
largest connected component, which has N = 4.9 ' 106 nodes
and L = 10.9 ' 106 edges (mean degree (k) * 4.44).2

2The largest connected component contains 92% of nodes
and 98% of edges; the second-largest component has only
47 nodes.
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FIG. 1. (Color online) Community size distributions for IM, LV, and CP and their weighted versions. The parameter ! denotes the exponent
when the tails are fitted a power-law distribution P (S) ! S!; solid lines correspond to the unweighted ! and dashed lines to the weighted !w .

The edge weights in the weighted network are defined as
sums of call durations (in seconds) between the two customers.
The average weight is "w# $ 4634 s.

Using a large social network enables us to relate the
findings to known characteristics of such networks [24]. It
is known that the overlap of local neighborhoods of adjacent
nodes increases with edge weight3 [26], as conjectured in
the “weak ties” hypothesis of Granovetter [27]. This feature
should be reflected in correlations between edge weights and
communities. We can also study structural features of commu-
nities and evaluate whether they represent meaningful social
communities.

IV. RESULTS

We analyze single community structures detected by each
method. Both LV and IM are stochastic methods and therefore
give a slightly different partition on every run; however,
as shown in Appendix B, the qualitative properties of the
communities are stable enough to justify the comparison.

Appendix A contains detailed notes about the application
of the three methods. In brief, we use parameters k = 3 for
CP and k = 4 with I> = 3093 for wCP—these are the only
two methods with explicit parameters—and with LV we study
only the first level of the hierarchical community structure
since other levels yield communities that are implausibly large
in the social context.

A. Community size distributions

Figure 1 shows the community size distributions for all
methods. All distributions are broad, as suggested by previous
results [10,13,28].

For IM, the tail of the size distribution appears power-
law-like. Very small communities are rare. The community
structure of wIM is notably different. The weighted commu-
nities are smaller, and the distribution is now monotonously
decreasing.

3Except for the very largest edge weights, where the relation is
reversed.

Even though the largest LV communities are an order
of magnitude smaller than in IM, LV still produces larger
communities than its weighted variant wLV. Both LV and wLV
have monotonous community size distributions, and small
communities are more prevalent than in IM. The power-law
exponents for the tails are similar when comparing LV to IM
and wLV to wIM.

For CP and wCP the size distributions are well ap-
proximated by a power law. This is expected, because the
communities are detected close to the critical point where
a giant community would emerge. The largest deviation from
power-law behavior is in the tail. The largest wCP communities
are larger than those in CP because three-cliques are used for
wCP and four-cliques for CP. Although these communities
partially overlap (see Sec. IV E), the three-clique communities
extend far beyond the four-clique communities.

B. Visual observation of small communities

The qualitative properties of small communities can be es-
timated visually, similarly to evaluating performance on small
empirical networks. Figure 2 shows archetypal communities
with S = 5, 10, 20, and 30, and their immediate network
surroundings. Communities larger than this tend to be too
complex to visualize in two dimensions.

Of all unweighted methods the CP communities are the
least surprising: Larger communities naturally appear only in
dense parts of the network. Small LV communities consist of
interconnected cliques, which coincides well with the general
idea of social groups. The smallest IM communities with S !
10, however, are typically treelike and located at the “edge”
of the network—these communities are attached to the rest of
the network by only few links. LV covers these sparse parts of
the network with much smaller communities (see Fig. 9).

When the weights are taken into account, the partition-
based methods wIM and wLV tend to produce even more
treelike communities that have the appearance of local
“backbones” of the network. This is a natural consequence
of the way wIM and wLV use edge weights; however,
communities like these do not coincide well with the idea
of dense social groups.
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FIG. 2. (Color online) Typical (left) unweighted and (right) weighted communities of different size. These communities have been manually
selected from a large random sample of communities with the intention of portraying archetypal examples. Colored (dark gray) nodes and
edges denote nodes inside a single community, and the light gray nodes are the first neighbors of the nodes in the community. In weighted
communities the edge width is proportional to the logarithm of edge weight, with the restriction that edges with wij ! 300 (5 min) have the
minimum width and those with wij " 14 400 (4 h) the maximum width.

C. Community density distribution

Since some small communities were already observed to
be treelike, we turn to more quantitative characterization of
community density. Graph density is normally defined as the
proportion of edges out of all possible edges, Lc/

! 1
2S(S ! 1)

"
.

However, since communities are necessarily connected, it
is more illustrative to study density relative to the sparsest
possible community, a tree with S ! 1 edges, as was also done
in Ref. [10]: We define density as Dc = Lc/ (S ! 1). In general
1 ! Dc ! S/2 where the lower bound corresponds to trees and
the upper bound to cliques. CP, however, doesn’t allow trees;
instead, the smallest possible density is reached when each
new node adds only k ! 1 edges. In this case Lc =

#
k
2

$
+

(k ! 1)(S ! k), which gives Dc " (k ! 1)(S ! k
2 )/ (S ! 1).

For S " k this is approximately k ! 1.
Figure 3 shows the distributions and average values of

Dc as function of community size. As expected, CP yields
the densest communities. For IM the value of Dc stays
close to 1 until # 20, which confirms the observation on
the prevalence of small treelike communities. For LV the
distribution has a curious bimodal shape in the range 20 <
S < 50: Typical LV communities of this size have Dc from
2 to 4, but there is a small number of LV communities that
are trees (Dc = 1) but none that are almost trees. A closer
inspection (not shown) of these trees reveals that they are
stars.

The plots for weighted communities in Fig. 3 suggest that
weights make the communities more similar across methods.
Both wIM and wLV communities are more treelike, as seen in
Sec. IV B.

Treelike communities do not fit well either with the idea
of social groups, or that of communities in general being
dense groups of nodes. However, if a network contains treelike
regions, partition-based methods will correspondingly yield

FIG. 3. (Color online) The distribution of relative density Dc =
Lc/(S ! 1) for communities from each method. In all plots each
column represents a distribution and is normalized to one, the colors
indicating probability density so that the darker the color, the higher
the density (see color bar). The thick solid line denotes the average
value. The dashed straight line corresponds to cliques, for which
Dc = S/2. For IM and LV the smallest density is 1, which corresponds
to trees. For CP, the smallest possible density is indicated by the
curved dashed line (see text).
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treelike communities,4 as also seen in Ref. [10]. The abundance
of treelike parts may just be a sampling artifact, as our network
does not cover the whole population. Nevertheless, empirical
data are rarely perfect, and a good community detection
method should deal with this in a sensible way. One could argue
that in treelike regions the network is so sparse that there isn’t
enough information about community structure. This makes
CP’s requirement—that nodes must participate in at least one
clique to be assigned a community—appear meaningful. On
the other hand, CP may yield communities where cliques are
arranged as chains or starlike patterns, which again does not
coincide well with the idea of social groups. Figure 3 indicates
that in CP and wCP there are indeed some communities with
densities close to the lower bound.

Whatever the interpretation, the detected treelike structures
do provide information about the mesoscopic structure of
the network. In other networks starlike structures can rep-
resent meaningful communities: For example, in air trans-
port networks the peripheral airports are connected to local
hubs [30].

D. Intra- and intercommunity edges

If the detected partitions are any good, nodes should have
more edges to other nodes in the same community than to
those in other communities. To measure this we define !(c) as
the ratio of total out- and in-degree of a community:

!(c) =
!

i!c kout
i!

i!c kin
i

= 1
2Lc

"

i!c

kout
i . (2)

Figure 4 shows the distribution of !(c) as function of
community size. With respect to this measure IM produces the
most clear-cut communities: The majority of IM communities
have ! below one. The values for small communities are
especially low, confirming the earlier observation that small
IM communities are on the “edges” of the network. LV
communities also have ! < 1 on average, except for the
smallest communities, but the values are not as low as with
IM. Including weights increases the average value of !. wLV
communities, in fact, have on average more links going outside
the community than inside.

Because CP allows nodes to belong to multiple communi-
ties, a good community need not have a low value of !(c).
Also note that with CP a large fraction of edges are attached
to noncommunity nodes. For CP (wCP) only 21.4% (18.6%)
of edges and 21.8% (25.4%) of nodes are inside communities;
47.6% (43.0%) of edges are between noncommunity nodes.

From earlier studies of mobile phone call networks [24,26]
we know that there is a correlation between edge weight
and neighborhood overlap, in agreement with the Granovetter
hypothesis [27]. Because nodes inside communities have
overlapping neigborhoods, we expect the links between
communities to be on average weaker than those within
communities. Table I shows that with all methods this is indeed

4It has been shown that if there are nodes with a single link, for
modularity optimization they should always belong to the community
of the node to which they are connected [29]. By construction, this
holds for IM as well.

FIG. 4. (Color online) The distribution of !(c) [Eq. (2)] as
function of community size for each method. The distributions are
presented as in Fig. 3, with a similar shading scheme. The black line
denotes average value.

the case. With weighted methods this result is, of course,
not as surprising since weights were used in identifying the
communities.

To see beyond averages, Fig. 5 displays the normalized
average edge weight inside communities as function of
community size. Most notably the edge weights in the largest
communities are below the network average—even for wIM
and wLV.

E. Neighborhood overlap

Neighborhood overlap quantifies the similarity of a node’s
neighborhood in two community structures. If Ni(Cj ) is the
set of those neighbors of node i that belong to its community

TABLE I. Edge weights inside and between communities. "w#
denotes the average edge weight in the whole network, "wc# the
average weight for edges inside communities, and "wc$c# between
communities. CP also has noncommunity nodes; "wc$n# denotes
the average weight between community and noncommunity nodes
and "wn$n# between two noncommunity nodes.

"wc#/"w# "wc$c#/"w# "wc$n#/"w# "wn$n#/"w#

IM 1.14 0.69
LV 1.20 0.78
CP 1.20 0.57 0.80 1.06
wIM 1.65 0.18
wLV 1.92 0.25
wCP 2.57 0.43 0.57 0.73
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FIG. 5. (Color online) Average edge weights wij /!w" inside
communities as a function of community size S, normalized by the
network average.

in Cj , the neighborhood overlap is defined as the Jaccard index
of Ni(C1) and Ni(C2):

Oi(C1,C2) = |Ni(C1) # Ni(C2)|
|Ni(C1) $ Ni(C2)|

. (3)

Thus Oi = 1 if the same neighbors of i belong to its own
community in both methods and Oi = 0 if the sets do not
overlap. In the case of CP we consider only nodes that
participate in at least one community; for nodes that participate
in several, we assign the node to the community where most
of its neighbors reside.

Figure 6 displays the average neighborhood overlap as
function of degree for selected method pairs.5 Nearly all
pairs show a decreasing trend and thus in general community
neighborhoods of low-degree nodes are more similar. The IM-
CP and wIM-wCP overlaps decrease the fastest, because the
underlying philosophies are different and the large number of
nodes not appearing in any CP community reduces the overlap.
wIM and wLV show a better match than their unweighted
counterparts, suggesting a similar and fairly strong response
to edge weights. On the other hand, overlaps for IM-wIM and
LV-wLV become small for large k, which suggests that taking
weights into account considerably changes the partitions for
these methods. With CP-wCP the opposite behavior occurs
because wCP is based on three-cliques and many nodes

5Instead of showing the results for all 15 method pairs we present
only the most interesting cases.
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FIG. 6. (Color online) Average neighborhood community
overlap O as a function of node degree k, between different methods
(top) and unweighted and weighted versions of the same method
(bottom).

that are included in a three-clique are not included in any
four-clique.

F. Nested communities

The above analysis shows that the three methods do not
detect the same communities. It is possible, however, that
they detect only different levels of a hierarchical community
structure. If this is true, then the communities from one method
should be the subset of another.

To address this question quantitatively we calculate how
accurately a single community c% & Pi can be tiled by the
communities of another partition Pj . The best tiling is reached
with set T ' Pj that minimizes the sum of external faults

Fext(c%,T ) =
!

cj &T

|cj | ( |c% # cj |, (4)

which equals the number of nodes in T but outside c%, and
internal faults

Fint(c%,T ) = |c%| (
!

cj &T

|c% # cj |, (5)

which equals the number of nodes in c% but outside T . As
illustrated in Fig. 7, the minimum of Fext + Fint is reached
when T contains only those communities for which |c% # cj | >
1
2 |cj |, i.e., those cj & Pj that share at least half of their nodes
with c%. To allow comparing communities of different size we
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FIG. 7. (Color online) Illustration of tiling imperfection. The
eight nodes in c! are spread over three different communities in
another partition. Using T = {c1,c2} gives the best tiling; including
c3 would reduce Fint to 0 but increase Fext by 2. The value of tiling
imperfection is I = 3/8.

define tiling imperfection I(c!,Pj ) as the ratio of this minimum
total fault and community size:

I(c!,Pj ) = min(Fext + Fint)
|c!|

. (6)
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FIG. 8. (Color online) (Top) Tiling imperfection I and inclusion
imperfection I" between IM and CP. (Bottom) Tiling imperfection I
between IM and LV.

Note that the aim of this measure is to quantify the subset-
superset relationships of communities, which cannot be done
with symmetric measures such as mutual information.

It is possible to generalize this measure also for general
community structures,6 such as the one produced by CP,
but this is not advisable: If c! would have nodes that are
not included in any community of Cj , these nodes would
automatically be internal faults, and the tiling imperfection
would be misleadingly high. To correct for this we define
inclusion imperfection I"(c!,Cj ) similar to tiling imperfection,
but nodes may be counted as internal faults only if they are
covered by both community structures.

Results for tiling measures are shown in Fig. 8. Comparing
the tiling and inclusion imperfections for IM-CP, especially for
small communities, illustrates the difference of these two mea-
sures: Tiling imperfection is high since small IM communities
are treelike and therefore not included in any CP community;
low values of inclusion imperfection, however, show that CP
communities tend to be subsets of IM communities. High
values of CP-IM tiling imperfection shows that the reverse
is not true.

The low tiling imperfection for IM-LV and high for
LV-IM shows that IM communities tend to be supersets of
LV communities. The extreme values for small communities
indicate that nearly all small IM communities can be perfectly
tiled with LV communities, while small LV communities can

6If T " = #j$T cj , the generalized tiling is defined by Fext(c!,T ) =
|T "| % |T " & c!| and Fint(c!,T ) = |c!| % |T " & c!|. The optimal T can
now be constructed by first including (as before) the communities that
share at least half of their nodes with c!, but then adding also those
communities that contain more uncovered nodes of c! (i.e., those in
c!\T ") than new nodes outside c!. Here, however, we use the same
definition of T as for partitions to make the values more comparable.

(b)(a)

FIG. 9. (Color online) Typical cases of tiling with IM (red or dark
gray) and LV (black) communities of size S = 10. Light gray nodes
are the first neighbors of the community to be tiled. (a) Example
of perfect tiling I = 0 when IM community (red nodes) is tiled
with LV communities (black edges). A typical IM community with
S = 10 is located in a treelike region of the network, and LV covers
such regions with very small communities. (b) Example of tiling
imperfection I = 1 when LV community (black edges) is tiled with
IM communities (in red). A typical LV community with S = 10 is in
a somewhat denser part of the network, where the IM communities
are much larger.
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almost never be tiled with IM communities.7 A typical tiling
of small IM and LV communities is shown in Fig. 9.

V. CONCLUSIONS AND DISCUSSION

Benchmarks are helpful if the methods are to be tested
for sensitivity to particular properties, such as hierarchical
structure or broad distribution of community sizes. Real-world
networks, however, are incomparably more complicated, often
inhomogeneous in many respects and usually contain many
different kinds of mesoscopic structures. Good performance on
benchmark graphs does not ensure that communities identified
in real data are meaningful. Our analysis of the Infomap,
Louvain, and clique percolation methods applied to a large
social network reveals that although all the three methods
do detect reasonable communities in some respects, they still
come up short in others.

With all these methods the edge weights were higher
inside communities than between them, in accordance with the
Granovetter hypothesis [27]; distributions of community sizes
were broad, as expected; and tiling imperfection revealed that
although IM and LV produce different partitions, they have a
hierarchical relation where LV communities tend to be inside
IM communities. On the other hand, both IM and LV yield
treelike communities that do not coincide well with the notion
of a social community, and using edge weights makes the
communities even sparser. In contrast, CP clusters are always
found in dense regions of the graph and are therefore often
meaningful; as a downside CP may end up discarding some
important parts of communities.

A natural question is how well our findings can be
generalized to other types of networks. Analysis of multiple
datasets is beyond the scope of this work, but some speculation
can be done. Broad community size distributions have already
been observed in a number of studies [7,10,13]. Considering
the numerous treelike communities, similar sparse regions
occur in other networks as well. For example, the authors
of Ref. [10] found that the density of communities can vary
widely across different network types; e.g., the Internet has
very sparse communities, whereas information networks (such
as arXiv citations) have dense ones. The similarity of IM
and LV may hold too because both partition the network
and their heuristics are similar. The authors of Ref. [10]
observed that two very different partitioning methods resulted
in similar communities in terms of statistical properties.
On the other hand, the difference between CP and the
partition-based methods is likely to manifest itself for various
networks.

In large sparse networks partitioning methods inevitably
identify questionable regions as communities. The trees,
starlike formations, and stars detected by IM and LV do,
however, bear mesoscopic structural meaning: They too are
building blocks of the network. The same topological structure
may be considered a community for one purpose but not for

7Note that I may take only values that are fractions of community
size, e.g., with S = 5 the smallest nonzero value is 0.2, and to get an
average value of O(10!2) the vast majority of IM communities must
have I = 0.

some other—a star is hardly a social community but may
reasonably be considered as one in, for example, biochemical
networks [10].

It would seem that the analysis of large empirical networks
would benefit from the use of complementary community
detection methods and a comparison of the identified structural
features. Instead of just devising ever more efficient commu-
nity detection methods it might be more beneficial to take into
consideration the existence of different types of mesoscopic
structures, as opposed to fixating on a predefined idea of dense
communities.
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APPENDIX A: NOTES ON APPLYING THE METHODS

The Louvain method. The LV agglomeratively builds larger
communities until no improvement in modularity can be
achieved. Our data yielded very large communities with sizes
up to S " 5 # 105 nodes for both LV and wLV, and hence
we adopted the view that the different renormalization levels
correspond to different levels of hierarchical organization,8 as
suggested in Ref. [9]. To obtain meaningful, smaller social
communities and to be able to compare results with other
methods, we chose to use the first level, i.e., before the first
merger of communities was made. This step revealed another
feature of LV: While the modularity value is quite similar
regardless of the order in which the nodes are processed, the
size of the largest community varies greatly. We use a partition
where the size of the largest community is around 103 because
this makes sense in the social context. Because LV uses a
local heuristic and we are dealing with a very large network,
it is reasonable to assume that the statistical properties of the
partitions are on average similar and do not vary as much
as the size of the largest community. For a detailed description
of the stability of both LV and IM, see Appendix B. In addition
the LV algorithm can in some cases produce disconnected
communities. Only a few such communities were encountered,
and we dealt with this by turning each connected component
into a community. Code for the algorithm is available for
download [31].

The Infomap method. The implementation code for Infomap
is available for download [32]. No changes to the code were
required.

Clique percolation. For CP we need to select the value of
k such that there is no percolating cluster. For our data, k = 3

8Note, however, that this assumption has not yet been verified, e.g.,
with benchmarks.
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FIG. 10. (Color online) To find the critical threshold Ic for wCP
we build up communities by adding cliques in descending order of
intensity I , and monitor the largest component size m(I>) (!) and
susceptibility ! (I>) (!). The transition occurs when about 24% of
cliques have been added (I> " 3093).

gives rise to a giant community but k = 4 does not, and thus
we select k = 4.

For the weighted wCP we start with k = 3 and find
the threshold intensity I> for which the giant community
disappears.9 Thus we look for the percolation point using
clique intensity as the control parameter [23] and set the
intensity threshold I> slightly below the critical point. This
point can be identified by the maximum of the susceptibility-
like quantity

! =
!

S" #=Smax

S2
"/

"

#
!

#

S#

$

%
2

, (A1)

where S is community size and " and # index the communities.
We varied I> while monitoring the order parameter m(I>)
and the susceptibility ! (I>) (see Fig. 10). When 24% of the
cliques have been added in order of descending intensity, a
giant cluster emerges, while susceptibility shows a pronounced
peak. This point corresponds to the critical intensity Ic "
3093, which was chosen as our threshold. For CP and wCP, we
applied the fast algorithm introduced in Ref. [33]. A sample
implementation can be found at Ref. [34].

The running times of all the algorithms used are displayed
in Table II. LV and CP are extremely fast, while Infomap takes
a few days to complete. All runs were done on a standard
desktop machine, utilizing a single processor.

9Note that with k = 4 the weighted communities would be identical
to the unweighted ones, because in the absence of percolation the
intensity threshold would be set to 0. Using k = 2, on the other hand,
would correspond to simply using a weight threshold on single edges.

TABLE II. Running times of the different algorithms on our
data set of N = 4.9 $ 106 nodes and L = 10.9 $ 106 links.

Unweighted Weighted

Louvain 2 min 7 s 1 min 30 s
Infomap 46 h 44 min 3 h 20 min
Clique percolation 2 min 10 s 4 min 52 s

TABLE III. Comparison of the stability of stochastic algorithms.
We generated 20 partitions with each method using different random
seeds and present the smallest and largest observed values of |Pi |
and Smax over all 20 runs and of f

pair
pm over the 20 ordered pairs

(Pi,Pj ) with |i % j | = 1. The value of f all
pm = |Cpm({Pi}20

i=1)|/|Pj |
depends on the partition only through |Pj | and is therefore also very
stable; we list the value corresponding to the largest |Pj |.

|Pi | Smax f
pair

pm f all
pm

IM 280000 280516 2964 3672 42.1% 42.6% 13.2%
LV 1293903 1298256 811 11390 72.1% 72.8% 36.7%

wIM 674587 674727 209 247 97.4% 97.5% 92.5%
wLV 1155557 1155985 73 112 95.8% 95.9% 90.1%

APPENDIX B: STABILITY OF THE STOCHASTIC
METHODS

Both IM and LV are stochastic methods, and therefore the
partitions produced by different runs will not be identical.
To see how stable the algorithms are, we ran each method
20 times with different random seeds to generate partitions
Pi = {cj,i}, i = 1, . . . ,20, and study the stability of the number
of communities found (|Pi |), the size of the largest community
(Smax = maxj {|cj,i |}), and the stability of identified communi-
ties across the runs. Let P = {P1,P2, . . .} be a set of partitions
and denote by Cpm(P) = &P'PP the set of communities that
appear in all partitions, i.e., the set of perfectly matching
communities. For any Pi ' P the fraction of perfect matches
is fpm(Pi ;P) = |Cpm|/|Pi |. We denote by f

pair
pm the fraction

of perfect matches when P consists of two partitions, and by
f all

pm the fraction of perfect matches when P consists of all 20
partitions generated by a single method.

The results are summarized in Table III. It turns out that both
weighted methods are very stable not only with respect to |Pi |
and Smax, but also with respect to the identity of communities:
With both wIM and wLV we get f all

pm > 0.9, which means that
over 90% of communities are identical in all 20 runs. The
variation comes mostly from large communities.

In the unweighted case both IM and LV are stable with
respect to |Pi |, and IM also with respect to Smax. The identity
of communities found, however, exhibits more variation: e.g.,
only 13% of communities found by a single run of IM
appear in all 20 runs. Furthermore, looking at the unmatched
communities for any pair [i.e., those in Pi\Cpm({Pi,Pj })],
in IM about 32% have tiling imperfection I < 0.2, and the
average tiling imperfection is 0.46; in LV only 17% of such
communities have I < 0.2, with average tiling imperfection of
0.57. Thus the remaining communities are in general not even
close matches. As with weighted methods, small communities
are more likely to match perfectly than larger ones.

Instability of a method is of course problematic for anyone
wanting to identify the “true” communities of a given network.
It is, however, premature to judge IM and LV because of
this: The network topology is inherently noisy and does not
necessarily contain enough information to uniquely identify
the communities. Including weights made both methods much
more stable, which suggests that the link weights contain
information beyond the network topology. Note that there is
information even in the instability: Any two IM partitions share
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42% of their communities, but if these shared communities
were chosen uniformly at random, only 0.4220 ! 10"6% of
the communities would appear in all 20 partitions—much less
that the actual value of 13.2%.

The high stability of wIM and wLV may be partly explained
by the fat-tailed distribution of call lengths in a mobile
call network [26]. Since both methods are based on using
probabilities proportional to the edge weights, an edge with a
weight several orders of magnitude larger than the average
will be placed inside a community almost independently
of the network topology. On the other hand, in wCP the
definition of intensity as the geometric average takes well into
account the fat-tailed degree destribution and is equivalent to

using weights w#
ij = log wij , the arithmetic mean for intensity

and the intensity threshold I #
> = log I>. Although one could

use logarithmic weights also with wIM and wLV, this is
problematic because the ratio of log weights is not scale
invariant, and therefore the result would depend on the unit
used to measure call length.

Finally, as suggested by the stability of |Pi | and Smax,
the qualitative properties of the communities are very stable
even though the exact identity of communities are not. For
example, IM repeatedly produces treelike communities even
if the communities are not made up of the same nodes. Because
of this statistical stability no error is made by comparing the
methods by using only single realizations from each method.
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We apply a variant of the explosive percolation procedure to large real-world networks and show with
finite-size scaling that the university class, ordinary or explosive, of the resulting percolation transition depends
on the structural properties of the network, as well as the number of unoccupied links considered for comparison
in our procedure. We observe that in our social networks, the percolation clusters close to the critical point are
related to the community structure. This relationship is further highlighted by applying the procedure to model
networks with predefined communities.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The percolation process realized by the Achlioptas proce-
dure [1] is different from classical percolation. This “explosive
percolation” begins with a graph of isolated nodes and at
each step, two potential edges are chosen at random. Then,
the edge that minimizes the product or sum of the sizes
of the two components that would be merged is added to
the graph. This procedure eventually leads to an explosive
percolation transition that appears discontinuous (first order).
However, it has recently been argued that in reality the
transition is continuous and belongs to a new universality
class with a very small exponent of the order parameter [2].
The above or similar procedures have been applied to various
model networks ranging from regular lattices [3] to scale-free
networks [4]. Several papers have painted an intuitive picture
of the mechanisms behind this behavior such as local cluster
aggregation [5], formation of many large components before
percolation transition [6], or inhibition of growth of the largest
cluster [7]. Other criteria for the growth process have also been
suggested, such as choosing edges proportionally to a weight
determined by their cluster sizes [8].

While explosive percolation has triggered a considerable
amount of theoretical and simulation work, its application to
real-world networks or processes has been limited [9]. The
topological characteristics of real-world networks, such as
high clustering, degree correlations, community structure, and
weight-topology correlations, are far from those of regular
or random model graphs [10]. Such features play a role in
the characteristics of classical percolation that has earlier
been successfully applied to investigate real-world network
structure. Here we ask if they also play a crucial role
in explosive percolation, and if monitoring the percolation
process itself yields important information about the network
structure. As a prerequisite, we establish that proper link
addition rules yield explosive percolation transitions when
applied to real-world networks. However, this depends on both
the network structure and the details of the evolution rules.

II. DATA AND METHODS

For our empirical networks, we have chosen a mobile phone
call (MPC) network [11] and a large arXiv coauthorship (CA)
network [12]. Both networks are social, so that nodes represent

people and ties their interactions, and are large enough for
percolation studies. They also share features common to social
networks, such as community structure and assortativity [10].
For the MPC, it has been shown that tie strengths relate
to network topology: Strong ties are associated with dense
network neighborhoods (communities) [13]. Such weight-
topology correlations are reflected in classical percolation
behavior. For the CA, to the best of our knowledge, weight-
topology correlations have not been studied in detail before.

The MPC data consist of 325 ! 106 voice calls over a
period of 120 days. We construct an aggregated undirected
weighted network of edges with bidirectional calls between
users, weights representing the total number of calls. The
largest connected component (LCC) is then extracted, with
4.6 ! 106 nodes and 9.1 ! 106 edges. The collaboration data
is from the arXiv [14] and contains all e-prints in “physics”
until March 2010. There are 4.8 ! 105 article headers, from
which we extract the authors. In the CA network two authors
are connected if they have coauthored articles, whose number
determines the link weight. We then extract the LCC, with
1.8 ! 105 nodes and 9.1 ! 106 edges. In addition, we construct
a filtered version of the CA, where articles with more than
10 authors ("2% of articles) are ignored. This is to remove
the very large cliques from papers with "103 authors in
fields such as hep-ex or astro-ph, where the principles behind
collaboration network formation appear different. The LCC of
the resulting small collaboration coauthorship (SCA) network
has 1.5 ! 105 nodes and 9.1 ! 105 edges. Note that, although
the number of nodes is not much smaller than for the CA, the
number of edges is an order of magnitude less.

For the percolation process, we use the min-cluster (MC-m)
sum rule with different values of m, defined as follows.
Initially, all the edges of the empirical network are considered
unoccupied. Then, at each time step, m unoccupied edges are
drawn at random. Of these, the edge that would minimize
the size of the component formed if the edge were occupied
is chosen. Intracomponent edges are always favored against
intercomponent edges as they do not increase the size of any
cluster. When comparing two intercomponent edges, we select
the one for which the sum of cluster sizes that it connects
is minimized. Ties are resolved randomly. We also study
the limiting case (m = #), where all unoccupied edges are
considered at each step. This leads to a semideterministic
process where all intracluster links get occupied before the
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cluster grows in size. The only source of randomness is the
existence of clusters of same size during the process [15].

III. RESULTS

A. Percolation analysis

Let us first monitor the behavior of the order parameter;
that is, the relative size of the largest cluster, smax/N , as the
fraction of occupied edges flinks is increased. As intracluster
edges do not affect cluster growth, we consider the number
of intercluster edges ! instead of flinks [16]. We apply three
variants of the MC rule, MC-2, MC-10, and MC-!, as well
as random link percolation for comparison. Figures 1(a), 1(b)
and 1(c) show the variation of the fraction smax(! )/N against
the scaled number of intercomponent edges, !/N . For all three
networks, the transition of the order parameter is smooth for the
random case, while for the extreme case, MC-!, the transition
appears abrupt. However, for MC-2 and MC-10, the situation
is more complicated, and we study them in detail.

To determine the nature of the transition, Achlioptas et al.
[1] studied the dependence of the width of the transition
window on system size. This width can be quantified as
" " ! (N/2) # ! (

$
N ), where ! (N/2) and ! (

$
N ) are the

lowest values of ! for which smax > N/2 and smax >
$

N ,
respectively. In general the width scales as a power law with
the system size, " % N # . For classical percolation, # = 1.
It was argued that for explosive percolation # < 1 and the
rescaled width of the transition region, "/N % N ##1, vanishes
in the limit of large N . While recent results [2] argue that the
transition region is in reality finite, the very small exponent of
the order parameter guarantees that in practice it is vanishingly
small even for large systems.

For applying finite-size scaling to empirical networks,
samples of different sizes are needed. In general, unbiased
sampling of a network is difficult. Here, we take advantage
of the known properties of our networks. Call networks are
geographically embedded [18], and we extract subnetworks
of users in chosen cities, based on postal codes of their
subscriptions. For the CA networks, we extract subnetworks of
authors with articles in the same subject class. We see that for
all networks "! % N # , with # & 1 for random and # & 0.5
for the MC-! case [Figs. 1(d), 1(e), and 1(f)]. Thus, the
exponent # clearly differentiates the explosive transition from
random-link percolation. Further, for all three networks, # & 1
for the MC-2, resembling an ordinary percolation transition.
However, for MC-10, the scaling exponent behaves differently
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FIG. 1. (Color online) Variation of the relative size of giant component, smax/N , with scaled number of intercluster edges !/N for the
(a) MPC, (b) CA, and (c) SCA network. The corresponding variations in the gap, " " ! (N/2) # ! (

$
N), as a function of system sizes are shown

in (d), (e), and (f), for the Random, MC-2, MC-10, and MC-! rules. Solid lines indicate fitted scaling exponents # . The variation of the order
parameter, smax/N as a function of the system size N is shown for (g) MPC, (h) CA, and (i) SCA networks. For each system the order parameter is
calculated at the critical point. The solid line indicates the best fit obtained and the exponent $/%. All curves are averaged over 103 runs.
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for the three networks. For the MPC and SCA networks,
! ! 0.5, indicating explosive percolation. For the CA, at first
it appears that the data points do not follow scaling. However,
a closer inspection shows that they cluster around two straight
lines with ! ! 1 and ! ! 0.5. Indeed, for subnetworks with
large collaborations (e.g., hep-ex, hep-ph) ! ! 1, whereas for
other subject classes (e.g., cond-mat, math-ph), ! ! 0.5.

In addition, we have performed a finite-size scaling analysis
of the order parameter smax/N [19]. The scaling relation for
smax/N is given by

smax

N
= N""/#F [($ " $c)N1/#], (1)

where F is some universal function, $ is the control parameter,
$c is the critical point of transition, " is the critical exponent
of the order parameter, and # that of the correlation length.
We choose the critical value $c of the control parameter as
the value of $ where the susceptibility, that is, average cluster
size has its maximum. Note that $c could also be chosen as
the point where the cluster size distribution becomes a power
law [2]; however, since our range of network sizes includes
fairly small networks, this would be too inaccurate as in some
cases there are not enough clusters for determining the shape
of the distribution.

For the MPC network [Fig. 1(g)], we find that the scaling at
$c of the order parameter smax/N yields a very small exponent
"/# ! 0.03 for the MC-10 case, while for MC-2 and random
percolation, the exponents are larger, "/# ! 0.14 and "/# !
0.42, respectively. The exponents for the SCA network behave
similarly [Fig. 1(h)], with a low value "/# ! 0.06 for the MC-
10 case and relatively high values "/# ! 0.31 and "/# ! 0.70
for MC-2 and random percolation, respectively. In contrast,
for the CA network, the exponents have high values for all
cases [Fig. 1(i)], "/# ! 0.13, "/# ! 0.94, and "/# ! 1.15,
for MC-10, MC-2, and random percolation, respectively.

In order to compare our results to the existing literature, we
follow the relations for the critical exponents given in Ref. [2]:
"/# = "/(4" + 1). The value for the exponent " ! 0.0555
given in Ref. [2] yields "/# ! 0.0455. This value is consistent
with our observation that the transition for MC-10 is explosive
in the MPC and SCA networks, while it is ordinary in the CA
network. Note that such small but finite values of the exponent
are consistent with a second-order transition; however, because
we are dealing with single, finite-size networks, we cannot
make definite conclusions. Further, in all the three systems
MC-2 behaves similar to the ordinary random percolation.

Thus, our percolation analysis on CA and SCA net-
works reveals a difference between collaboration structures
in different fields. One possible explanation is the broad
degree distribution for the CA network, whose tail can be
approximated with a power law with exponent !1.7 in contrast
to SCA, which decays as !4.3. Hence, in this respect, the SCA
network structure resembles the social network of the MPC.
Further, it is clear that the nature of the transition depends
both on the number of edges m considered in the percolation
process and structural features of the network.

For the rest of this paper we focus only on the complete
MPC and SCA networks and first study their cluster size
distributions around the critical point, $c. For the following, we
have chosen $c as the point at which P (s) is a power law for the
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FIG. 2. (Color online) Cluster size distributions around the
critical $c for the MPC for MC-2 (a), MC-10 (b), and MC-# (inset).

full region of s [2]. The complete networks are large enough
to choose $c this way, giving us in this case a more precise
value than the susceptibility peaks. Then we sweep the value
of $ around this point and monitor the distribution of cluster
sizes. Figures 2(a) and 2(b) show the cluster size distributions
P (s) around $c for the MCP, for MC-2, MC-10, and MC-#.
For MC-2, P (s) behaves as usual for ordinary percolation,
becoming a power law at $c and then turning exponential.
For MC-10, the situation is different: For $ < $c, there is a
bump in the tail of the distribution, in line with theoretical
predictions for explosive percolation [2]. Immediately above
tc, the smallest remaining clusters get depleted from the
distribution as they are the first to join the giant cluster. For the
semideterministic MC-# (inset), the cluster size distribution
resembles exponential for $ < $c. The cluster size distributions
for SCA are qualitatively similar.

B. Percolation clusters, weight-topology correlations, and
communities

Next, we investigate the evolution of the percolation clusters
and their relationship to communities and the weight-topology
correlations. We study the overlap of the neighborhoods of
end-point nodes i and j of a link, defined as

Oij = nij /(ki " 1 + kj " 1 " nij ), (2)

where nij is the number of neighbors common to both
nodes, and ki and kj are their degrees [11]. This measure
quantifies the extent by which two connected nodes share their
neighborhoods: If i and j have no common neighbors, then
Oij = 0, and if i and j share all of their neighbors, Oij = 1.
Thus, if there are dense communities in the network, links
inside the communities have high values of overlap, whereas
links acting as “bridges” connecting separate communities
have low overlap values.

Figure 3(a) displays the results for the MPC network.
As expected, for random link addition, the overlap and the
time when edges are added in the percolation process are
uncorrelated. For MC-10 and MC-#, edges with high overlap
and weight are added first [Figs. 3(a) and 3(b)]. This indicates
that dense regions of the network, that is communities, get
percolated first. Both quantities show an abrupt drop at
the transition point. This fits well with the Granovetterian
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FIG. 3. (Color online) Variation of the overlap, edge weight,
and modularity as a function of the fraction of links added, for
MPC (a),(b),(c) and SCA (d),(e),(f). The shaded area denotes the
nonpercolating regime for MC-10.

weight-topology correlations observed earlier [11]. However,
the behavior of the SCA network is different. Although
high-overlap edges are added first [Fig. 3(d)], their weights
are low [Fig. 3(e)]. This points toward fundamentally different
weight-topology correlations, where strong links act as bridges
between communities of weaker links. A likely explanation
is that communities organize around senior scientists (hubs),
with whom junior researchers are linked. The latter has a small
number of joint publications with the local hubs, as they are
only temporarily connected. The hubs, in turn, are linked via
long-lasting collaborations and many coauthored papers.

The relationship to community structure is confirmed with
the behavior of the modularity [20] of percolation clusters,
defined as

M =
!

c

[(Lc/L) ! (dc/2L)2], (3)

where the sum runs over clusters, L is the number of links
in the network, Lc is the number of links within cluster c,
and dc is the sum of the degrees of nodes in c. High values
of M correspond to a good community partition; hence, a
high value of modularity calculated for percolation clusters
indicates that they match well with communities. As for the
other quantities, we calculate M as a function of the fraction
of links added flinks. As seen in Figs. 3(e) and 3(f), the peak
of M and the following sharp transition match the transition
points well for MC-10. For the semideterministic MC-", the
peak also matches the percolation point although the transition
is less sharp.

C. Analysis of network model with communities

It appears that the explosive percolation process follows
community structure when applied to a network where such
structure exists. Communities in real-world networks are,
however, hard to define unambiguously, and therefore we turn
to a simple model with built-in community structure [20,21]. In
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FIG. 4. (Color online) (a) Occupied (red or thick) and unoccupied
(blue or thin) edges before the critical point in the model network with
the MC-10 rule. Here, N = 100, M = 10, kin = 9.6, and kout = 0.4.
(b) The fraction of intracommunity links fin during the percolation
process normalized by the average fraction #fin$ for random link
addition. (c) Matching quality Q against largest cluster size, smax for
the model network. (d) Maximum of the quality, Qmax, as a function
of kout. All curves are shown for the model with N = 4096, M = 128,
and kout + kin = 16. For (b) and (c) kout = 1.

this model, N nodes are arranged into M communities of equal
size, and edges are placed at random such that on average each
node has kin intra-community links and kout intercommunity
links. When applying the MC-m sum rule to this network, we
find that mostly intracommunity edges are occupied before
the transition point [Fig. 4(a)]. We quantify this by measuring
the fraction of intracommunity links that have been added
during the process, normalized by the respective fraction for
random link addition. It is evident from Fig. 4(b) that the MC
rules prefer intracommunity links early on in the process, and
intercommunity links only get added toward the end.

To quantify the match between percolation clusters and the
model communities, we consider the confusion matrix with
elements

nkk
% = |Ck & C

%

k
% |,' k,k

%
, (4)

where Ck is the kth cluster and C
%

k
% is the k

%
th community.

Hence, the element nkk
% represents the number of nodes in the

intersection of cluster Ck and community C
%

k
% .

There is a perfect match if clusters are subsets of commu-
nities and vice versa, that is, clusters equal communities. The
extent to which clusters are subsets of communities can be
measured by the projection number of C on C

%
, defined as

pC(C
%
) =

!

k

max
k

%
nkk

% , (5)

that is, the sum of the maximum of each row in the
confusion matrix. pC(C

%
) increases with cluster size, reaching

its maximum when there is a single cluster that overlaps
with all communities. For the reverse case, communities as
subsets of clusters, one can define a similar projection number
pC

% (C), that is, the sum of the maximum of each column in
the matrix. This number is maximized when the clusters are
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as small as possible, that is, single nodes, and decreases with
increasing cluster size [22]. The quality of matching can now
be quantified with the normalized average of both projection
numbers,

Q = [pC(C
!
) + pC

! (C)]/2N, (6)

reaching its maximum when the match between clusters and
communities is optimal.

Figure 4(c) shows the behavior of Q for the model network
as a function of the size of the largest observed cluster smax
spanned by the added links. Here we use the largest cluster
size smax instead of flinks because this provides us with a more
detailed view on what happens around the transition point; the
cluster sizes change only a little beyond this region. It is seen
that Q initially increases and then decreases as a function of
smax, reaching its maximum before the formation of the giant
component and merging of clusters. The percolation clusters
coincide well with the model communities below and around !c

compared to random link addition. We next study the behavior
of the maximum of quality Qmax as we make the community
structure more smeared-out by increasing kout while keeping
the average total degree fixed [Fig. 4(d)]. Although Qmax
decreases as kout increases for both the MC-10 and random
addition, its higher value for the MC-10 process indicates
better match with the built-in communities.

We also obtain qualitatively similar results by using nor-
malized the mutual information (NMI) instead of the matching
quality Q (not shown). The mutual information [23] can be
defined using the confusion matrix as

I (C,C
!
) =

!

k,k
!

nkk
!

N
log

nkk
! N

nknk
!
, (7)

where nk =
"

k
! nkk

! and nk
! =

"
k nkk

! are the size of the
kth community and k

!
th cluster, respectively. The normalized

mutual information is then defined as

NMI(C,C
!
) = 2I (C,C

!
)

H (C) + H (C !)
, (8)

where H (C) = "
"

k nk/N log(nk/N) is the entropy of the
community C, and H (C

!
) is the entropy of the cluster C

!
. In

our case, where we have a large number of small communities,
the NMI does not, however, work as well as the matching
quality. This is because the NMI values are high already at the
beginning of the percolation process when all the nodes are

isolated forming their own clusters. In this case, NMI(C,C
!
) =

2( log N
log M

+ 1)"1, which approaches 1 if the model network size
is increased keeping the community sizes, N/M fixed. In
contrast, the initial value of the quality is Q = 1

2 + M
2N

, which
is independent of the number of communities.

IV. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

To summarize, we have shown that the Achlioptas pro-
cedure can give rise to an explosive percolation transition
when the rules are applied to empirical real-world social
networks. We have used a variant of the minimum cluster
(MC) rule, where the number of links compared during the
link addition process is a parameter, and shown that both the
network structure and the number of links compared have
an influence on the universality class (ordinary or explosive)
of the observed percolation transition. In order to show this,
we have carried out finite-size scaling using subnetworks,
chosen on the basis of known external properties of the
empirical networks. This is an important but nontrivial task
when percolation analysis is applied to empirical networks
where only a single “realization” is available. The resulting
values for critical exponents are in line with the view that
the explosive percolation transition is, in fact, second order;
however, one cannot make definite conclusions since we are
dealing with singe, finite-size networks.

In addition, we have illustrated a connection between links
selected by the MC rule during the percolation process and
community structure—at the critical point, the cluster structure
arising from the application of the MC rule reflects the
community structure of the network. This is confirmed by the
analysis of single-link properties (the overlap, link weight),
and modularity for the empirical networks, and by detailed
studies of the match between clusters and built-in community
structure of model networks.
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Abstract 

We have carried out a longitudinal study on the social networks  collected over an 18-

month period during a major transition in social context when relationships are known 

to change. Our findings are from an empirical setting that allows us to unify auto-

record data, in the form of calls made from mobile phones, with traditional survey 

data. We look for persistent social signatures in the egos’ personal networks at a time 

of large turnover in the networks. We show that typically, a small number of 

emotionally close alters in the networks receive a disproportionately large fraction of 

calls, in line with the layered network view of the social brain hypothesis. Such time 

allocation patterns display individual variation, and are surprisingly persistent even 

when the alter composition of the networks undergoes major changes.  

 

1. Introduction 

Human beings are above all social animals [1], and having strong and supportive 

relationships is essential for our health and wellbeing [2]. Whilst there is considerable 

instability in individual social relationships [3], there is some evidence to suggest  a 

greater level of stability at the level of personal networks – the set of ties an 

individual (ego) has to their family and friends (alters) [4, 5].  Each ego can therefore 

be said to have a ‘social signature’ – the characteristics of their personal network and 

the communication patterns in that network. However, detailing the nature of this 

social signature, and particularly how stable this social signature is over time, is 

complicated by the fact that until recently communication within personal networks 

has been studied using a survey approach, based on questionnaires or interviews. This 

has severely limited the level of detail it is possible to collect about personal 

networks, as well as the reliability of this information and the sample size [12, 13].  



 

Over the last two decades, the increasing use of communication technology has 

revolutionized the study of social relationships. As each transaction leaves a digital 

trace, the new field of ‘computational social science’ [14], is able to analyze 

communication patterns on a scale, and level of detail, not remotely possible with 

traditional survey approaches. This has provided important new insights into structure 

and dynamics of large-scale social networks, involving millions of individuals [8, 15-

21]. However, these datasets typically have very limited information on the attributes 

of, or relationships between, individuals in these networks; consequently it is difficult 

to differentiate between qualitatively different types of social interactions, purely on 

the basis of communication patterns. Further, for mobile phone records specifically, 

the datasets capture only a subset of communication between mobile users on one 

specific network, and do not capture calls to landlines. Thus, in terms of 

understanding the persistence of social signatures in personal networks, even 

computational social science has its limitations. 

 

In this paper, we use a unique 18 month longitudinal dataset, which combines detailed 

data on communication patterns from mobile phone records with questionnaire data, 

to explore changes in the personal networks of participants undergoing a major social 

transition: the move from school to university. We examine whether there is a stable 

social signature in the egos’ personal networks, even when there is a large turnover of 

individual alters. The nature of this social signature gives novel insights into the 

underlying structure of personal networks, and the forces shaping that structure. 

 

The social brain hypothesis [1], building on work in primates [6], suggests that there 

are time and cognitive constraints on the number of relationships an individual can 

maintain at particular levels of emotional intensity [7, 8]. The operation of these 

constraints results in a layered structure to personal networks, such that an individual 

ego can be envisaged as sitting in the centre of a series of concentric circles of 

acquaintanceship, with the relationships in these layers increasing in number but 

decreasing in emotional intensity [7, 9]. One way humans sustain social relationships 

is through regular verbal communication [10]; consequently, unique signatures of the 

stratified personal network an individual maintains can be observed in communication 

records.  



 

In studying these communication patterns, by unifying data from mobile phone 

records with traditional survey data our approach extends previous work in this area 

in three key ways. First, we have a complete records of all calls an ego made to alters 

in their personal network over 18 months (including calls to landline numbers), rather 

than a subset of calls an ego made to alters who happened to be on the same mobile 

network as them, as has usually been the case in previous work. Having this complete 

personal network, rather than the partial personal network revealed in typical data 

based on mobile phone records, is crucial in examining the stability of social 

signatures over time. Second, by combining information from the phone records and 

questionnaire data, we are able to uncover the structure of personal networks in more 

detail, in terms of how the nature of social relationships relates to calling patterns. 

Finally, we are able to determine the proportion of an ego’s personal network 

captured by the phone records, as well as the characteristics of the alters present in 

personal networks but not present in the phone records. Thus, we are able to establish 

each ego’s social signature at the beginning of the study, and then determine whether 

this social signature persists during a period of flux for social relationships with many 

alters both entering and leaving the network [10, 22, 23]. Specifically, we examine 

whether there is evidence from the communication patterns for the layered structure 

in personal networks, and whether this layered structure shows persistence over time, 

despite the turnover of individual alters in the network. 

 

2. Methods 

2.1. Personal network survey and call records 

We used longitudinal data on the social networks of thirty participants (15 males and 

15 females, aged 17 to 19 years old: mean±SD age 18.1±0.48) in their last year of 

secondary school, collected over an 18-month period during the transition from 

school to university (for full details, see Roberts & Dunbar [17]). Participants 

completed a questionnaire on their active personal network at three points in time: at 

the beginning of the study (t1), at 9 months (t2) and at 18 months (t3). The analysis in 

this study is based on the 25 participants (12 males, 13 females) who completed all 

three questionnaires.. To elicit their personal network, participants were asked to list 

all unrelated individuals “for whom you have contact details and with whom you 

consider that you have some kind of personal relationship (friend, acquaintance, 



someone you might interact with on a regular basis at school, work or university)”. 

The participants were also asked to list all their known relatives.  For all individuals 

listed, participants were asked to provide both landline and mobile phone numbers. In 

each survey (t1, t2 , t3),  for both kin and friends/acquaintances, the participants were 

asked to indicate the emotional intensity of the relationship by providing an emotional 

closeness score, measured on a 1-10 scale, where 10 is someone ‘with whom you 

have a deeply personal relationship’. In addition to the social network questionnaire, 

participants also completed a personality questionnaire at t1, t2, and t3. This measured 

the ‘Big-Five’ personality domains – Extraversion, Agreeableness, 

Conscientiousness, Emotional Stability and Intellect– using the 50-item International 

Personality Item Pool version of the Revised NEO Personality Inventory [23,24]. 

 

At t1, all participants lived in the same large UK city (‘City A’). At month 4 of the 

study, the participants took their final exams at school (‘A-levels’) and left the school.  

Of the 25 participants who completed all three questionnaires, six participants stayed 

in City A and worked, not going to University. Eight of the participants went to 

university in City A (which has two large universities) and the remaining 11 

participants went to university elsewhere in England. 

 

In compensation for participating in the study, participants were given a mobile 

phone, with an 18-month contract from a major UK mobile telephone operator. The 

line rental for the mobile phone was paid for, and included 500 free monthly voice 

minutes (to landlines or mobiles) and unlimited free text messages. For each 

participant, we obtained itemized, electronic monthly phone invoices that listed all 

outgoing calls (recipient phone number, time and duration of calls). The electronic 

PDF invoices were parsed into machine-readable form. The questionnaire data and 

this  call data form the main basis for our analysis.  

 

2.2. Constructing ego-centric call networks 

For each participant in the study (ego), we used the list of kin and 

friends/acquaintances (alters) generated in response to the three social network 

questionnaires and combined it with the electronic phone invoices to construct a set of 

ego-centric call networks.  If an alter was listed as having multiple phone numbers, a 

mobile and a fixed line number, a call by the ego to either number was recorded as a 



call between ego and alter.  Phone numbers appearing on the invoices but not listed in 

the questionnaire responses were treated as unique alters; however, service numbers 

(such as those with 0800- suffixes) were filtered out.  The 18-month observation 

period of electronic phone invoices was divided into three consecutive intervals of 6 

months each (I1: March-August, I2: September-February, I3: March-August).  For 

each ego in each of the three intervals, we counted the total number of his/her 

outgoing calls and the number of calls made to each alter. Comparing the ego-alter 

relationships, as reported by the egos via emotional closeness scores from the survey 

data, with the egos’ real calling behaviour, we determined the fraction of self-reported 

ego relationships appearing in the calling records. Using the alter-call-counts per 

interval, we ranked the egos from most called to least called, calculated a time 

allocation pattern (Zipf plot) depicting the total fraction of calls to an alter as a 

function of the alter’s rank, and calculated average emotional closeness as a function 

of alter’s rank for all 25 egos. 

 

2.3 Comparison of ego-reported relationships to phone call records 

In most previous studies of human communication using auto-recorded data [4-11] an 

alter appears in the data only if there is communication between the ego and alter.  

Thus, if communication occurs between ego and alter via a channel not being studied 

(e.g. landline calls, calls on other mobile networks to the one under investigation) the 

alter is never known. Here we use the list of alters, kin and friends/acquaintances, 

from the survey data and the ego-reported emotional closeness score for these alters to 

understand the characteristics of those alters missing from the data call pattern 

analysis. 

 

Let us consider the calling behaviour of each ego towards its alters of varying 

emotional closeness.  Let A(g,ci,ti) be the set of alters of ego g called in time interval ti 

that were categorized during time interval ti with emotional closeness ci.  Similarly, 

let L(g,ci,ti) be the set of alters of specified with emotional closeness ci during time 

interval ti that were “callable” by ego g.  An alter was “callable” during time interval 

ti if the alter was first listed in the survey data corresponding to interval tj or was in the 

set  A(g,!, tj) where ti  tj.  The fraction of alters called by g with emotional closeness 

ci  in time interval ti  is simply, 



f (g,ci, ti ) =
A(g,ci, ti ) 
L(g,ci, ti ) , 

where numerator and denominator are simply cardinality for each set. 

 

2.4. Analyzing the time allocation patterns 

We quantify the variation between the sets of alters an ego calls in two time intervals 

with the Jaccard coefficient, 

 

 

 

where AI1  and AI2 are the full sets of alters who were called by the ego in two time 

intervals I1 and I2, respectively.  J=1 if the sets are equal, and 0 if the sets have no 

common alters.  For a pairwise comparison of the time allocation patterns between 

two different egos or two different time intervals for a single ego we measure the 

Jensen-Shannon divergence (JSD) [18] defined as  

 

! 

JSD(P1,P2) = H 1
2 P1 + 1

2 P2( ) " 1
2 H(P1) +H(P2)[ ], 

 

where P1 and P2 are two distributions, P = p(r){ }  and  p(r) is the fraction of calls to 

the alter of rank r ; additionally, H(P) is the Shannon entropy, 

 

! 

H(P) = " p(
r=1

k

# r)log p(r), 

 

where p(r) is as above and k is the maximum rank, i.e. the total number of alters 

called. The Jensen-Shannon divergence is a generalized form of the Kullback-Leibler 

divergence (KLD) such that 

! 

JSD(P1,P2)"[0,#), and 

! 

JSD(P1,P2) = 0  if and only if the 

distributions are identical.  We chose JSD over KLD due to its capacity to deal with 

zero probabilities p(r)=0. The maximum number of alters called by an ego in a given 

time interval, k , varies depending on the ego and the interval; therefore, if k2>k1 is the 



larger number, we assign p1(r1)=0 for k1>r1!!k2, i.e. zero-pad the series of fractions of 

calls such that they are of the same length. 
 

3. Results 

3.1 Strength of ego-identified relationships and real calling behaviour 

The calls egos place to their alters are related to the strength of the ego-alter 

relationship, as measured by the  ego-reported emotional closeness score. In plotting 

the averages number of alters an ego will call in a 6-month time interval, ti, as a 

function of the emotional closeness score, ci, main panel Fig. 1, we see a positive 

relationship between fraction of alters called and the average alter emotional 

closeness score.  The small sample size does result in large values for standard 

deviation, illustrated by the shaded regions.  Furthermore, we see that on average an 

ego will place at least one call within a given 6-month time interval  to four out of 

five alters that the ego scored with emotional closeness 8 or higher.  Thus, the alters 

rated as most emotionally close to the ego are likely to appear as the most frequent 

contacts in auto-record phone data.  However, it is also clear the phone data do not 

document every close ego-alter relationship.  To fully capture an ego’s interaction 

with all of its alters we would need to collect data on phone calls, emails, Facebook 

communications, face-to-face interactions, etc., a daunting undertaking.  From this 

analysis, it is clear that while there may be some alters missing from an ego’s data, 

the majority of important relationships are included. 

 

Moving beyond the binary accounting of whether or not an ego calls an alter given a 

particular emotional closeness and time interval, we calculate the average emotional 

closeness scores of alters by their ranked call frequency.  The inset plot in Fig. 1 

shows the average emotional closeness, and standard deviation via error bars, of the 

top 40 most called alters for all egos over all three time intervals.  In the inset plot we 

see average emotional closeness decrease with increasing alter rank.  It is not that 

alters with low emotional closeness scores are excluded from the top ranks of the 

most called alters, but on average the most called alters do have higher emotional 

closeness scores than those alters called less frequently. 



 
Figure 1 Relationship between call pattern and emotional closeness scores attributed to alters.  The main 

figure illustrates the fraction of alters, averaged over all egos, <f(g,ci,ti)> g, that are actually called by anego 

in a 6-month period, ti, given that the ego scores the alter with emotional closeness ci .  The shaded region 

indicates the standard deviation.  The inset shows the average emotional closeness of alters of varying rank 

with error bars showing the standard deviation. 

 

3.2. Time allocation patterns and their persistence 

 
Figure 1 Time allocation patterns for two different egos (survey participants) (top and bottom rows), 

displaying the fraction of calls to each alter called as a function of alter rank, for the three 6-month time 

intervals (columns). The symbols correspond to alters observed for the first time in intervals I1 (circles), I2 

(squares), and I3 (diamonds), or to kin (triangles) as reported by the egos. The dashed line indicates the 

time allocation pattern averaged over all 25 egos. 

 

For almost all individuals in the survey, the time allocation patterns are characterized 

by a heavy tail that decreases slower than exponentially. A large fraction of 



communication is typically allocated to a small number of top-ranked alters: for male 

(female) participants, the fraction of calls to the top alter is on average 0.20 +/- 0.09 

(0.26 +/- 0.08), and the fraction of calls to the top three alters is 0.41 +/- 0.12 (0.50 +/- 

0.11).  A similar tendency to communicate electronically mostly with only a few 

others has been observed earlier for text messages [10,19] and Facebook [25]. This 

shape of the time allocation pattern is in line with the layered network view, where 

the innermost layer contains a small number of alters with close emotional ties that 

require large maintenance effort.  

 

Figure 2 shows the time allocation patterns for two specific egos for each of the three 

time intervals, together with a pattern averaged over all 25 egos. The ego whose 

patterns are depicted in the upper row (panels a to c) is a male who went to university 

in another city, and the lower row (panels d to f) represents a female student who 

went to university in City A. For the upper row, the top-ranking alters receive a very 

large fraction of calls and persistently include two family members (triangles), 

whereas for the networks in the lower row, the top alters are less dominant, kin are 

ranked lower, and kin display larger rank fluctuations.  

 

It is also clear on the basis of Figure 2 that the alter composition of the networks 

undergoes major changes. For both egos shown here, the networks corresponding to 

the second 6-month interval (I2) are dominated by newcomers, i.e. alters that were 

first observed in I2. This reflects the period of change that the egos are going through: 

I2 represents the first six months of the first academic year for those participants who 

went to university. Overall, as quantified by the Jaccard coefficient, the similarities 

between the sets of alters in consecutive intervals, averaged over all respondents, are 

J(I1,I2): 0.20 +/- 0.08 and J(I2, I3): 0.26 +/- 0.09 for the full set of alters. Thus there is 

more turnover between intervals I1 and I2. However, if we only consider top 20 

ranking alters, the similarities are higher: J(I1,I2): 0.34 +/- 0.12 and J(I2, I3): 0.44 +/- 

0.10. Nonetheless, it is clear that the variation is not solely due to high turnover in the 

lowest ranks. 
 

In order to measure the changes in the time allocation patterns over time, we apply the 

Jensen-Shannon divergence as a measure of the distance between patterns. In order 

quantify how similar an individual’s patterns for consecutive windows are, we 



calculated i) the distances between one ego’s pattern for consecutive windows, and ii) 

the averaged distances between the patterns for the focal ego and all other egos within 

an interval (see Fig 2 a). We then calculated self and reference distances dself  and dref 

such that dself was averaged over the two distances between consecutive windows, 

 where i indicates the focal ego and sub-indices denote time 

intervals. Reference distances were averaged for each pair of egos over the three time 

windows,  where j denotes non-focal egos. 

 

 
Figure 3 Persistence of time allocation patterns. a) A schematic of how the distances based on Jensen-

Shannon divergences are calculated. For the focal participant (top row), self-distances (dself) are calculated 

for patterns in consecutive intervals and averaged. Reference distances (dref) are calculated for the focal 

participant and all other participants within each interval (bottom row) and then averaged. b) Values of the 

self-distances (dself) and histograms for reference distances (dref) for four example egos. c) Distributions for 

self-distances and reference distances for all participants. 

The results in Figure 3 (panels b and c) clearly indicate that on average, the shapes of 

the time allocation patterns of participants (the social signatures) show a tendency of 

persisting in time, as the distance values dself between one participant’s consecutive 

patterns are on average much lower than the distances dref  to other participants. On 

average, for each ego, 80%+/-13% of the distances to others were greater than dself. 

Averaged over all egos, the average self-distance was <dself>= 0.037 +/- 0.015 while 

the average distance to other egos was <dref > = 0.087 +/- 0.057.  

 

!"#$%&'(&&%)*#
!
In this study, we used a unique longitudinal dataset, combining  detailed mobile 

phone call records with three waves of survey data, to examine the personal networks 



of participants during a period of natural flux in their social relationships after leaving 

school. Our key findings can be summarized as follows: first, there is a clear 

relationship between the emotional intensity of alters and the frequency of calls to 

them. Second, we have established that the time allocation patterns of call frequency 

to alters are roughly similar in their signature shape, such that a small number of top-

ranked alters receives a disproportionately large fraction of calls. Third, when 

monitoring the composition of these networks, we find that it undergoes major 

changes, with many alters entering and leaving the network, and relationships 

increasing and decreasing in intensity. Importantly, these changes are seen to have 

surprisingly small effects on the time allocation patterns – thus individuals appear to 

have a ‘social signature’ in that they allocate roughly the same amount of time to their 

alters depending on their rank, independent of who these alters are. Such signature 

patterns show variation between participants but appear persistent in time for each 

participant. This constitutes the first direct evidence for the suggestion [Dunbar et al. 

1998, Sutcliffe et al. 2011] that social networks are constrained by the time 

individuals have available for social interaction. Time is an inelastic resource, so if a 

new alter enters the network, and an ego devotes a lot of time to calling that alter, less 

time tends to directed towards other alters, and the overall social signature thus 

remains stable.  As such, this confirms one key assumption underpinning the social 

brain hypothesis thought to be responsible for the layering of social networks [7].  

 

When reflected against the prediction of a layered structure of personal networks from 

the social brain hypothesis [S1,S7,S9], our observations can broadly speaking be 

considered in accordance with the main characteristics where the networks comprise a 

small number of relationships of high emotional intensity, with increasing numbers of 

relationships of lower emotional intensity. Discrete “layer boundaries” where the 

communication frequency drops abruptly were observed for some egos (see Fig 2, top 

row) within some of the time intervals; however, there was a lot of individual 

variation. This is to be expected: while emotional intensity was seen to correlate with 

call frequency, calls are only one of the possible communication modalities, and 

social interactions carried out, e.g., by face-to-face contacts were not included in our 

analysis.  

 



If the observed overall shape of the time allocation patterns is also assumed to arise 

from general cognitive constraints, as implied by the social brain hypothesis, how can 

we interpret the individual variation and the persistence of the ego-specific signature 

patterns? One possible explanation is that such signatures reflect personality traits. 

There is a relationship between personality, the size of personal networks and 

communication patterns within those networks [20-22]. Thus because personality 

amongst our participants was stable across the study period, this may offer one 

explanation for the both the heterogeneity of the social signatures we observed, and 

their stability over time.  Indeed, using this dataset, a significant relationship between 

personality and network size at t1 has been demonstrated [Lu et al. (2009]. 

 

More broadly, our approach shows the value of combining subjective survey data, 

(e.g. on the emotional intensity of relationships) with the digital traces of 

electronically-mediated communication. Both of these sources of data have their 

limitations, but by combining the two, important insights can be gained about how the 

objective pattern of communication relates to the nature of our social relationships 

[e.g. Gilbert & Karahalios, 2009].   Future work could use this combined data to 

further our understanding of how patterns of communication relate to specific types of 

social tie. For example, if there clear differences in the patterns of mobile 

communication between family members, and communication between friends, these 

can be used to infer social relationships, based soley on communication patterns, from 

mobile datasets where information on the nature of the social interactions is lacking. 

 

In conclusion, by combining call records and survey data, we demonstrated that 

distinct patterns of communication - social signatures – show stability over time, 

despite considerable turnover of individual members of the personal network. This 

suggests that personal networks in humans, as in primates (Lehmann et al. 2009) are 

shaped by time and cognitive constraints that limit the number of relationships that 

can be maintained at each level of emotional intensity, producing a network with a 

layered structure.  
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